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The guys hadn’t factored in

flooded singletrack, swarms 

of vicious midges and angry,

overprotective farm dogs…

GET IN TOUCH!

http://twitter.com/mbukmagazine

mbuk@immediate.co.uk

www.facebook.com/mbukmag

 RED BULL RAMPAGE

What happens beyond the 
insane action in the Utah 
desert? We bring you five 
different takes on the wildest 
contest on the planet – page 70

 BLAST THROUGH WINTER

Don’t let sloppy conditions put 
you off – we give you the skills 
and prep to keep riding when the 
weather turns grim – page 128

THIS MONTH
EDITOR’S LETTER

O
ur resident routes expert Max Darkins has come up with some 

fantastic rides over the years (see the pull-out maps and Big Ride on 

page 132 for his latest). And perhaps one of the finest is his Welsh 

Coast to Coast. An epic ride that starts from Conwy in the north 

and finishes at Port Talbot in the south, taking in some of Wales’s most 

dramatic changes in landscape, plus a few of its best trail centres along the 

way. When Max devised the route, it was intended to be a four or five-day 

adventure, giving riders a chance to take in the scenery and beauty of the 

Welsh hillsides. Perhaps a factor lost on our guys, who wanted to try and 

do the whole journey in one hit. No overnight stopping, no sleeping – just 

riding from north to south in as short a time as possible, hopefully no more 

than 24 hours. The guys hadn’t factored in flooded singletrack, swarms 

of vicious midges and angry, overprotective farm dogs. Plus the fact that 

riding through the night meant they’d miss out on some of the most scenic 

parts of the route. But deep into the middle of a challenge like that, if you 

want to succeed, you have to put those sorts of things behind you and 

crack on. See whether they made it on page 56 and check out the video 

of their experience on mbuk.com. Maybe it’ll get you thinking about the 

challenges you can set yourself in 2018. In the meantime, have a very 

happy Christmas from all of us at MBUK!

  BUDGET BIKETEST

These four bikes under £500 
could be the perfect rides to get 
someone started in mountain 
biking this Christmas – page 98

DANNY WALTER EDITOR IN CHIEF
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TATSHENSHINI RIVER

‘Epic’ is a much-overused 

adjective these days, but we 

reckon that Red Bull’s recent 

big-mountain freeride adventure 

down the remote Tatshenshini 

River in Canada is fully deserving 

of that term. The energy drink 

giant assembled a crew of old- 

and new-school heavy-hitters for 

the trip. Freeride legends Wade 

Simmons and Darren Berrecloth 

joined slopestylers Tyler McCaul 

and Carson Storch for a two-week 

mission to put tyre marks where 

no two wheels have been before. 

Beginning in the Yukon 

Territories, the crew travelled by 

boat through British Columbia all 

the way to Alaska and the shores 

of the Pacific, camping, fishing 

and hunting for new lines in a 

vast landscape of glaciers, river 

deltas and endless virgin forests. 

The riding ranged from blasting 

high-speed rocky ridgelines and 

slashing turns into untouched 

scree slopes to sending backflips 

on freshly-built lips. If you were to 

look up ‘freeride’ in the mountain 

bike dictionary, then a synopsis of 

this trip is what you’d find. 

All the action was documented 

on video and if you’ve not 

seen the full film yet we highly 

recommend heading over to 

www.redbull.tv right now – 

although they should have added 

a disclaimer warning that you’ll 

definitely have itchy feet for an 

adventure after watching it. 
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the snugness of the fit. If you get 

caught out late on a ride, then the 

reflective logos and trim will help 

make you visible. 

Our only comment at this stage 

is that we’re not sure we’d want 

a waterproof suit without full- 

length legs, but if you share our 

opinion, fear not, dirtlej have you 

covered with their ‘core edition’ 

suit. There’s also a black version 

of the ‘classic’, should you find the 

green a bit too garish. 

No doubt we’ll have plenty of 

opportunities to wear the suit over 

the next few months – we’ll report 

back once we’ve subjected it to 

the full force of a UK winter! 

dirtlej dirtsuit classic edition  

€199 plus p&p, www.dirtlej.com

OK, so you’re not going to win 

any fashion contests wearing  

this waterproof onesie, but if  

you’re still dry and warm at the 

end of a wet winter ride, does  

that really matter? 

The ‘dirtsuit’ may look like a 

Kermit the Frog outfit, but it’s 

much more functional than that, 

with reported waterproofing and 

breathability ratings of 10,000mm 

and 10,000g, respectively. In 

combination with a full-length 

front zip and multiple mesh-

backed zipped vents, hopefully 

the suit won’t feel like a boil in the 

bag on the climbs, and the fabric 

feels tough enough that it should 

shrug off a few crashes. 

Features include four pockets 

with waterproof zips, a packable 

hood and Velcro tabs on the 

waist and cuffs to let you adjust 

DIRTLEJ  
DIRTSUIT CLASSIC 
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MOTIVE MOVIE

The latest film by the Coastal 

Crew, in collaboration with Mind 

Spark Cinema, showcases the 

talents of Matt Hunter (pictured), 

Finn Iles, Garret Mechem and 

Matt Miles along with the Coastal 

Crew’s Curtis Robinson and  

Dylan Dunkerton. 

MOTIVE is the theme and 

title of the film, and it explores 

why the riders devote their lives 

to shredding bikes. As you’d 

expect from the Coastal Crew, it’s 

beautifully shot and atmospheric, 

and includes footage of the guys 

building their lines. Rather than 

getting sucked in by the infinite 

exotic riding locations across the 

globe, the movie is shot across 

North America, and includes 

some of the guys’ local riding 

spots. Hunter shares his segment 

with Matty Miles, and it’s all 

filmed around his home town of 

Kamloops, BC. 

When your energy is focused 

on having fun, good things tend to 

happen – the riding in MOTIVE is 

purely organic and the results are 

golden. Watch the teasers at www.

thecoastalcrew.com and look out 

for the full film, coming soon. 
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CWM ON 
OVER

FRESH TRAILS 

IN WALES

Cwmcarn used to be one of the 

UK’s most popular trail centres, 

but in the last couple of years 

things have gone a bit quiet over 

in the Welsh valleys, due to larch 

tree disease and subsequent 

felling operations. 

Happily the classic South 

Wales spot seems to be over the 

worst of that and a big revamp 

of the trails is underway. At the 

helm is local trail-building firm 

Back on Track, and so far they’ve 

reshaped the whole bottom 

section of the Y Mynydd downhill 

track, adding jumps of various 

sizes plus some monster high-

speed berms. Next on the list is 

rumoured to be a resurrection 

of the old Dragon DH track, but 

nothing is confirmed so stay 

tuned for more info. 

Alongside this, some tweaks to 

the red-graded Twrch and Cafall 

XC trails are planned. We spoke 

to Darrell Axford, who runs the 

Cwmdown uplift service. “I think 

there are lots of people who have 

forgotten how great it is here, 

plus there are lots of new riders 

getting into the sport, who have 

ridden BikePark Wales but are 

unaware of other places around 

Wales,” he says. “I think this 

revamp is going to put Cwmcarn 

back on the map.” 

If you want to go and check 

out the freshly-sculpted downhill 

goodness, get yourself booked 

onto the uplift.

www.mbwales.com
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DEFY THE ELEMENTS HYBRID JACKET

When you won’t be put off by the cold conditions, 

the DTE hybrid provides the thermal insulation 

required to keep you pedalling deep into winter.

WWW.MADISON.CC

When temperatures drop and winter sets in, don’t 

let your clothes limit your potential.

We created the D.T.E collection for rides where warmth and staying 

dry are essential. We’re not encouraging you to take on nature, as 

she always wins. Instead we’re removing excuses for not riding 

when it’s grim down trail. Ride through winter. Defy The Elements.
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RUN FOR 
COVER!

SKATE PARKS

At this time of year it’s easy 

to lose motivation for riding, 

when the nights are long and the 

weather generally sucks. So why 

not dust off the old hardtail and 

head to the skate park?

Not only is skate park riding 

loads of fun, it’s also great for 

developing skills that you can 

take to the trails come spring. 

The predictable nature of riding 

ramps makes them an ideal place 

to master techniques you’ve 

been struggling with. Turning up 

for the first time, it’s easy to be 

intimidated by the steep wooden 

transitions, but once you find 

your flow you’ll have a great time. 

Bike-friendly parks include 

RampWorldCardiff (run by Manon 

Carpenter’s dad, Jason), R-Kade 

in Redcar (Danny Hart’s local 

park) and RAMP1 in Warrington 

(one of the largest indoor parks in 

Europe, with an airbag for busting 

out the big moves). The 417 Bike 

Park in Gloucestershire is also 

worth checking out – it has two 

barns housing indoor dirt jumps 

and a tarmac pump track, making 

it an ideal winter hangout. 

Stay tuned for some How-Tos 

on skate park riding over the next 

couple of months. 
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A FEW YEARS ago the internet 

blew up with a GoPro run of 

Brendog riding a wild urban 

downhill race in Mexico. It’s hard 

to describe the insanity – you 

need to watch the videos to get 

a flavour of the craziness – but 

suffice to say the course is very 

steep, long and technical. 

It’s held in Taxco, a small city a 

few hours from the capital, which 

is a maddeningly chaotic place 

that somehow functions perfectly 

and feels like an authentic taste 

of Mexico. This year, Brendan 

OLD DOG,

NEW TRICKS

Brendan Fairclough makes 
the urban jungle his own 

THIS MONTH  Sam Flanagan, an MTB nativity, Bernard Kerr, Everest challenge, scariest biking moments, Sick Bicycle Co
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Previous page Adolf 

Silva frontflips his way 

to the ‘Best Trick’ win 

Top Brendog pulling 

his signature move, 

the nac-nac, with 

Bernard Kerr behind

Above The course 

takes riders down 

super-narrow and 

steep streets, at times 

a hair’s breadth from 

the spectators

found himself back at the Taxco 

Urban DH, but with a twist.

Brendan’s brother and course-

building wizard Christian and his 

team have been tasked with building 

the Taxco course for the past two 

years. This year they were one 

labourer short – step in Brendog. 

More often seen behind the bars 

than a spade, but no stranger to 

building and grafting, it presented  

a unique opportunity for the World 

Cup regular to have some creative 

input into the features he would 

hurtle down a week later. We caught 

up with Brendan to find out about  

his experience.

“Taxco is always a unique event, 

and especially so this year as I built 

and rode in it,” he says. “Street 

racing is a pretty special skill, not 

one that I’ve mastered yet. There 

are manmade features and you’re 

steaming past people’s porches, 

avoiding stray dogs and trying not to 

slip out on the slick cobbled streets. 

The thing that stands out most is 

just how different the skills are – the 

guys that do well have a skill set 

specialised for racing these things.”

Taxco is in a class of its own – a far 

cry from the flat pedally course with 

some half-arsed jumps that a lot of 

urban DH races are these days – and 

has a healthy lack of respect for H&S. 

“I chose to do the event as the crowd 

is always amazing, I get to travel to 

Mexico, eat great food and spend 10 

days building the course, working as 

part of a killer good team,” explains 

Brendan. “It’s unique that you get to 

build a wicked course, then ride and 

race it with your mates.” 

Coming away from the trip with 

some extra calluses on his hands, an 

even stronger respect for the racers 

who focus on this discipline and a 

belly full of tacos, he smiles: “I’ll be 

back for sure – it’s a nice time of year 

to race and get some sun.” 

TAXCO 
URBAN DH 
2017 TOP 5

TAXCO IN NUMBERS

Number of fans 45,000

Vertical descent 300m

Signatures signed 1,747

Length of course 1,800m

Metres of wood used 1,400m

Screws and nails used 5,000

Tippers of dirt used 63

Hours spent building 560

Winning time 1:48

Stray dogs dodged 64

Number of riders 38

Nationalities racing 20

Longest jump 10m

1 Rémy Métailler

2 Bernard Kerr

3  Bernardo 

Neves Cruz

4 Kirk McDowall 

5  Brendan 

Fairclough



Christmas – it’s only gone and 

snuck up on us again. I remember 

my first mountain bike Christmas – 

sprinting to the tree and feverishly 

unwrapping a much-anticipated 

RockShox Judy XLT triple-clamp 

fork to bolt onto my battered old 

Handsome Dog hardtail. After 

much nagging, I cracked the shed 

door open with dad half an hour 

later to install it, then hooned 

around for the next five wintery 

hours till nightfall. My brother and 

I spent the evening watching our 

newly-acquired mountain bike 

flicks, on repeat. Earthed and New 

World Disorder were high up in the 

pecking order but we’d throw in a 

cheeky Clay Porter special. This 

was back in the good old days of 

one film for an entire season. 

Not only does this bike riding 

malarkey pass time in an enjoyable 

fashion but it successfully takes 

over the participants’ lives. We all 

should think ourselves so very 

lucky to have stumbled upon such a 

vibrant and welcoming community, 

and have a little grin to ourselves 

while unwrapping that 14th bottle 

of chain lube from uncle so-and- 

so, before casting a thought back 

to the days of the Sprung series 

and the unimaginable lack of 

the dropper post! Merry bloody 

Christmas to all! 

2 surrey hills,  

england

1 whistler, bc & 

queenstown, nz
Although it’s not as exotic as 

Canada or New Zealand, I love the 
riding back home. The hills are 

small and the jumps are tiny, but 
there are tons of loamy tracks, all 
my friends are there and it’s just 
nice to be at home after being on 

the road for a few weeks.

Number one has to be Whistler. 
Normally when I go there it’s 

Crankworx and everyone’s sending 
it. Cruising laps down Crabapple 

Hits, Dirt Merchant and A-Line – it 
doesn’t get better than that! A 

close number two has to be 
Queenstown. I’ve spent a few 

winters there and it’s always good 
times riding Dream Track. The 

jumps are huge and the 
sessions equally big.

3 red bull hardline, 

wales
I look forward to Hardline every 

year. The whole week is so rad, with 
Dan, Gee and the boys sessioning 

the track and getting sideways over 
the jumps. Things didn’t go my way 
this year, but I was stoked to walk 
out alive! Every World Cup track 

should be like Hardline – bring back 
the gnarly tracks, I say! Andorra 

and Val di Sole are awesome, but I’d 
love to see Champéry and 

Schladming back on the circuit.

Pro’s
Life

SAM 

FLANAGAN
Sam gets that warm, fuzzy 
feeling Christmas creates

Mountain Biking UK  25

We ask pro riders to name their 

favourite riding spots. This 

month, it’s the turn of uber-

stylish World Cup winner 

Bernard Kerr

Scotland is  
awesome! The 

descent off Ben Nevis 
beckons and Poolewe 

(right) isn’t too 
shabby either

Ridge radness on  
the Isle of Arran. We 

think they’re 
hightailing it to  

the distillery

CHART 
TOPPERS

Sam’s not averse  
to a bit of drop-bar 

action – particularly 
if knobbly tyres are 

still involved
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Want
  That!

CHRISTMAS 

GNARTIVITY

Back in the mid ’90s, MBUK was 

all about pushing the envelope 

of possibilities on two wheels. 

For the December 1996 issue, 

Steve Worland and a crack group 

of mates came up with the idea 

of attempting to descend the 

equivalent height of Mount Everest 

in a single day. Sound familiar? 

This year, our Al did his own 

Everesting challenge, when he both 

climbed and descended the full 

8,848m, albeit with the aid of an 

e-bike (see issue 348 and www.

mbuk.com to find out how he got 

on). Back in ’96 though, the lads’ 

plan was to use chairlifts, cable cars 

and trains to gain their altitude. 

Like many mid ’90s MBUK

feature ideas, it was a plan thought 

(we use the word loosely) up in the 

pub – in this case, during an alcohol 

and cheese-fuelled bender in 

Chamonix, France. Unsurprisingly, 

given their heavy night, our intrepid 

adventurers managed to sleep way 

past their 6am wake-up time, but 

they readied themselves over bowls 

of cereal and were soon on their 

way. By 2pm, they’d managed an 

impressive 3,700m of descending, 

but time was running out and 

their enthusiasm, with worsening 

weather, was waning. 

After overloading on cheese and 

bread, they gave in, deciding that 

completing their Everest challenge 

the next day was the best idea.

Resuming the challenge 24 

hours later, the boys went hell 

for leather in an attempt to rack 

up the remaining descents. But 

as the afternoon wore on, things 

started to deteriorate. They had a 

series of punctures, and the crew 

realised they’d have their work cut 

out making it onto the last train up 

the mountain in order to complete 

their challenge. They didn’t make it. 

In fact, they weren’t even close. In 

true mid ’90s renegade mountain 

biker style, they’d been looking 

at the wrong timetable! With tails 

between their legs, the challenge 

was aborted, a mere 2,000m short.

CLOSE BUT NO CIGAR
Once upon a time, long ago in the days before e-bikes, we 
had our first crack at Everesting. It was a bit of a fiasco

THE MBUK ARCHIVES

1 CAMEL
CamelBak’s new Kudu pack is the ultimate 

big-mountain adventure companion. It boasts 

20l of storage, a level 2-certified back protector 

and its 3l Crux reservoir means you won’t be 

going thirsty in the desert with this camel.

CamelBak KUDU Protector 20 Dry

£189.99 www.zyrofisher.co.uk 

2 THREE KINGS
It’s only appropriate that the three kings are 

represented by three of the blingest components 

on the market. Chris King headset from £165,

bottom bracket from £165 and hubs £275 

front, £495 rear www.saddleback.co.uk

3 STAR
If you find yourself riding through the night – or 

day, for that matter – this winter, then you’ll be 

glad of a pair of waterproof shorts.

Alpinestars Outrider WR shorts 

£95 www.zyrofisher.co.uk

4 DONKEY
Joseph and Mary had a donkey, but since we’ve 

got to put the pedal power in ourselves, keep 

your inner pack animal fuelled with these tasty 

and natural chewy bars.  

MuleBar energy bars

From £1.69 www.madison.co.uk

5 JOSEPH
Joseph of Nazareth was a carpenter, Joseph of 

Gnarzareth is a bike mechanic – and any 

mechanic needs a good track pump!

Topeak JoeBlow Mountain pump 

£41.99 www.extrauk.co.uk

6 JESUS
Jesus was sent to Earth to teach people the path 

to happiness, and the path to happiness is riding 

bikes. The king of kings would have ridden 

nothing less than the king of balance bikes.

Islabikes Rothan balance bike  

£169.99 www.islabikes.co.uk

7 MARY
There are few things as miraculous as a virgin 

birth, but then again this tyre does have  

magical levels of grip.  

Schwalbe Magic Mary Super Gravity ADDIX 

Soft 27.5x2.35in tyre

£64.99 www.ison-distribution.com

We imagine how the nativity scene  

would look if God was a mountain biker

It wasn’t such a 
harebrained idea in 

the pantheon of 
MBUK challenges, 
but the execution 
was a bit lacking



We ask some familiar faces to recount the sketchiest or most heart-stopping moment they’ve 
had aboard two wheels. This month, MBUK staffers Alex and Ed recall the time they got a bit  

too familiar with a bunch of Swiss farmers

A few years ago, before Alex and I started working for MBUK, 

we both enjoyed misspent summers out in the French Alps, 

living the bike bum dream. A challenge we set ourselves one 

year was to explore every inch of the Portes du Soleil region, 

and on our checklist was the backcountry around Champéry, 

a Swiss valley with an infamous World Cup downhill track. One 

sunny day we assembled a group of 

mates and went trail hunting, and it 

didn’t take long to strike gold, in the 

form of an untouched singletrack gem 

that snaked its way down the steep 

wooded slopes.

We were a good way down and well into our flow when 

Alex suddenly skidded to a halt in front of a farmer who 

was blocking our path. In angry French, he told us that we 

shouldn’t be there and gesticulated back up the hill in the 

direction we’d come. Alex, being fluent in French, facetious 

and not exactly enamoured with the idea of pushing a DH bike 

uphill in the 30°C heat, started arguing with the man, who got 

progressively more irate. Eventually we admitted defeat, but 

as we turned tail, he shouted after us: “You ignorant English 

f**ks, I’m going to get something that’s going to make you 

give me your bikes!” We laughed and thought nothing more of 

it, turning our attentions to the bitch of a push up. An hour of 

sweating later, we were circumnavigating the valley on our way 

back to the gondola when, as we passed an old farmhouse, a 

car screeched up and three men jumped out.

One was the farmer we’d met earlier, along with a pair of 

the biggest units I’d ever seen. The largest guy immediately 

made a beeline for me, pushed me off 

my bike, punched me in the head and 

shouted at me to remove my helmet. 

Another tried to grab Alex’s bike. I 

might add that we were in the middle 

of nowhere – there wasn’t another 

house for miles and there were certainly no police about. 

As more farm lads appeared from the adjacent barns, 

holding tools, it was all about to turn very nasty. Thankfully 

the wife of one of the men arrived on the scene and managed 

to calm the situation down. We grabbed our bikes and fled, 

running up the side of the valley while the farmers pursued 

us on a quad bike. On a wave of pure adrenaline and fear 

we somehow made it to the top and breathed a huge sigh 

of relief as we crossed back over into France. That day was 

undoubtedly the fastest the pair of us have ever run up a hill 

and we learnt a valuable lesson – don’t f**k with farmers! 
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Gerroff my land!

“You ignorant Engl ish f**ks, I’m 
going to ge t something that’s going 

to make you give me your bikes!”



WWW.MONDRAKER.COM/NEWFOXYCARBON

The new 2018 Foxy Carbon sets the benchmark for trail 
bike performance.

One bike capable of tackling uphill and storming 
GRZQKLOOV��WKH�ûDJVKLS�PRGHO KDV�EHHQ�UHGHVLJQHG�ZLWK
150mm of travel continuing its high performance status.

Simply: THE BIKE.
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Strange things are afoot in a seaside town 

on the south coast of England. In the back 

of a tattoo parlour in sunny Worthing, two 

punks with big plans are scheming to take on 

the MTB world – on their terms. And they’ve 

already launched a pair of head-turning bikes 

as their opening salvo.

Former BMXers Jordan Childs and Tim 

Allen were so disillusioned with the bikes they 

were riding – and constantly crashing – that 

they decided they could do better and set out 

to produce the kind of bike they wanted to 

ride. But then they discovered that it already 

existed. “I was riding in Wales one day and 

saw a guy on a Mojo/Nicolai GeoMetron and 

the penny dropped,” says Jordan. “That was 

the bike I’d been searching for, for a long 

time. It instantly made sense, with its long 

wheelbase and slack head angle.”

The seed was sown and the dynamic duo 

scoured the land to find someone who could 

translate their notions into 3D metal objects. 

“We didn’t have £50k to throw at buying 

moulds, so we went on a frame-building 

course to learn about the business,” says Tim. 

Their search led them to Downland Cycles in 

Kent, who were happy to build their frames, 

despite what must have seemed crazy angles.

First out of the gate was a 29in-wheeled 

steel hardtail called the Gnarcissist. It elicited 

strong reactions, positive and negative, 

but Sick won fans through their presence 

at enduro races and on social media. After 

just over a year in the game, they revealed 

the Have Blue, a 160mm-travel bike with a 

titanium front triangle and box-section carbon 

fibre rear end. The pot was truly stirred. 

Why ti and carbon together? “We found 

someone in the Far East who could make 

the swingarms for us at a reasonable cost. 

They’re super-strong,” Jordan explains. “The 

titanium front is built from quite heavy-gauge 

tubing so there isn’t any of the whippiness 

you might expect from the material. It’s a 

great combination.” Tim adds: “We view the 

Have Blue as an anti-genre bike – one that 

can’t be pigeonholed. It may look like an 

enduro bike but it climbs really well and is 

sensational everywhere else.” It is a bully of a 

bike coming to a trail near you. Look out for a 

bare-metal moto machine with a stealth black 

rear end. If the rider is inked from head to toe 

and wearing a skull tee, you’ve found the right 

man. Talk to the boys – they don’t bite! 

So, what’s next? “Sick Bicycle is an organic 

company that’ll produce the kind of bikes 

we want to ride, which may not be for the 

mainstream. Discovering that there are 

people out there who think the same way is  

a bonus!” says Tim. 

    Meet the  

        maker

Sick by name, rad by nature and 
not scared to break the mould

SICK BICYCLE CO

Profile
Founded 2017

Key personnel Jordan Childs and Tim Allen

Location Worthing, Sussex

First product The Gnarcissist, an ultra-long and  
slack hardcore hardtail

Current range Gnarcissist (steel 29er hardtail), 
Gnarcissist Luxe (ti 29er hardtail),  

Have Blue (ti/carbon full-sus)

Words & Photos Geoff Waugh



SICK STEPS 
TO SUCCESS

1
Stealth machine
Sick’s new full-sus takes 

its name from Lockheed’s 
original stealth fighter 
prototype, codenamed 
Have Blue (which went 
on to become the F-117 
Nighthawk). The head 
angle is a super-slack – or 
“slaximum” – 62 degrees 
and the S/M frame has a 
77-degree seat angle and 
1,358mm wheelbase. 

2
Titanium takeover
Their first foray into 

bike building was with the 
Gnarcissist, a 29er hardtail 
made from Reynolds 
853 chromoly steel. The 
Gnarcissist Luxe is built 
from titanium. The Sick 
boys decided to paint the 
titanium because “you’re 
not supposed to”!

3
DVO collaboration
Former Marzocchi 

suspension guru, now 
DVO head honcho, Bryson 
Martin, was so impressed 
by what the Sick guys were 
doing he sent them a new 
Topaz T3 Air shock. Jordan 
says you could fit a coil 
shock to your Have Blue 
but “it was really designed 
around the Topaz unit”.
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"WE VIEW THE HAVE BLUE AS 

AN ANTI-GENRE BIKE – ONE 

THAT CAN’T BE PIGEONHOLED"

Jordan and Tim hand-build 

all their bikes in their 

Worthing workshop
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Jamie Hewitt took this banger at

Llandegla on his GoPro using the

new Karma drone. Epic!

Grant Watters sent us this horrific 

snap of his younger brother, Frazer. 

“We were out in Deuchny Wood 

by Perth, two days after his 28th 

birthday. After a day playing on the 

bikes, we decided to do one last 

run. Frazer nosedived on a jump 

and landed on his head, splitting 

not only his helmet but also his 

face. Two broken vertebrae in his 

neck, 28 stitches in his face and 

four nights in hospital later, he’s 

back home again. He’ll not be 

riding for a while as he has to wear 

his collar for another 12 weeks.”

WINNER!

THAT’S

GOTTA HURT

Corey Scott rides the Grizedale black run 

on his old-skool Orange – great shot!

Robin Woodburn loves a good 

selfie! Winter’s here so expect 

more sloppy rides and muddy faces!

WINNER!

SHOT OF

THE MONTH

Twelve-year-old Miles Phillips spotted us out

riding at Ae Forest in Scotland and got this

snap. Nice to meet you, Miles!

@jj_mtbgrlxc went shredding at the

FOD with @shredderelinand and 

@tallulahscallan and loved it!

@scribbledogg got out for a cheeky  

hour on the hill with @littlegirlbunny

@broken_mtb grabbed this POV shot

on Spooky Woods at Glentress

@adiehigman spices things up 

with a manual out of a berm!

INSTA-BANGERS

INSTAGRAM.COM/MBUKMAGAZINE

@mountainbikingdoc skirts 

around the cliffs of Arran
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GEAR ON TEST 

Four UK-built hard-hitting 

hardtails, softshell jackets 

for all budgets and six of 

the best goggles
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Norway’s MTB paradise 
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Manon Carpenter, riding 

steep rooty sections, 

drfiting berms and more
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S T R A I G H T  O U T  O F  T H E  B O X  A N D  O N T O  T H E  T R A I L S

Marin are hailing their striking new 

Wolf Ridge as a true do-it-all trail 

bike. Its innovative ‘R3ACT – 2 Play’ 

suspension system, developed with 

an Italian company called Naild, is 

claimed to combine unparalleled 

pedalling efficiency with superb 

terrain tracking. But how does it ride?

The frame

Constructed from unidirectional 

carbon fibre, the frame delivers 

160mm of rear wheel travel. The 

carbon swingarm houses a pair of 

bushes and a seal – just like you’d 

find in a fork leg – which allow it 

to slide up and down on a short 

cylindrical stanchion attached to 

the main pivot, just in front of the 

bottom bracket (BB). A short lower 

link stops the swingarm twisting and 

helps determine the motion of the 

rear axle, while a longer upper link 

actuates the shock.

The kit

While the Stan’s wheels, SRAM X01 

Eagle drivetrain and RockShox Lyrik 

fork are solid performers, the Marin’s 

mid-range SRAM Guide RS brakes, 

inline RockShox Monarch R shock 

and hard-compound WTB tyres are 

disappointing at this price. 

The ride

The way this bike pedals is uncanny. 

Whether cranking out of a corner or 

grinding uphill, the suspension barely 

bobs at all. This makes the Marin feel 

very efficient and responsive, and 

means the lack of a lockout lever on 

the rear shock isn’t an issue. When 

turned down the hill, the lightly-

damped suspension does a great 

job of ironing out bumps, especially 

at speed, and generates impressive 

traction through chunky trail chatter.

Unfortunately, the design does 

have a few drawbacks. In order to 

keep pedalling efficient, the rear 

wheel moves away from the BB as 

the suspension compresses. This 

causes the chain to pull at the cranks 

and rotate them backwards – an 

effect known as pedal kickback. 

Almost all bikes have some degree 

of kickback, but the Wolf Ridge has 

more than most. If you hit a sudden 

bump (especially with the wheel 

locked up) you can feel the kickback 

through your front foot and the 

suspension sometimes struggles  

to react smoothly.

The back end of our original test 

bike also flexed and creaked when 

1

MARIN WOLF RIDGE 9

Frame Carbon fibre, 
160mm (6.3in) travel
Fork RockShox Lyrik 
RCT3, 160mm (6.3in) 
travel
Shock RockShox 
Monarch R DebonAir
Drivetrain SRAM X01 
Eagle (1x12)
Wheelset Stan’s 
NoTubes Flow MK3 
rims on Neo Boost 
hubs, WTB Vigilante (f) 
and Breakout (r) 
29x2.3in tyres
Brakes SRAM Guide 
RS, 200/180mm 
rotors
Bar/stem Deity 
Blacklabel, 800mm/ 
Deity Copperhead, 
35mm
Seatpost/saddle KS 
LEV Si dropper/WTB 
Volt Race
Weight 14kg (30.86lb), 
large size without 
pedals

SPEC
£6,350 One bike to rule all trails?
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 THE LIGHTLY-DAMPED SUSPENSION DOES A GREAT 

JOB OF IRONING OUT BUMPS AND GENERATES 

IMPRESSIVE TRACTION.  UNFORTUNATELY, THE 

DESIGN DOES HAVE SOME DRAWBACKS
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cornering hard, causing us to get 

stood up in tight corners. Even 

worse, when the swingarm flexed, 

the shock moved with it. This caused 

the suspension to bind and choke, 

bouncing the rider off line. It also 

raised concerns about the longevity 

of the shock. Marin sent us a second 

bike, which didn’t creak and had 

less flex in the back end, as well as 

a lighter shock tune. It was more 

predictable in the corners and the 

suspension choked less often too. In 

some situations the rear end worked 

brilliantly, but it still struggled when 

side-loaded hard or with a locked 

wheel, and flex could still be felt when 

cornering aggressively. Marin say 

they’re working on ways to make the 

back end stiffer and the shock less 

affected by flex, so watch this space.

The layback seatpost gives a slack 

effective seat angle of 73 degrees, 

which puts your hips far back, making 

it hard to keep the power down and 

the front wheel from lifting on steep 

climbs. An inline post would help fix 

this. Because the suspension is fairly 

unreactive under power, the bike 

lurches over bumps on seated climbs 

and we found ourselves stalling in 

rocky sections. When pedalling stood 

up, the lack of bob is impressive, but 

with a reach of 476mm on the XL 

size, the cockpit is a little cramped  

by modern standards.

On the downhills, too, the Wolf 

Ridge’s geometry lets it down. The 

66.5-degree head angle feels a 

little conservative when combined 

with the fairly short reach. Overall, 

we found the riding position pretty 

uninspiring on steep and tricky 

terrain, especially when compared to 

more progressive bikes. While other 

bikes can’t pedal as efficiently as the 

Marin, their steeper seat angles make 

technical climbing easier. 

Other niggles include the lack 

of anywhere to put a bottle cage, 

the press-fit BB and the fiddly 

rear axle. We occasionally sumped 

out the low-slung down tube on 

big steps too. Overall, the R3ACT 

suspension system does have some 

real advantages – if you don’t mind 

that pedal kickback – but the design 

could be better executed. SEB STOTT

www.paligap.cc

Novel suspension has pros and cons, but frame 

flex and slightly dated geometry let it down

The carbon swingarm  slides 

on a cylindrical stanchion 

attached to the main pivot

The Wolf Ridge looks very different to 

every other bike out there, but its unique 

suspension has pros and cons

1

H I G H S

Unparalleled 
in-built pedalling 

efficiency

Bump-eating ride 
(most of the 

time)

L O W S

Pedal kickback 
and frame flex 

sometimes choke 
otherwise plush 

suspension

Geometry cramps 
the Wolf’s style, 

both up and down
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Whyte’s latest heavy-hitting trail 

bike offers up a massive 170mm 

of rear wheel travel and is built to 

take on the wildest trails or enduro 

stages imaginable.

The frame

Our medium test bike had a reach 

of 460mm, which is on par with – 

or even longer than – many large 

frames, but actually a touch shorter 

than that of the Whyte G-160, which 

it replaces. Because the G-170 has 

a slacker head angle (65 degrees), 

increased stack height and longer 

chainstays (430mm), its wheelbase 

is marginally longer.

There's enough room in the rear 

triangle to squeeze in a 3in tyre, 

should you wish. And while plumping 

up the rubber will lift the bottom 

bracket height, it’s not something 

to worry about, because the G-170 

starts off properly slammed, at 

333mm with the stock 2.3in semi-

slick rear tyre. Many will be pleased 

that there’s provision for a water 

bottle cage too.

The proven four-bar Horst Link 

suspension platform has been 

configured to be more progressive 

than on the G-160, and as such will 

work with coil as well as air shocks. 

As standard,  though, the G-170 is 

only available with an air shock. 

The kit

The Works bike comes with some  

of our favourite dampers, in the 

shape of RockShox's Lyrik RCT3  

fork and Super Deluxe RT3 

piggyback rear shock. While the 

SRAM Guide RSC brakes are decent 

enough, their burlier Codes would  

be our choice of stoppers for a bike 

of this travel and capability.

The ride

Point the G-170 downhill and 

there’s nothing holding it back. The 

generous reach and slammed BB 

mean that where other bikes fidget 

and jitter through roughed-up high-

speed turns or jagged rock gardens, 

the Whyte calmly takes everything in 

its stride and just makes you want to 

ride even faster. 

While it oozes stability, there’s a 

nimbleness to the G-170's handling 

that belies the amount of travel 

on tap and makes it a lot of fun 

to ride on less steep terrain or 

more technical jump lines. You’ll 

want to use the shock’s low-speed 

compression lever to tame the 

suspension bob on climbs, though.

The well-centred riding position 

and low BB make the Whyte feel 

accurate and confident in the 

corners, where only slight shifts of 

weight are needed to counter any 

loss in traction as you push the tyres 

to their limits. That low BB does take 

some time to acclimatise to, though.  

We found ourselves unexpectedly 

clipping our cranks on several 

occasions, showing how important 

it is to time your pedalling well in 

rough terrain.

That said, the semi-slick Maxxis 

rear tyre doesn’t really cut it in 

typically damp British conditions. 

Switching to a tyre with a higher 

volume and more aggressive tread 

would lift up the BB a little as well as 

improve rear wheel traction.

This is a minor niggle, though, 

and doesn't detract from just 

how capable and confident the 

G-170 feels. Even in the ugliest 

terrain, the well-gauged level of 

support and progression from the 

rear end coupled with the nicely-

proportioned geometry means you 

just want to push harder and harder. 

ROB WEAVER 

www.whyte.bike

Frame Carbon fibre 
front triangle, 
aluminium rear end, 
170mm (6.7in) travel
Fork RockShox Lyrik 
RCT3, 170mm travel
Shock RockShox 
Super Deluxe RT3 
DebonAir
Drivetrain SRAM X01 
Eagle (1x12)
Wheelset Whyte 
carbon rims on Hope 
Pro 4 hubs, Maxxis 
High Roller II 3C EXO 
TR 27.5x2.4in (f) and 
Maxxis Minion SS EXO 
TR 27.5x2.3in (r) tyres
Brakes SRAM Guide 
RSC, 200/180mm 
rotors
Bar/stem Race Face 
SIXc, 820mm/Race 
Face Turbine R, 40mm
Seatpost/saddle
RockShox Reverb 
Stealth 150mm 
dropper/Whyte
Weight 14.28kg 
(31.48lb), medium size 
with pedals

Super-capable gravity bomber that’s  

well-balanced and loads of fun to ride

1

SPECWHYTE G-170C WORKS

£5,499 All new big-travel rig 

from the British brand

The Whyte feels incredibly 

composed at speed, but the low 

BB takes some getting used to

There’s enough mud 

clearance to fit a massive 

3in tyre into the back end
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Although our Guy has been on 

the Mettle frame for a year now, 

we wanted to put one of Identiti’s 

cheapest complete builds through 

the wringer to see how it would hold 

up as a package.

The frame

Identiti have hit the nail right on 

the head when it comes to their 

numbers. Our 5ft 8in tester rode the 

small Mettle, which offers up a reach 

of 440mm, making it closer to many 

brands’ medium frames in terms 

of length. This, coupled with the 

435mm chainstays, helps to provide 

a nicely neutral rider position, but 

the stays are still short enough to 

make it easy to get the front wheel 

airborne. While the 65-degree head 

angle isn’t crazy slack it still gives a 

confident feel when the going gets 

steep, and the 75-degree seat angle 

is a bonus when climbing.

Delivering the 160mm of rear 

wheel travel is a solidly-built four-bar 

Horst Link back end, while a metric 

RockShox Deluxe shock takes 

care of damping duties. Boost axle 

spacing and some clever design 

features mean there’s plenty of mud 

clearance. It’s a nice touch that all 

of the pivot hardware on the Mettle 

requires the same 5mm Allen key for 

ease of maintenance.

The kit

While SRAM’s GX Eagle 12-speed 

drivetrain is a real highlight, the rest 

of the kit, though well-considered, 

is decent rather than drool-worthy.  

The dual-piston SRAM Level brakes 

feel a little undergunned for the 

job, and while the Gusset saddle 

is comfortable, its cover has a 

tendency to snag your shorts when 

you’re moving around on the bike.

The ride

It took us a little bit of experimenting 

to get the rear end feeling just 

right. We found that running just 

under 35 per cent sag, with two 

volume spacers fitted in the Deluxe 

shock, gave us decent grip through 

loose turns but meant the bike still 

handled the big thumps when we 

really opened things up, which is 

exactly where the Mettle thrives. 

Climbing is a relatively painless affair 

too, thanks to the easy-to-reach 

lever on the shock which firms the 

suspension up.

While RockShox’s Yari fork lacks 

the ‘Charger 2’ damper found in 

the more refined and smoother 

but pricier Lyrik, it still soaks up 

the worst hits without transferring 

too much chatter or buzz through 

to your hands and arms. Identiti’s 

smart decision to spec a Schwalbe 

Magic Mary tyre up front further 

bolsters the Mettle’s downhill 

credentials and ensures steering 

accuracy when dealing with muddy 

conditions. We found that the  

SRAM Level brakes lacked the  

punch and power required on 

particularly long or steep brake-

dragging descents. Fitting larger 

rotors would help, but SRAM’s 

more powerful four-piston Guides 

or Codes would be a better choice, 

though they’d no doubt bump the 

price up a touch.

There’s a surefooted robustness 

to the feel of the Mettle. The 

stiffness of the chassis gives an 

urgency to split-second changes 

of direction, but thankfully doesn’t 

rattle you about when tackling 

seriously bumpy trails. It also 

underlines the solid, built-to-last 

feel, which gives you peace of mind 

when you’re throwing nothing but 

abuse at the bike. ROB WEAVER 

www.ison-distribution.com

Frame Aluminium, 
160mm (6.3in) travel
Fork RockShox Yari RC 
Solo Air, 160mm 
(6.3in) travel
Shock RockShox 
Deluxe RT3
Drivetrain SRAM GX 
Eagle (1x12)
Wheelset Halo Vapour 
35 wheels, Schwalbe 
Magic Mary TrailStar 
(f) and Schwalbe 
Nobby Nic TrailStar (r) 
27.5x2.35in tyres
Brakes SRAM Level 
TL, 180mm rotors
Bar/stem Gusset 
Slade, 780mm/Gusset 
Magnum, 50mm
Seatpost/saddle KS 
LEV Integra 150mm 
dropper/Gusset 
R-Series Black Jack
Weight 14.48kg 
(31.9lb), small size 
without pedals 

Surefooted heavy-hitter that's built to last,  

but could do with more powerful brakes 

1

SPECIDENTITI METTLE SRAM GX 

£3,599.99 Seriously capable 

bulletproof bomber

The Mettle frame will handle 

everything you can throw at it and 

has a well-balanced suspension feel

SRAM's 12-speed GX Eagle 

transmission is a spec highlight
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£109.99 Stylish kicks for  
putting down the power

ION RASCAL SHOES

ION’s new clipless shoes may look fairly 

casual but they’re full of technology to 

help you get the best feel from the 

pedals. The stiff EVA midsole has been 

designed to provide “uncompromised 

power transfer” but also good foot 

support, to prevent your feet from tilting 

on the pedals. There’s a flat section in the 

middle of the ‘SupTraction’ outsole for 

pedal grip, and raised tread on the toes 

and heels for walking. All this does make 

the shoes a little on the weightier side, at 

922g a pair (UK8). The upper part of the 

shoe is quite slim and ventilated, but ION 

haven’t forgotten about protection, 

providing an injection-moulded toe box 

and an asymmetric cuff to guard against 

crank knocks. 

www.ion-products.com

£6,500 Taking it to the next level
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Fresh paintjob aside, the frame of the 

spangly new Enduro doesn’t look that 

different from 2017, but it has two subtle 

differences: a longer front triangle and a 

flip-chip in the linkage, for running a 

lower BB and slacker head angle. Sitting 

just below the S-Works model in the 

Enduro line-up, the Pro is dripping in 

shiny kit, including an Öhlins RXF 36 fork 

and STX shock, SRAM X01 Eagle 

drivetrain and Roval Traverse carbon 

wheels. One notable addition is 

Specialized’s new Command Post IRcc 

WU dropper, which tilts the saddle as it 

drops to give the optimum position for 

descending. It weighs 14.3kg (medium), 

which may not seem that light, but long- 

term testing of the previous Enduro has 

shown it can take some serious abuse.

www.specialized.com

SPECIALIZED 

ENDURO PRO 29
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The Roam is MET’s new trail/enduro lid. 

While the deep half-shell shape looks like 

it’ll offer a good level of protection, the 

channelled EPS liner and 19 vents should 

mean it isn’t too sweaty. The long peak 

has been designed for maximum goggle 

compatibility, with a choice of three 

positions and strap clips on each side. 

There’s even a detachable rear LED light 

on the height-adjustable ‘Safe-T Orbital’ 

cradle to keep you safe on those late 

evening journeys back from the trails. 

The Roam comes in seven colours. A 

MIPS-equipped version is available for 

an extra £20. Our medium, non-MIPS 

helmet weighs a reasonable 357g.

www.met-helmets.com

MET ROAM HELMET

£135 A new hardcore half-shell
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£149.99 GoPro had better 
watch their back!

OLFI ONE.FIVE 

ACTION CAMERA

Wearable cameras are all the rage, 

and if you want to capture the action 

without dropping nearly half a grand 

on kit, Olfi could have the solution. 

Their one.five camera isn’t quite on 

the level of the GoPro Hero 6 when it 

comes to frame rate, but it can still 

film in 4K at 24fps (60fps at 1,080p). 

A Sony Exmor-R sensor is claimed  

to increase detail and colour while 

reducing graininess and noise, and 

there’s an optional HDR mode to 

further improve the footage. Using 

the supplied case the camera is 

waterproof to 30m, and numerous 

mounts are available so you can get 

creative with the angles. A phone app 

allows you to operate the camera 

remotely and edit your footage.

www.olfi.co.uk

This sleek-looking air pressure gauge 

from Somerset style gurus Fabric can 

either be used independently or 

connected in-line with a pump for swift 

and (hopefully) accurate tyre pressure 

setting. The Accubar is mountain bike 

specific and only goes up to 40psi, but 

that makes the large analogue face 

easier to read. A pressure-release valve 

on the side lets out air in 0.5psi 

increments. All of which should make 

the old sidewall squeeze test a thing  

of the past.

www.fabric.cc

£34.99 Get rid of guesswork

FABRIC ACCUBAR

PRESSURE GAUGE
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“I think, and I’ve thought a lot about 

this,” says Ric McLaughlin, “that this 

is probably my favourite bike I’ve 

ever owned.” The Mediterranean sun 

is beginning to dip on the horizon, 

not only on the small Italian town of 

Finale Ligure, now synonymous with 

mountain biking, but on a dramatic 

season of Enduro World Series racing. 

It’s been Ric’s first as the presenter/

producer of Red Bull’s event coverage, 

and the big blue Evil sat in front of us is 

the machine he’s pitched down every 

rock, root and drop of every stage 

aboard. “It’s been a hectic year,” he 

This long-travel 29er has ridden 

every EWS stage, blind!

says. “I’m not the most sympathetic 

rider and riding brutal trails blind 

means that the bike’s had a lot of grief. 

I planned to give it a proper strip-down 

and rebuild at the halfway point but 

only got round to it prior to this (the 

final) round – I couldn’t believe how 

well it’s stood up to the abuse.” 

He adds: “It’s missing the odd bit of 

paint here and there, but the bearings 

are still smooth and the wheels are  

just about straight!”

Tool for the job

The Wreckoning features some 

extremely slack and lengthy 

proportions, and it’s Ric’s first wagon-

wheeler. “I first started talking to the 

bike’s designer, Dave Weagle, at the 

end of last year when I was researching 

my feature on the Iron Horse Sunday 

(MBUK 339). When I got offered the 

job with the EWS I knew I was going to 

need as much help as I could get taking 

on those stages, and a long-legged 

29er might be just the machine.”

“I run the bike in the taller of the 

two bottom bracket settings,” he says. 

“The lower is really low and is great for 

uplifts, but can result in a lot of pedal 

clouting on regular trails.”

Suspension-wise, Ric spent a lot 

of time talking to Fox race technician 

Jordi Cortes. The result was a 2018 

36 Float fork and a DHX2 coil shock 

with a lockout lever. “I love the coil 

and lockout combo,” Ric says. “It’s so 

supple and on the really long stages, 

W H Y ’ S  I T 

S U P E R ?

DELTA System 
suspension 

system makes it 
feel like a trail 

bike at low 
speeds and a DH 

bike at high 
speeds

Huge main pivot 
bearings 

contribute to a 
supremely stiff 

chassis

Pro-tuned 2018 
suspension for 

next level 
performance

#88 RIC MCLAUGHLIN’S

EVIL THE WRECKONING

n

Words Ric McLaughlin Photos Duncan Philpott
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“I’VE RIDDEN STUFF ON THIS BIKE 

THAT I WOULDN’T HAVE EVEN TIPPED 

INTO ON OTHERS. IT’S CONFIDENCE 

WITH WHEELS ATTACHED”

1

 1. CLATTERING
 STAYS

“The noisy chainstays 
took a bit of getting 
used to,” Ric says of 
the gigantic stays. 

He’s deployed some 
precision-placed 

Marsh Guard Slapper 
Tape to help silence 

the din.

 2. OLD FAITHFULS

“I’ve always run 
Shimano’s DX pedals,” 

says Ric. “I’d love 
them to bring out 

something lighter but 
I just can’t look past 
the amount of space 
there is to get your 

foot onto DXs. These 
ones are due for the 

bin soon.”

 3. DRIVETRAIN

The Wreckoning runs 
on Shimano XT 

11-speed shifting  
with a 32t front ring. 
Ric had fitted a new 

chain before the 

Finale EWS round  
and replaced a bent 

mech hanger 
damaged in Whistler. 
The bottom bracket 

was a bits effort from 
the bottom of his 

spares box. 

 4. PIMP 
 HARDWARE

“I was really into this 
build from the start – 
 it was going to be as 

close to a pro race 
bike as I was ever 

going to get!” Ric says 
about opting for a full 
Ti-Springs Team Issue 

bolt kit in black.

 5. COCKPIT

Ric runs an uncut 
800mm-wide Renthal 

Fatbar Carbon, a 
flipped 40mm Apex 

stem and ODI Elite Pro 
grips. “The bar height 

on the Evil is pretty 
lofty but I’d choose 
death over running  

flat bars!”

RIC MCLAUGHLIN

Ex-MBUK staffer Ric is now 
the presenter of the Enduro 

World Series and, as a 
result, the responsibility of 
previewing every stage and 
committing them all to the 
internet for posterity falls 

on him. When not plunging 
towards his own impending 

doom, he’s also a field 
reporter for Red Bull TV and 

a freelance journalist.
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like in Whistler or Aspen, it feels like 

riding a DH bike.”

“After a few months at home 

riding the bike and experimenting, 

I thought I’d nailed the perfect set-

up, so took it to Jordi feeling pretty 

confident. He sat on it and sort of 

nodded sympathetically, then rejigged 

everything!” The result was a bike that 

rebounded a lot quicker and felt a lot 

softer by comparison. “I took a quick 

spin on it and thought that he’d ruined 

my set-up,” Ric laughs, “but he told 

me to go and ride it and then come 

back in again. I couldn’t believe the 

difference! The bike reset itself so well 

in between hits and flowed over the 

trail beautifully. I went up a single click 

of low-speed compression on the fork 

and that was that. The man’s an artist!”

Saints alive 

The initial build featured Shimano XT 

brakes, which Ric really liked, but he 

found he was burning through pads 

extremely quickly. He decided to make 

the switch to four-pots and first tried 

SRAM Guides before plumping for 

Shimano Saints. “It’s a lot of brake and 

they’re pretty hefty,” he admits, “but I 

love the power at the end of the stroke 

and they deal with heat amazingly well.”

As for tyres, Ric has swapped around 

all year between three sets of Maxxis 

– Shortys, Minions and High Roller IIs. 

“The biggest fly in the ointment has 

probably been when I burped both 

tyres in a turn in Aspen and kept it lit 

for the rest of the run!” Ric says. The 

result was a pair of dented rims, which 

made it difficult to continue running his 

tyres tubeless. “I’m at my wits’ end with 

it. I’ve got some tubes in there and the 

Double Down-casing High Roller IIs on 

for this last round. I mean, it’s not like 

there are many rocks in Finale, is it?!”

“Why is it my favourite bike?” he 

ponders. “I’ve ridden stuff on this bike 

that I wouldn’t have even tipped into on 

others. It’s taken the ‘bike’ bit out of the 

equation and has the fit, geometry and 

grip to get me down stuff that would 

normally terrify me. It’s confidence 

with wheels attached.” 

You can watch Ric and his Evil in action 

in the EWS course preview videos at 

www.enduroworldseries.com

5

n

Price £2,999.99 (frame only)
Contact https://eu.evil-bikes.com
Also try Specialized S-Works Enduro 29, 
£8,000 (complete bike), www.specialized.com

SPECS

43

2
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KEY FEATURES

SOURCE FUSE 8L HYDRATION PACK

• LIGHTWEIGHT FABRICS & BUCKLES

• PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS &

  VENTILATED BACK PANEL

• ADJUSTABLE STERNUM BELT WITH 

 INTEGRATED WHISTLE

• ESSENTIALS COMPARTMENT

• 2L WIDEPAC BLADDER INCLUDED
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£60
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we attempt to ride the length  

of wales - a mere 215 miles and  

8,000m of climbing - in one go

W o r d s  J o e  N o r l e d g e  P i c s  M a t t  G r a y s o n
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COAST TO COAST

Above With fresh 
legs, sunshine, 
stunning scenery 
and the whole day 
ahead, life is good

Below Enjoying a 
section of ‘The 
Beast’ at Coed-y- 
Brenin trail centre
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clothing, food 

and so on, but 

we finally set 

off from Conwy 

at 9.30am one 

morning, as 

prepared as we 

could be. 

We wanted 

to complete 

the ride 

unsupported so 

we packed as 

much food as 

our bags would carry. Not one ounce of sports nutrition, 

though – instead we opted for sandwiches, cereal bars, 

nuts and sweets. For a ride this long, endless gels and 

energy drinks can mean a bad time for your bowels, so it 

was important to take some real food. I was a bit worried 

about water, but we had our photographer Matt Grayson 

to help out if needed. 

The first few hours were a total breeze, with a short 

road section before we reached the trails, and we were 

pedalling smoothly in the sunshine. Over the next eight 

hours we hit classic trail centres such as Penmachno 

and Coed-y-Brenin, all the while remembering to eat and 

stop for water when we could. The scenery was beautiful 

and we were both enjoying a big day out on the bike 

MY FEET ARE soaked, it’s 2.30am

and the midges have taken their toll 

on my legs. In the last two hours we’ve 

probably travelled two miles, and with 

around 100 left to go this isn’t good 

progress. “This is f**king ridiculous 

mate, it can’t go on much longer,” I 

exclaim. My partner-in-crime, Tom, 

looks up and says nothing. I can’t tell 

if he’s pissed off with me or just too tired to care, he just 

keeps inching forward.  

We’re trapped on what seems like an endless rocky 

fireroad descent called Strata Florida. It would usually 

take around 20 minutes to ride, but today it’s flooded. 

Where we can ride through we do, but most of the time 

we have to shoulder our bikes or try to force ourselves 

painfully through the swampy vegetation to the side of 

the trail. We’re 15 hours in, barely halfway, and I have the 

first twinges of wanting to throw in the towel. 

At our current rate of progress the ride will take over 

30 hours and I just can’t fathom riding for that long. Yet 

Tom keeps on going. We’ve hardly spoken for a while, but  

I can tell he’s not done yet.  

t
he idea for the Welsh coast-to-coast ride first came 

about back in 2014. Tom and I had done a few big 

rides together, but we wanted to try something  

that would really test our limits. We had a vague 

memory of an old MBUK feature that described a  

route from Conwy at the top of Wales to Port Talbot at  

the bottom, hitting up numerous trail centres along the 

way. It was designed to be ridden over four or five days, 

but the idea of doing it in one go, with no sleep, seemed 

just about possible. 

After consulting the chap who actually invented the 

route (MBUK’s route guru, Max Darkins), the stats came 

in at around 215 miles of riding with 8,000m of ascent, 

including visiting seven trail centres. We reckoned it’d 

take between 24 and 30 hours – well over double what 

either of us had ridden before. For a couple of have-a-go 

heroes this would be a proper challenge and, hopefully, 

an awesome day (or maybe days?) out on the bike.   

Fast-forward three years and the stars finally aligned 

to the point where we both had the time, motivation and 

fitness to take on the route. As ever, there was plenty 

of faff and panicked phone calls about the route, bikes, 

we have to 
shoulder our 
bikes or try to 
force ourselves 
painfully through 
the swampy 
vegetation

M

Bikes and kit

Gear that goes the distance 

Our bikes were fairly stock 
Cannondale Scalpels that 
we’ve been riding for a while. 
We put on tiny chainrings 
– 30t for me, 28t for Tom – 
and ran slightly higher tyre 
pressures and more air in the 
shocks. We both had a large 
seatpack plus bags on the bars 
and top tube. Batteries and 
food went in these for easy 
access, and spare clothes in 
the seatpack. I used a Garmin 
Edge 1000 for navigation. All 
this meant that we had almost 
no extra weight on our bodies, 
which is vital when you’re in 
the saddle for a long time. 



we had one last climb 
and a 20-mile downhill 
run to the finish, but  
we were struggling  

to stay awake

COAST TO COAST
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vital statistics

Stacking up some big numbers…

than the physical, and this stop gave us both a new lease 

of life. We reached the final climb and, for the first time, I 

entertained the idea that we would make it.

Finishing a ride like this is always an anticlimax, just the 

way I like it. The last couple of miles took forever because 

we got lost bumbling around Port Talbot, a result of our 

sleep-deprived state. Eventually we found the beach 

where Matt was waiting to take a few final snaps. The 

clock stopped at 28.5 hours. There were a few high-fives, 

a couple of ‘well done, mates’ and that was about as 

animated as we got. We were knackered, but the euphoria 

of actually finishing meant I felt surprisingly good. After 

saying bye to Matt it was time for one last fast food stop 

(Burger King this time), then the drive back to Bristol. We 

both had work the next day and needed to get some sleep.

A month on and large chunks of the ride have been 

wiped from my memory, mostly from the first day – 

before the suffering started and sleep deprivation crept in. 

I had a sore ankle for a few weeks, but apart from that I’ve 

recovered well. Tom hasn’t been so lucky and has been off 

the bike due to his knee. He dug deep for those last five 

hours and we both knew he’d pay for it. Hopefully by the 

time you read this he’ll be back to full strength. 

With all that said, it was an incredible adventure shared. 

Wales is a beautiful country and riding through the 

isolated swathes of that amazing landscape in one fell 

swoop is something Tom and I will never forget. 

exploring places we’d never been. The rest of the afternoon 

was uneventful – ride the bike, don’t fall off and remember 

to eat. Easy.

At around 10.30pm, just as the last of the summer light 

was fading, we’d arranged to meet up with Matt for a few 

shots by a reservoir. This was about bang on the 100-mile 

mark and our spirits were high. But as soon as we stopped, 

the midges came out to play. All Tom wanted to do was press 

on, but the photos needed to be taken so we stood there for 

the long exposures, while getting savaged by an insect army. 

It was a bit of a low point, but Matt worked quickly and soon 

we were on our way, heading straight for Strata Florida and 

the flooded descent – although we didn’t know that yet. 

Once we finally cleared Strata Florida, the night passed 

almost without incident. There was another hike-a-bike 

moment, when we accidentally stumbled into a hill farm 

with some kennelled dogs outside. They started going 

mental and I had images of a disgruntled farmer coming 

out with a shotgun to see why there were lights flashing 

about in his yard. Luckily no one appeared and we trudged 

on towards the rising sun. I had a sense that these were 

some of the most picturesque parts of the ride, although 

obviously we didn’t see much of it, just a strip of light in front, 

accompanied by the sound of our tyres.

t
he sun finally came up when we reached Llyn Brianne 

reservoir, where we met Matt at the isolated Cwm 

Rhaeadr trail centre. Even though the marked loop is 

just 4.5km long, it delivered some of the best riding of 

the trip, with fast flowing descents that have yet to be cut up 

by thousands of riders. Despite the fact we’d been riding for 

20 hours, we hit the descents full gas – proper good times! 

Four hours later and the fatigue hit us both. We had one 

last climb and a 20-mile downhill run to the finish, but we 

were struggling to stay awake and felt totally cooked. After 

24 hours of riding my wrists were swollen and, as expected, 

sitting in the saddle was very tender. Tom had begun to suffer 

on the climbs with a sharp pain in his knee – we were a right 

sorry pair. Luckily Max (our route advisor) had one last treat 

to keep our spirits up – the golden arches of McDonald’s. 

I’m not the biggest fan of fast food, but that breakfast was 

spot on – greasy, salty and filling. When you’ve been riding 

for a long time, the mental game is almost more important 

Total distance was 215 miles in 
28.5 hours. We climbed 7,880m
and burnt 12,000 calories, which 
equals A LOT of food. 

The trail centres we hit were: 
Marin, Penmachno, Coed-y-Brenin, 
Corris/Machynlleth, Cwm Rhaeadr, 
Nant yr Arian and Afan. The trails 
were fine but my wrists were not,  
so I was throwing a right grump as 
we took the last few photos before 
heading to Port Talbot. The route  
is a serious challenge but one I’d 
highly recommend. 

For more route information check 
out www.roughrideguide.co.uk. 

These trips are only possible with the help of others, so a huge thanks to 
Max Darkins, our route guru, and Matt Grayson, our photographer. Max 
spent countless hours helping Tom and me devise the route. Matt took 
on the role of soigneur too, speeding through Wales in his tiny Citroën, 
buying snacks and water for us between photo opportunities. He hardly 
slept the whole ride, then drove back to Sheffield. Two right-on dudes. 

Cwm Rhaeadr

Conwy

Machynlleth

Port Talbot



 RENEGADES ARE KEEPING THE ORIGINAL SPIRIT OF 

 MOUNTAIN BIKING ALIVE – AND THEY’RE HAVING MORE FUN THAN MOST!   
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W o r d s  E d  T h o m s e t t  P h o t o s  V a r i o u s

 FORGET FACTORY RIDES AND CLEAN-CUT LIVING, THESE GROUPS OF 



here’s always been a bit of a  

maverick element to mountain  

biking. After all, back in 1970s 

California, when the founding  

fathers of our sport started ragging 

their beach cruisers down the hills 

around San Francisco, it wasn’t the 

normal thing to do. At that time, 

though, they weren’t the only ones 

breaking from the norm. 

Inspired by the youth 

counterculture movement, young 

people in America were sticking their 

middle finger up to the status quo and 

doing what they wanted. The early 

pioneers of our sport, with their long 

hair, flannel shirts and appetite for 

adrenaline, epitomised that free spirit.

Fast-forward to the present day 

and mountain biking is no longer 

viewed as an outlaw activity, instead 

it’s a multi-million-pound industry. 

Everything has got a bit more serious 

and professional and that’s no bad 

thing, but it doesn’t change the 

reason we like riding bikes – it’s still 

all about getting out there with your 

mates, having a laugh and getting ‘rad’ 

on two wheels. 

REBELS WITH A CAUSE

But in a world of race results, social 

media and having the latest kit, this can 

sometimes get forgotten, so we love 

it when we meet people who are living 

the mountain bike dream, scraping 

the pennies together so they can ride 

every day. Of course, we’re not telling 

everyone to give up the day job and 

live on the fringes, but it’s cool to see 

the raw renegade spirit of the early 

pioneers is still alive. 

We reckon there are groups of riders 

all over the world doing this in their own 

unique way, but here are a few of the 

crews we’ve come across who are living 

life that bit differently…
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Time for a history lesson. The ANZACs (Australian and New Zealand Army 

Corps) were a First World War army corps who fought in the ill-fated Gallipoli 

Campaign in Turkey. The Vanzacs, on the other hand, are a motley crew of 

Aussie and Kiwi downhill racers who, while still operating in Europe, do so in 

much looser fashion than their military counterparts. In 2015 they bought 

£500 Transit vans named Quinton and The Slug, modified them into campers 

and travelled around racing World Cups and partying. The Vanzacs’ 

specialities include riding seriously fast, blowing up corners and shotgunning 

beers. Even though the vans have now been sent to the scrapyard, the boys 

are still tearing up the race scene, putting in some impressive results and still 

finding the time to get rowdy on and off the bikes.

These guys are a reet bunch of northern monkeys, intent on 

having as much fun as possible. Some of the core members 

– Josh Bryceland, Sam Dale, Josh Lewis and Craig Evans – 

should be familiar. When they’re not racing, you’re most 

likely to find the boys digging or jibbing their latest sketchy 

homemade stunt, dirt jumping naked, ragging around on 

mini bikes, pranking each other and filming it all in the 

process. The name 50:01 comes from the oil-to-fuel mix 

needed for a two-stroke engine – if it’s got two wheels, this 

lot will ride it and make it look annoyingly easy.

Last summer, on a trip to the Alps, we met three lads from Sheffield who 

were fully embracing the dirtbag lifestyle. We stumbled across the ‘Clay 

Spades’ camped behind a berm at the top of the Champéry World Cup 

track. Living on pennies (well, cents) and surviving on a diet of pasta and 

onions, they were midway through a two-month tour of the Alps. They’d 

been travelling between resorts via chairlift, carrying all their belongings 

on their backs in true gypsy fashion. Despite the sorry state of their 

bikes – bald tyres, one with no drivetrain and a whole DIY shop’s worth 

of zipties holding them together – we’ve never met a bunch of guys so 

stoked to ride, or seen that many shakas thrown in one day. 

Most people agree that northern California was the 

birthplace of mountain biking. The beginnings of the  

sport were about as ghetto as it comes – a group of 

hippies-turned-bike riders, hiking up into the Marin  

County hills north of San Francisco in search of dirt road 

descents. They rode modified bone-shaking beach cruisers, 

which became known as ‘klunkers’. The most famous 

descent in the area was a switchbacking, rock-strewn 1.8-

mile long beast. It was so steep that the rear hubs of the 

backpedal-braking cruiser bikes had to be repacked with 

grease after every run, hence its name, Repack. It wasn’t 

long before two of the Repack riders, Fred Wolf and Charlie 

Kelly, started running weekly races down it, which quickly 

grew in popularity. Somewhat illegal and definitely not  

safe, these sketchy time trials were the precursor to 

modern downhill racing.
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It doesn’t get any more unprofessional than these guys – a bunch of expat BMXers- 

turned-MTBers residing in the mountain bike paradise of Whistler, BC. Clad in black 

hoodies and cut-off jeans (and no knee pads), the Fast as F**k riders are as easy to 

identify by their dress as their riding style – always in a train, sat down, foot out and 

drifting the inside of every turn. They all roll on modified singlespeed downhill bikes, 

with moto handlebars and custom paintjobs. Our favourite designs have to be a Tesco 

Value blue-and-white striped number and a Marlboro Red Commencal. These park 

rats definitely inject a bit of ‘no f**ks given’ attitude into Whistler Bike Park, along 

with a heavy dose of UK grime for the polite and unsuspecting Canadians!

Here’s how to minimise your spend 

and maximise your shred with 

MBUK’s money-saving tips…

26in wheels Stick with the old 

standards – that way you’ll be able 

to pick up everybody else’s second-hand 

parts for peanuts.

Singlespeed or no speed

Derailleurs are expensive and easy 

to damage, and working on your bike 

takes up valuable riding time. Simplify 

things by singlespeeding your ride or 

going chainless. 

Tired tyres Bins outside bike 

shops are a great source of 

semi-worn tyres. Patch up holes with 

duct tape and job’s a good ’un – a week’s 

worth of ‘fresh’ rubber.

Bag it up Worn-out shock 

bushings? No problem. Wrap a 

plastic bag around them and refit them, 

and they’ll be good as new – for a day or 

two at least!

BYOB (Bring your own bed)

If you’re planning a trip, forget the 

hotel and buy a banger old van and drive 

between spots with your hotel on 

wheels. Or, do what the Clay Spades lads 

do and camp in the woods.

Personal hygiene While this 

won’t be a priority, being on the 

road can get a bit smelly so freshen up in 

rivers, lakes, at the resort bike wash –  

or sneak into a posh hotel for some 

complimentary hot tub action.

Never say no Remember, you’re 

not going to be able to do this 

forever, so make the most of every 

opportunity to ride or party. Even a bad 

party may have snacks and beers you 

can poach to fuel your crew for the next 

day, and there’s nothing like hitting a big 

jump to shake off a hangover. 
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FANCY A BIT OF THIS LIFESTYLE FOR YOURSELF? 



3

2

1

7

8

9

10
11

1 Madison Recon glasses
Protect your eyes without damaging your 

wallet. £44.99 www.madison.co.uk

2 Norrona Fjørå jersey
Channel your inner Viking on the trails. 

£79 www.norrona.com

3 Morvélo Mad Rad jersey
A Rad jersey for rad riders! This’ll light up 

any MTBer’s face. £50 www.morvelo.com

4 Giro Chronicle MIPS helmet
Performance with extra protection for your 

noggin. £99.99 www.zyrofisher.co.uk

5 Endura MT500 Plus overshoes
Guaranteed warm, mud-free feet for flat- 

pedal riders. £44.99 www.endurasport.com

6 Fabric Millibar mini pump
The stylish design of this pump won’t leave 

you deflated. £34.99 www.fabric.cc

7 Fox Attack Water shorts
The DWR coating should keep your bum dry 

in wet conditions. £85 uk.foxracing.com

8 100% Brisker gloves
Cool-looking, hot-performing winter gloves. 

£19.99 www.decade-europe.com

9 Altura Mayhem 2 jacket
An all-day trail jacket to keep you warm  

and dry. £119.99 www.altura.eu

10 EVOC Hip Pack 3L bumbag
Perfect for stashing everything you need for 

long rides. £56.95 www.silverfish-uk.com

11 Topeak Ratchet Rocket Lite NTX 

multi-tool
This tool has everything you need to fix your 

bike on the trail. £72.99 www.extrauk.co.uk
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2

4

3

5

7

9

8

6

5

4

6

1 Mudhugger kit bag
Perfect for storing both dirty and clean kit. 

£37.99 www.themudhugger.co.uk

2 Nukeproof Horizon Sam Hill pedals
Enduro World Series-winning flats.  

£79.99 www.hotlines-uk.com

3 Peaty’s Tubeless Sealant
Stay puncture-free with Peaty’s own-brand 

sealant. From £6.99 www.peatys.co.uk

4 Trail Maps framed print
A reminder of the best day you’ve ever had 

on your bike! £39.99 www.trailmaps.co.uk

5 OneUp chain guide
Never drop a chain again with this small and 

light guide. US$45 oneupcomponents.com

6 Ti-Springs titanium bolt kits
Shed weight and pimp your ride. 

£2.50-£125 www.ti-springs.com

7 Alpinestars Paragon vest
Protect your back in the rough and tumble 

world of enduro. £100 www.zyrofisher.co.uk

8 Specialized Top Cap Chain Tool
Stash tools on your bike rather than in your 

pack. £29 www.specialized.com

9 Race Face Stage jersey
Lightweight and stylish top with 3/4-length 

sleeves. £54.95 www.silverfish-uk.com
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6

3

1 SixSixOne Reset full-face helmet
A great-looking lid at a great price.  

£75 www.hotlines-uk.com

2 Sick Bicycle Co jerseys
Cool tees and jerseys with witty wordage.  

From £15 http://sickbicycleco.bigcartel.com

3 Scott Hustle MX goggles
Essential kit for any DH rider.  

£45.99 www.scott-sports.com

4 ODI AG2 grips
With grips like Gwin, you’re sure to win! 

Maybe. £29.99 www.ison-distribution.com

5 Burgtec Premium socks
The perfect height and colour, a must-have 

for dirty DHers. £9.99 www.burgtec.co.uk

6 Hurly Burly 2 downhill yearbook
Like the Bible, but for downhill fans.

£15 www.ison-distribution.com

7 Dakine Cutter beanie
Don’t be seen without a beanie at a DH race. 

£16 www.dakine.com

8 Race Face Crank Boots
Protect the end of your cranks from bashes 

and scrapes £7.95 www.silverfish-uk.com

9 Dakine Goggle Stash
Keep your goggle lenses scratch-free  

with this case. £18 www.dakine.com

1 Specialized Shasta Hoodie
A super-warm sweatshirt for riding or 

chilling. £65 www.specialized.com

2 Smith Squad MTB goggles
Ultra-stylish protection to keep the mud out 

of your eyes. £68 www.smithoptics.com

3 Cycling jewellery
Show your love of all things two-wheeled. 

£35-165 www.cyclingjewellery.com

4 Glower Downhill Only sweatshirt
Marmots and downhill go hand in hand, 

right? £45 www.glower.co.uk

5 Endura Singletrack Lite II shorts
Comfy and light, these shorts will go the 

distance. £67.99 www.endurasport.com

6 Flow DHaRCO MTB jersey
A long-sleeve, gravity-focused and stylish 

jersey. £52 www.flowmtb.co.uk

7 Muc-Off Nano Tech bike cleaner
Perfect for cleaning your steed to within an 

inch of its life. £9.99 www.muc-off.com
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We went to Red Bull Rampage in Virgin, 
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Utah, to find out what it’s like riding, 
building, judging and documenting the 

wildest freeride contest on the planet 

RAMPAGE

W o r d s  I a n  L e a n  P h o t o s  I a n  L e a n  &  R e d  B u l l  C o n t e n t  P o o l



It’s pretty special being selected for 

Rampage, knowing that they chose you over 

multiple other deserving riders! Preparing 

properly can be hard – you can’t ride the big 

stuff all year or it’ll catch up with you and 

crashes will happen. I try to spend as much 

time as I can on my downhill bike, riding a bit 

of everything – big jumps, downhill and some 

steep, loose terrain. A bit of time on trick 

jumps is always good as well.

Physically, the biggest thing that helps is 

being ‘dig fit’, so the dig days don’t wear you 

out as much and you feel fresher when it 

comes to time to ride. I like to get the biggest 

build done as soon as I can, to take some 

pressure off. I generally go pretty hard digging 

for the first four days, then, when we’re 

allowed to ride, I button off a bit.

My approach was to use a similar line to 

last year, to save on build time, but make it a 

lot more chilled. Scoping a line needs to be 

done right because it impacts your score 

massively. Due to spending so much time 

building the line, you know it pretty well by the 

end, so when it comes to testing it you’re 

normally pretty confident it’ll work, which 

helps with pre-event nerves. 

During practice I got comfy on everything 

bar the biggest feature on my line, then tried 

to tick that last one off – that’s when it all 

came unstuck and I knocked my head. Having 

really enjoyed riding my line before the crash, 

it was hard to pull the pin, but your head isn’t 

worth playing around with, so I had to pull out 

of the finals.

I wish I’d gone faster into my drop! Had I 

done, I’d most likely have been able to walk 

away from the event feeling satisfied I’d put 

down a good run. Crashing is all part of the 

sport, though. This year’s finals were some of 

the best riding I’ve ever seen at Rampage and 

the weather was amazing, which plays a huge 

part. Overall, it was an amazing event and I’m 

stoked I was able to be a part of it!

“during practice  
I got comfy on 

everything bar the 
biggest feature, 

then tried to tick 
that last one off 
– that’s when it 

all came unstuck”

Conor 
Macfarlane
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I met Conor almost eight years ago at 

the Farm Jam jumps when he was still  

a grom. He wasn’t sponsored then but  

I could tell he had skills. Over the past 

few years we’ve dug together quite  

a bit. We just enjoy the same kind of 

riding and do the work required to make 

it as good as we want it.

I’m a trail digger by profession and 

one evening Conor asked me if I wanted 

to come to Rampage with him to dig. It 

was a bucket-list item for me. McGazza 

[Kelly McGarry] always asked me to 

dig with him but I never was able to 

make it, so I was stoked to get another 

opportunity and was definitely going  

to make it happen. 

At Rampage my role was to dig, dig 

and dig. Heaps of digging! As well as 

being water sherpa and jump slapper! 

The event was rad. It was so cool to see 

how much work each team put into  

their line. The mountain really changes 

in the two weeks leading to the event. 

Alan, on our team, spent a lot of time in 

a harness slapping in landings – and his 

constant stoke gave us so much more 

energy to dig! It’s different from the 

usual digging we do, as only Conor gets 

to ride what we build. That hip we built 

looked so fun – I’d love to session that! 

Also, the size of the features means 

these runs aren’t the sort of thing you 

ride every day, let alone dig by hand 

within a short allocated time frame.  

It was such a good experience. I’m 

hooked. I’d drop everything to be part 

of it again! I’d love to see Conor get 

redemption at Rampage and get a full 

run. The riders in this event are tough 

dudes, physically and mentally. To drop 

in from that start gate takes balls. 

Emmerson Wilken

A man’s gotta dig what

a man’s gotta dig…

Conor got unlucky with a crash this 

year, but we’re sure he’ll be back 

RED BULL 
RAMPAGE 2017

1  Kurt Sorge

2 Cameron Zink

3  Ethan Nell

4  Brandon Semenuk 

5  Brett Rheeder

6 Thomas Genon

7  Carson Storch  

(opening page)

8  Kyle Strait (next page)

People’s Choice

Antoine Bizet

McGazza Award

Pierre-Edouard Ferry
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I’ve been attending Rampage for 

the past six years. I competed in the 

event for four years and judged for 

two, so I know how the riders feel on 

the day. Mostly you focus on your run 

and block out all your fears. You can’t 

have doubts riding Rampage. 

Judging an event like Rampage is 

super-hard, but I’m looking for the 

most complete run – one that has 

amplitude, tricks, style, fluidity and 

intensity. Since I’ve started judging  

nico vink
a few things have changed. Firstly, the 

rider field has been cut from 40 to 

21, which means there’s no qualifying 

for the main event. All invited riders 

compete in the final unless they 

decide not to ride due to injury, etc. 

That makes it harder to get invited 

but I prefer the current format. 

The process goes like this – we 

each give our individual scores for 

each rider, then discuss the scores if 

we need to. After we’ve all submitted 

our scores, the head judge Josh 

Bender double-checks if everyone is 

cool with the overall score given. 

This year we discussed a couple 

more scores than we did last year, 

but it was nothing super-intense. All 

the judges had a similar vision of who 

should score what, which helped. I’ll 

add, though, that the level of riding 

was insanely high, which made our 

job a lot harder than last year.

“Walking up 
Conor’s line was 
unbelievable – I 
couldn’t get my 

head around what 
it would take for 
anyone to want  

to ride that”

Nico being interviewed

by Brett Tippie



After attending Loosefest this year I 

thought I’d seen it all already… I was so very 

wrong. Watching Rampage on Red Bull TV is 

one thing, but being there in person is a whole 

different experience. Being my rookie year at 

Rampage, I decided to head out there early.

Fortunately, I’d met Conor Macfarlane 

at Loosefest and he was keen for me to 

photograph him at Rampage. This allowed  

me access on-site throughout the digging 

phase, which otherwise wouldn’t have been 

possible. Arriving at the venue, I was blown 

away by the scale of the place – it’s dusty, hot 

and so exposed. There’s no hiding from the 

elements here! 

Walking up Conor’s line was unbelievable – 

I couldn’t get my head around what it would 

take for anyone to want to ride something like 

that, it’s madness! Besides the sheer scale of 

the location, something that people may not 

realise, myself included, is the importance 

of the digging process. You might work on 

a building site or dig at your local trails, but 

preparing yourself for this terrain is a totally 

different thing. What I witnessed over the 

first four days was unreal. You had people 

pick-axing on sheer cliffs harnessed in, 

guys swinging 12lb sledges at solid rock and 

pushing boulders, some the size of a car, off 

the cliff edge.

One thing that surprised me was how fit 

you needed to be to photograph Rampage –  

I now understand why people like Paris Gore 

build up to this event with a training regime! I 

didn’t find myself completely thrown in at the 

deep end, as I’d climbed up downhill courses 

all summer. It was the vast size of the site and 

how much ground the riders covered that 

caught me out. 

Ian Lean

Melvin 
Barlow

My role is to provide medical 

help to all the people on the 

hillside. For the riders, that 

includes stopping bleeding, 

splinting bones, starting IVs, 

giving pain medication and 

getting them down the hill to 

the helicopter or ambulance. 

Mostly I stay on the lookout  

for anyone needing us. Other 

than that, I just enjoy watching 

the athletes and diggers do 

what they do best. Rampage  

is the most amazing event 

ever. It’s so epic to watch all 

those riders with so much 

talent and skill. 

Carson Storch snapped by Ian

Ian had his work cut out 

covering the vast Rampage site
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Inc VAT

£4.67

Inc VAT

£3.74

Inc VAT

£2.74

Inc VAT

£25.94

Inc VAT

£21.25

THE ULTIMATE SPORTS GPS
 Touchscreen
 Outstanding GPS performance  
 Large 3.5" Hi-Res screen
 Very long battery life (16 hours)
 Bluetooth Smart
 Waterproof (IP68)

 Buttons
 GPS/GLONASS/GALILEO 
 Hi-Res OS Mapping
 Barometric altimeter
 Wi-Fi
 Shockproof (IK7)

Available online and from leading Outdoor stores
satmap.com  |  sales@satmap.com  |  0845 873 0101

   RIDE
 LIKE
   THE
BEST

World champion racer Brian Lopes and 
renowned coach Lee McCormack are back 
with a new edition of their bestselling MTB 
guide. Mastering Mountain Bike Skills, 

3rd Edition is your guide to riding better, 
faster and more confidently. Master all the 
essential skills, carve every corner, nail 
every jump and conquer all obstacles.  

Order today at humankinetics.com/MTB

LEARN FROM THE BEST 
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132 GROUPTEST 
Wide handlebars, £50-£170

88  SIX OF THE BEST 
Winter tyres, £40-£72

90 LONG-TERM RIDES 
Final verdicts on our 2017 bikes

98 BIKETEST 
Sub-£500 hardtails

80 THE BEST NEW PRODUCTS 
Wheels, jackets, bags & more

T H E  B E S T  B I K E S  A N D  M T B  K I T  T E S T E D  T O  D E S T R U C T I O N

HOW WE 
TEST THE KIT

Starts with a detailed 
product check in the 

workshop. We strip and 
rebuild, checking for any 
problems. Next we hit the 

trails… hard! We test in 
real riding conditions for 

the complete picture. And 
finally we re-test with 

another tester.

WHY OUR TESTS 
ARE THE BEST!

Our test team is made up 
of the most respected 

bike and kit testers in the 
world. We have unrivalled 

knowledge and 
experience, and spend a 

vast amount of time 
making sure we get it 

right. We tell you the truth 
and aren’t influenced by 

PR or advertisers.

ABOUT OUR 
TEST TEAM

Our Technical Editor in 
Chief, Rob Weaver, gets 

new products in as soon 
as they’re available and 

coordinates all the testing 
through our vastly 

experienced band of 
reviewers. Our main 

bike tester, Guy 
Kesteven, has 
ridden nearly 

3,000 bikes over 
the past 26 years.
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ODI are best known for making lock-on 

grips for aggro riding, but these new 

lightweight (38g each), made-in-the-USA 

grips are designed for the speed and 

distance crowd. The ‘AIRE’ (Air Infused 

Reactive Elastomer) material is dense 

against the bar so they slide on OK 

without tearing and stick solidly in place. 

They feel soft in the hand and deliver 

really well-damped, buzz-killing comfort 

and tons of traction, even if you’ve just 

hand-planted a muddy puddle. The 

colour soon fades slightly, but they wash 

OK and don’t rip apart if they get a small 

nick in them. Guy

www.ison-distribution.com

ODI F-1 Float grips £17.99
Weighing just 970g (medium) and 

costing well over £200 less than its 

pricier sibling, the Aircraft, the Status 

appears to be a total bargain, on paper at 

least. Its silhouette and sleek looks are 

almost identical too, so why does it cost 

so much less? First off, the Status uses  

a fibreglass, rather than carbon/kevlar, 

shell and doesn’t get a MIPS liner to 

boost safety that bit further. It’s not quite 

as well vented as the Aircraft either, 

though it’s still not bad, and while it gets 

a double D-ring closure, it’s not made 

from titanium like the one on 100%’s 

top-end lid. 

Unlike some cheaper full-face 

helmets, the Status comes in a raft of 

sizes, from extra-small to extra-large. 

This isn’t achieved just with different size 

pads but with two shell and EPS liner 

sizes too. Our medium sample was 

claimed to fit 57-58cm heads, which it 

did, though not quite as snugly as the 

same size Aircraft. Once buckled up, it 

stayed put and didn’t move about. The 

field of vision is wide, and the lengthy 

peak can be pushed far enough up to 

stay out of sight. It’s comfortable too.  

We could feel the seam of the padded 

liner digging in just above our ears to 

begin with, but got used to this quickly. 

We also had to adjust the strap pad  

to prevent it rotating out of the way  

and stop the bare strap from irritating 

our necks. Rob

www.decade-europe.com

100% Status full-face  
helmet £119.99

OUR

RATINGS
We base our 

scores on 
value for 

money and 
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best 

you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job 
and do it well

BELOW 
AVERAGE
Flawed in  
some way

POOR  
Simply put, 

don’t bother!

The best 
product on test, 

in terms of 
performance, 

quality and 
price

An exceptional 
product for the 
money – you’re 

getting a 
fantastic deal

A truly 
outstanding 

product, 
regardless  

of price

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine class 

leader

A well-priced, lightweight lid that 

looks great and is reasonably comfy

H I G H S

Feels solid despite 
how light it is

Great price

Comfortable for the 
most part

L O W S

Chin strap padding 
needs adjusting 

once on

Liner can irritate 
the tops of your 

ears initially
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MEET THE MBUK
TEST TEAM

MEET THE MBUK
TEST TEAM

ROB WEAVER

With two decades of riding 
experience, Rob knows what 

works and what doesn’t

Al gives gear a real thrashing 
but makes sure he’s still in 
bed by nine o’clock sharp

ED THOMSETT

Always on the hunt for new 
technical challenges, Ed gives 
his gear some serious abuse

The only thing Tom loves 
more than his clapped-out VW 
Caddy is hammering test kit

No slouch on the race track, 
Seb’s passion for engineering 
helps him pick products apart

BEN CANNELL

Ben rides hard and fast, and 
has a keen eye for the 
technical details too

SEB STOTT

ALEX EVANS

TOM MARVIN
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Formula’s new Selva is aimed at 

hard-charging trail and enduro riders 

who want loads of tuning options. By 

swapping out the compression damping 

valve heads, you can drastically change 

the feel of the fork. This makes a much 

bigger difference to the spring curve than 

can be achieved with conventional high 

and low-speed compression adjusters, 

basically allowing you to re-valve your 

fork. It takes just a couple of minutes in 

the workshop, but isn’t something you 

can easily adjust on the trail. 

The spring side of the fork combines 

an adjustable air chamber with a 

dual-rate coil negative spring to ease you 

into the stroke. Unlike a traditional 

negative spring, this doesn’t self-

compensate for the weight of the rider. 

We found that riders over 85kg (running 

70psi or more in the main spring) needed 

to swap to a firmer negative spring. 

Otherwise, the fork was too reluctant to 

sink into the initial part of its travel, 

resulting in an unpredictable ‘all or 

nothing feel’ and limited traction. With a 

firmer spring fitted, performance was 

impressive. We added 5cc of oil to the air 

chamber for a more progressive feel and 

settled on the firmest (red) compression 

valve head. This resulted in loads of 

stable support and good traction.

Swapping valve heads makes a 

noticeable difference to the balance of 

support and sensitivity on offer, which is 

great for those who like to fettle. With the 

red valve head fitted, the fork feels nice 

and controlled as it compresses, with 

decent sensitivity over small bumps, but 

without giving up too much travel under 

bigger impacts. This makes for a settled 

feel, which is great for slow, technical 

trails. But even with the rebound adjuster 

on its fastest setting, we found the Selva 

returned a little too slowly. This gave it a 

slightly lazy, unreactive feel over 

high-frequency trail chatter and meant it 

couldn’t match the comfortable 

suppleness of our favourite fork in this 

category, Fox’s 36 Float. In fact, the 

Selva’s heavily-damped action seemed to 

sap speed through the rough when we 

tested the two forks back to back.

Tyre clearance is impressive, but the 

crown drops below the arch when the 

fork bottoms out. This meant it contacted 

our Mudhugger mudguard and pushed it 

into the front tyre. These niggles mean 

Formula still have some catching up to do 

if they’re to compete with Fox and 

RockShox, despite the impressive 

tunability of their damper. Seb

www.silverfish-uk.com

FORMULA STILL HAVE SOME CATCHING 

UP TO DO IF THEY’RE TO COMPETE 

WITH FOX AND ROCKSHOX, 

DESPITE THE IMPRESSIVE 

TUNABILITY OF THEIR DAMPER

Formula Selva fork £949

Awesome tuning potential and 

supportive feel, but lazy rebound 

hampers control

H I G H S

Swappable valves 
make meaningful 

tuning easy 

Fairly smooth and 
supportive when 

set up right

L O W S

Sluggish rebound 
limits suppleness

Low crown is 
incompatible with 
some mudguards
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Out of the box, the Peruzzo rack 

requires a fair amount of assembly, using 

the tools provided. It’s attached to the 

boot via six straps, which are easily 

secured in place with plastic-covered 

hooks and glass hatch adapters. The 

novel features of this rack are the 

wheel-support trays and the clamp arm 

that supports the outermost bike, which 

are similar to those usually found on 

roof-mounted and towbar racks. We 

found the clamp arm easy to adjust. 

Once it was attached, both bikes felt 

secure and didn’t foul each other or the 

car. The plastic wheel supports, which 

have integrated ratchet straps, are 

relatively short and only two extensions 

are provided, so if your bike’s wheelbase 

is longer than 1,200mm you’ll have to 

look elsewhere. They’re also quite 

flexible, so be prepared to watch the 

outer bike bob around. Ben C

www.raleigh.co.uk

Peruzzo Pure Instinct rear 
two-bike car rack £187.99

The Traze AMP jersey fits incredibly 

well, looks good and has some neat 

features thrown in for good measure. 

There’s a discreet zipped pocket on the 

side, which will house a card and keys, as 

well as a generously-sized glasses wipe 

on the inside. It’s comfy too, even next to 

the skin, and breathes well thanks to the 

airy stretch panels on the sides. Sizing 

was as expected, and our small jersey 

offered up just the right amount of length 

in the body and arms without being 

overly baggy or flapping about when 

moving around on the bike. This level of 

quality doesn’t come cheap. Rob

www.ion-products.com

ION Traze AMP jersey £64.99

With three large compartments and 

three smaller ones, this cavernous bag is 

perfect for the fastidious packer. The 

main section has internal dividers for 

separating and organising your kit. One 

of the two outer pockets is vented, 

making it ideal for shoes, while the other 

has ample room for a full-face lid and a 

soft lining. There’s also a goggle pocket. 

Rigid support rails mean the bag keeps 

its shape whether laden or empty. The 

wheels and extendable handle make it 

easy to move. At 7.6kg empty it’s quite 

heavy, and with a 150l capacity it’s a 

monster when fully loaded. If price is no 

object, this bag’s hard to beat. Alex

www.saddleback.co.uk

Troy Lee Designs SE Premium 
Wheeled holdall £300
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Ridge Components Twenty 
Niner Pro wheelset £1,085

Ridge’s Pro Carbon 650b wheels 

impressed us when we tested them last 

year and the 29er versions have proven 

equally reliable so far. The asymmetric 

design of the hookless carbon rims 

makes them stiff, but not overly so. At 

29mm wide (internal), they pair 

excellently with wider tyres. They’re a 

doddle to set up tubeless too, and come 

pre-taped and with valve stems. We’ve 

been running these wheels since July 

and all they’ve needed is a quick nip up 

of the spokes at the rear. If you do smash 

a rim, Ridge offer free replacement in the 

first year of ownership. Our rims were 

laced to Hope Pro 4 hubs with Sapim 

Laser double-butted spokes. Freehub 

engagement is quick, and we know from 

experience that the hubs are easy to 

service. At 1,820g, the Twenty Niner Pros 

are on par with carbon offerings from 

most other brands in terms of weight 

and price. If you’re looking to save a bit 

of coin, you can opt for Ridge’s 

own-brand hubs for £135 less or look at 

their cheaper Comp range. Ed

www.ridgecomponents.co.uk

The Bike Shed Co hand-build wooden 

bike stores in MBUK’s native Bristol. 

Their range includes both bespoke and 

standard designs, such as the five-bike 

Pedalbase 5 we tested. Double doors 

with cane bolts open up to give access to 

the bikes, and the roof lifts up with the 

help of gas struts. This means you don’t 

have to duck down to reach inside. As 

standard, the roof is locked down with  

a shackle-less padlock. But we’ve been 

trialling The Bike Shed Co’s new dual 

lock design and have found it to be both 

secure and discreet. With no external 

fixings and a ground anchor inside, the 

Pedalbase 5 should be pretty hard to 

break into. Although it’s freestanding, its 

sheer weight prevents it being carried 

off. The shed is clad in UK-sourced 

Douglas fir, with an oiled finish that’s 

proven weatherproof and durable so far. 

Measuring 2,120x1,130mm internally,  

we found we could only squeeze four 

fully-assembled mountain bikes in, due 

to the width of their bars. Length is no 

problem though. The price may seem 

steep compared to a garden shed, but 

it’s a lot more secure and the 

workmanship is in a different league. Ed

www.thebikeshedcompany.com

The Bike Shed Co Pedalbase 5 
bike store £1,099 + delivery

Solid carbon wheels with a good 

balance of strength and stiffness

H I G H S

Maintenance free 
so far – always 

welcome for 
workshop-shy 

riders!

Zero problems with 
seating or leaking 

tubeless tyres

L O W S

Hard to fault, 
though not 

everyone likes the 
graphics
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Deity’s Tyler McCaul signature pedals 

have probably the best platform shape of 

any flats we’ve tested. With a massive 

110x105mm footprint and 2.5mm of 

concavity, your shoes sink right in, and 

the 14 removable grub screw pins on 

each side hold them there like glue. 

Despite the deep, foot-hugging shape, 

the TMACs are actually pretty low-profile 

(measuring just 14mm in the middle), so 

you feel nicely centred on the axles. This 

also helps keep weight reasonable for 

such sizable pedals – our samples 

tipped the scales at 438g. We’ve 

subjected these pedals to some horrific 

weather but they’re still spinning 

smoothly, with no play in the bearings. A 

spare set of pins is included, which is a 

nice touch. But the pins aren’t removable 

from underneath, so if you do snap any 

or clog the small Allen heads with mud, 

they’re difficult to replace. Apart from 

that, these pedals are pretty much bang 

on – but then they should be, 

considering the price. Ed

www.deitycomponents.com

Deity TMAC flat pedals US$169 
(approx £128) plus shipping

This lightweight jacket from Adidas’s 

Terrex range uses Polartec Alpha 

insulation across the front and over the 

shoulders to help keep the cold out, 

which it does surprisingly well on chilly 

days. It’ll hold up OK in a downpour for  

a short time too, but you’ll get damp 

quickly once it’s taken a proper soaking. 

Still, that’s not bad considering just how 

warm it feels when you do start 

pedalling hard. And it’s here that you’ll 

notice it can get sweaty quite quickly. 

Thankfully, if you find you need to take it 

off, it packs down to a little bigger than 

an orange, so can be stowed easily. 

There’s a drawcord at the waist and on 

the hood to help tailor the fit, along with 

two zipped pockets at the front. Sizing 

is on the generous side in the body (the 

length in the arms is spot on, though), 

but this does mean there’s plenty of 

room underneath for layering up. While 

the lightweight hood may be handy off 

the bike, it won’t fit over a helmet and 

flaps around on the trail. It could do  

with some kind of tie-down to keep it 

out of the way. Rob

www.adidas.co.uk

Adidas Agravic Alpha jacket
£119.95

The Griffon saddle has stainless steel 

rails and a carbon-reinforced base, and 

uses lightweight EVA padding with a 

generous central channel to take the 

pressure off your parts. Its relatively flat 

shape is comfortable on long slogs, and 

there’s sufficient padding on the nose for 

those super-steep, front-of-the-seat 

climbing efforts too. During long stints 

on the bike we never suffered aches or 

numbness in our nether regions, with 

pressure feeling well distributed across 

the seat. And while saddles are an 

extremely subjective thing, PRO do at 

least offer the Griffon in three different 

widths, which makes getting one that fits 

that bit easier. It’s not massively grippy 

when caked in mud, although textured 

rubber panels on the rear outside edges 

do go some way to keeping you in the 

right place and help bolster overall 

durability. Our 142mm test saddle 

weighed 230g, which is competitive 

considering the price. Rob

www.madison.co.uk

PRO Griffon Offroad saddle 
£89.99

Some of the best flat pedals we’ve 

ever tried, but that comes at a price

H I G H S

Massive 
foot-hugging 

platform gives 
awesome stability 

and grip

No bearing play  
or reliability issues 

to date

L O W S

Pins don’t screw in 
from the underside, 
so they’re difficult 

to replace if 
snapped
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Sitting right next to your grip, the OPT 

remote makes it easy to toggle the Climb 

Switch on one of Cane Creek’s shocks on 

and off. The push-pull cable system 

doesn’t rely on springs, and during six 

months of mucky use we’ve had no 

issues with sticky cables. While the 

action is moderately stiff, this was never 

an issue in use, so long as the lever was 

mounted at the right angle. Fitting is 

relatively simple, so long as you don’t 

lose any of the small parts. Before 

buying, you’ll need to work out whether 

the cable is best routed to come from 

above or below the shock. Tom

www.extrauk.co.uk

Cane Creek OPT handlebar 
remote £50

ION K_Pact Amp knee pads
£79.99

These are really sturdy knee pads, but 

comfort is only so-so. The full-length zip 

means you can whip them off without 

removing your shoes, which is handy for 

long, sweaty climbs. Fit and sizing are 

spot on, and they move with the knee 

joint nicely for such burly pads. We did 

find they chafed slightly behind the knee 

after a while, but this may not affect all 

riders. With little in the way of 

ventilation, save for a small mesh 

window at the rear, they’re very sweaty 

on hot days. At 580g a pair (size large), 

they’re among the heaviest in their class 

too. The level of protection on offer is 

impressive, though. With a huge 

viscoelastic SAS-TEC pad – which 

conforms to the knee a bit like memory 

foam – they provide reassuring 

coverage, although the padding doesn’t 

extend very far down the shin. Upper 

and lower Velcro straps and a pre-curved 

shape hold them in place well too. The 

SAS-TEC armour can be removed for 

washing, though we’ve machine-washed 

the K_Pact Amps with the pad inside 

several times without issue. They’re 

available in black and grey as well as this 

fetching purple colour. Seb

www.ion-products.com

Pretty bulky and sweaty, but they 

stay in place well, offering 

impressive protection and a good fit

H I G H S

Tough knee 
protection

True to size, and 
stay in place well 

L O W S

Sweaty and heavy

We found they 
chafed a little

These insulated softshell trousers 

form part of Fox’s new ‘Fire, Water and 

Wind’ winter range. The three-layer 

ripstop Cordura shell is both wind-

resistant and fleece-lined, making them 

feel very cosy on cold days. Although 

the fabric isn’t waterproof, it’s treated 

with a DWR coating, which does a good 

job of shaking off splashes and drizzle. 

We can’t help feeling that a waterproof 

bum panel would be a good addition, 

though – our thinking being that if it’s 

cold enough to warrant insulated 

trousers, it’s probably going to be pretty 

wet too. The trousers are articulated like 

DH pants, with tight elasticated ankles 

to avoid flapping and ample space 

around the knees for pads. A ratchet 

buckle and rubber tabs on the inside of 

the waistband hold them securely in 

place, with no slouching. For storage, 

there are two small hip pockets, but 

we’d prefer to see these positioned 

nearer the waist to stop items banging 

around when riding. Ed

http://uk.foxracing.com

Fox Attack Fire softshell 
trousers £140



Ritchey’s finishing kit has been around 

for decades, but their top-line WCS bar 

shows they’re keeping pace, with a great 

shape and good feel. The 780mm width 

will be enough for the majority of trail 

riders, and should you wish to go 

narrower, cutting guides make it easy to 

lop up to 40mm off each end. With a 

nine-degree backsweep and middle-of-

the-road upsweep, nothing funny 

happens to the feel of the bar when you 

rotate it, so it’s easy to get it feeling right. 

At 297g, it isn’t super-light for a carbon 

bar, but on a trail bike its comfort is just 

right. It doesn’t feel floppy when you’re 

pushing hard with it at its full width, but 

it’s nicely damped, which reduces hand 

and arm fatigue during long days on the 

hill. The textured 35mm-diameter centre 

section helps reduce the risk of the bar 

spinning in the stem, but the alignment 

guide could do with being wider. Tom

www.paligap.cc

Ritchey WCS Carbon Trail 
Rizer 35 handlebar £160

Smoove lube is expensive but since the 

trails have got dirty it’s proven worth the 

high price. It’s a waxy lubricant that 

needs to be left to set (for at least an 

hour, ideally overnight) on a totally clean 

chain. Don’t apply too much, because 

Smoove recommend you don’t wipe the 

chain down afterwards, so the thick mix 

can clog up jockey wheels. The solidified 

wax doesn’t attract muck and grit like a 

wet lube though, and it makes the chain 

spookily quiet when you back-pedal it.

Critically, it keeps chains quiet and 

smooth for far longer than most other 

lubes we’ve used, with no end-of-day 

squeak and chatter even in sodden 

conditions. It’ll even last through a 

hose-down (not jet-wash), ready to go 

again, rust and chatter free. Helping to 

offset the high price is its ability to stop 

premature wear on painfully pricey 

wide-range cassettes. Guy

www.clyclorise.com

Smoove chain lube £13.99
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These are some of the comfiest grips 

out there, making them the go-to 

handholds for several of our testers.  

A single lock-on collar with a 3mm bolt 

clamps the grip tightly in place and 

ensures twist-free use even in sodden 

conditions. The outside edge of the grip 

has a slight taper to it, which isn’t 

noticeable in use but means you can sit 

your hand right at the end of the bar in 

total comfort. With a diameter of  

31mm they’re pretty thin, but the soft 

rubber used stops your hands feeling 

battered even after roughed-up alpine 

descents. The knurled pattern and tacky 

rubber help keep your hands in place, 

while the raised Santa Cruz logo and 

lines on the underside add a bit of extra 

purchase for pulling up on the bar. With  

a choice of 12 colours and costing less 

than £20, the Palmdales are hard not  

to like. Rob

www.jungleproducts.co.uk

Santa Cruz Palmdale grips 
£17.99
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The Moab Pro pack is designed for big 

rides on technical trails, with 22l of 

storage and an integrated back 

protector. There are two main 

compartments, along with a tool roll 

pouch, a webbed stuff pocket and two 

side pockets. This makes organising your 

kit relatively easy, although we did find 

the length of the main compartments 

meant a lot of digging deep to find little 

bits and pieces. The largest pocket’s near 

full-length opening also had a tendency 

to unzip itself as we stuffed kit in, which 

was a bit frustrating.

We can’t fault the fit, though. On the 

roughest of trails the pack never felt 

unstable, even when jam-packed with a 

week’s worth of kit. The back protector 

sits close to your body, is comfortable 

and drops far enough to cover your lower 

spine. (A 50mm shorter ‘22 M’ pack is 

available for £10 less for those with less 

lengthy backs.) Although the Moab Pro  

is a touch sweatier than some packs,  

we feel that the additional safety makes 

up for this. 

The waist strap is deep and 

comfortable, as well as height adjustable. 

Ideally, we’d like to see a little zipped 

pocket on there too. The shoulder straps 

are padded and vented in the right 

places, although we did find that the 

hydration hose guide dug into our 

shoulders from time to time. At this price, 

it’s a little disappointing that no bladder 

is included. Tom

www.vaude.com

Our go-to big-mountain pack, with  

a couple of design niggles

H I G H S

Comfy, stable and 
safe-feeling pack

L O W S

A couple of small 
changes would 

make it even better

Vaude Moab Pro 22 L 
backpack £180

Dainese have been pretty thorough 

when designing the Rhyolite 2, covering 

just about every part of your upper body 

with some form of padding. You’ll need to 

be careful with the sizing though (it runs 

from XS to XXL), because our medium 

sample was tight over the chest but 

overly long in the arms. The thick back 

padding articulates well with movement 

and is surprisingly easy to forget about 

when riding, as is the chest and torso 

armour. Dainese’s ‘Pro Armor’ shoulder 

and elbow pads are well shaped and 

comfortable, although the shoulder pads 

do sit quite high and aren’t quite as 

steadfast as we’d like due to large 

cutouts around the armpits. It’s great 

that the sleeves can be removed if you 

want to go without arm/shoulder 

protection, but the zips and seams 

irritate skin easily. This means you need 

to wear a baselayer under the Rhyolite 

jacket, which is fine on cold days but 

means you’ll end up seriously sweaty 

come summer. Rob

www.windwave.co.uk

Dainese Rhyolite 2 armour 
jacket £239.95
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SO GOOD e*13’s enduro tyre is brilliant 

at finding traction. The triple-compound 

rubber is formed into deliberately mobile 

split and ramped knobs, and the 

shoulder blocks have accordion sections 

to help them mould to the ground. Add a  

large, superbly-damped carcass that 

sucks up impacts and seals ridiculously 

easy, and you get the MTB equivalent of 

Formula 1 downforce on sketchy trails.

NO GOOD The side knobs don’t provide 

enough railing support for aggressive 

riders who like to jump into corners or 

smash berms. It’s slow-rolling on hard/

smooth surfaces. The price is high.

www.silverfish-uk.com

SO GOOD Looking for a large-volume 

spike that’ll last a decent time, for a good 

price? You’d be silly not to consider the 

Hillbilly. A bombproof but heavy (1.25kg) 

2.5in DH version has been around for a 

while, but this new option sneaks under 

1,000g. The ‘GRIPTON’ compound rolls 

OK. Deep centre and shoulder spikes 

give penetrating grip in soft/sloppy 

conditions, and the volume means it 

doesn’t feel harsh on thumping descents.

NO GOOD The vertical knobs slip and 

skitter on roots and rocks more than 

softer tyres, and the carcass doesn’t 

damp impacts as well as the DH version.

www.specialized.com

SO GOOD While wider and reinforced 

Shortys are now available, the original 

2.3in tyre is still a great all-rounder for 

the dirtier end of the year. At under 900g 

it’s light enough to feel agile and 

accelerate OK. The broad tread blocks 

roll reasonably well and don’t skate 

around on roots and rocks badly. It clears 

fast and the tall side fangs give 

impressive cornering bite.

NO GOOD Its narrow width and low 

height (56mm and 53mm, respectively, 

on a 27mm internal rim) reduce damping 

and how connected it feels in faster/

rougher situations.

www.extrauk.co.uk

SO GOOD Mavic’s Claw Pro isn’t 

designed as a winter tyre, but it hangs in 

there well past the point when most 

rivals should be put into hibernation. 

While the 50-durometer centre tread is 

well spaced and chunky enough to dig 

into loam or mulch, the alternating side 

knobs are spikier and softer (40 duro) 

for extra cornering bite. The superbly-

damped ‘Guard 2’ dual-ply carcass 

flatters suspension and ground 

connection. It’s well priced and seals 

super-easily too.

NO GOOD The soft rubber wears fast 

and rolls slow, and it can’t compete with 

spikes in really grim conditions.

www.mavic.com

SO GOOD It doesn’t look that special, 

but Michelin’s Wild Mud is the grippiest 

filthy-conditions tyre we’ve tested. The 

mid-height, two-step knobs are designed 

to twist under load to increase grip, and 

this rubber rips so hard round corners 

that it’ll blow your mind as well as your 

lines. For such a small tyre (51mm wide/ 

46mm high) it’s amazingly well-damped 

and surefooted too, so you can ride the 

slipperiest roots like they’re bone dry.

NO GOOD Rolling resistance is brutal 

even if you only run a Wild Mud up front. 

No wider sizes are available. It’s 

expensive too.

https://bike.michelin.com

SO GOOD Schwalbe’s new ‘Ultra Soft’ 

rubber doesn’t feel particularly sticky 

when pinched between fingers or 

pedalled along tarmac, and after several 

months’ use it’s showing no significant 

wear. There’s no shortage of grip though. 

While the ‘Super Gravity Apex’ carcass 

feels wooden at high pressures, we’ve 

run it at 8psi without stability problems 

and have had none of Schwalbe’s 

previous tear/blister issues.

NO GOOD This 1.4kg wire bead version 

takes serious torque to get moving. At 

60mm (on a 30mm rim), it’s no wider 

than a ‘2.35in’ Mary. 

www.schwalbe.com

e*thirteen TRS Race 2.35in £71.95

Mavic Claw Pro XL 2.5in £43

Specialized Hillbilly GRID 2.6in £40

Michelin Wild Mud Advanced 

Reinforced 2.25in £71.99

Maxxis Shorty 3C EXO TR 2.3in £59.99

Schwalbe Magic Mary Super Gravity 

Addix Ultra Soft 2.6in £58.99

WINTER RUBBER
The best 650b tyres for slippery situations

nnnn
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‘A superb frame, let down by a 

poor component spec’ is how I’d 

sum up the Operator DL in one 

sentence. Although the chassis 

does seem rather overbuilt, the 

geometry is bang on, as far as I’m 

concerned. A good head angle 

(63 degrees) and a spacious front 

centre (825mm on the large size) 

are paired with a slammed 423mm 

rear end. This may be too short for 

some people’s liking, but I found 

that, combined with 10mm of 

bottom bracket drop, it made the 

Operator a whole lot of fun to  

throw into corners. 

Initial impressions of the 

suspension were that it lacked a 

bit of progression, but after a day 

of tuning with Sprung Suspension 

(see MBUK 349) I managed to dial 

in the RockShox Kage RC shock and 

get it feeling pretty damn good. The 

fork, unfortunately, was a different 

story, and even after some sneaky 

internal alterations I still spent the 

year struggling with it spiking in its 

travel and feeling harsh. 

Perhaps my expectations were 

unrealistic but, for a bike costing 

It may not be perfect, but Ed’s had a blast aboard the Operator

not far off the £4k mark, I was 

expecting a bit more when it came 

to the build kit. For starters, I didn’t 

get on with the overly backswept 

Kona bar, and the seatpost was 

so short I had to switch it out 

immediately. Elsewhere, products 

like the Shimano Zee crankset and 

steel-backed MRP chain guide were 

functional but a bit clunky and 

overweight. I ended up swapping a 

lot of parts, in a bid to cut down the 

bike’s hefty 18.58kg (40.96lb) stock 

weight. The internal cable routing 

could do with a little refinement too 

– the cables rattled annoyingly on 

the inside of the down tube, and the 

way they exited the frame caused 

quite a bit of rub around the BB. 

It may sound like I’m being 

negative here, but once I’d tweaked 

the bike to my liking, I loved 

riding it. Apart from needing a 

fresh set of headset bearings, 

it’s been maintenance free 

too. I’d recommend the 

Operator to anyone who 

values solid reliability over 

svelte refinement.

www.konaworld.com

H I G H S

Some of the best 
riding I had all 

year was aboard 
the Kona, 

including sending 
booters and 

smashing out 
downhill laps in 

the Alps and 
Norway

This could be the 
best downhill 

bike I’ve ‘owned’ 
(or at least ridden 

long-term) to 
date

L O W S

It’s a shame I had 
to change a lot of 

parts to find a 
set-up that felt 

comfortable

MY YEAR

T E S T  B I K E S  R I D D E N  H A R D  F O R  A  Y E A R

End of Year

Special

OUR VERDICTS AFTER 

A YEAR OF RIDING

ED’S KONA 

OPERATOR DL £3,799.99
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The GeoMetron garnered more 

interest from other riders than any 

other bike I’ve had. “Will it go round 

tight corners?” “Is it too slack?” 

“Wow, that really is long!” (something 

I don’t hear often… ahem). I chose 

to ride the G16 because I wanted to 

see whether its extreme geometry 

would suit a 5ft 8in guy like me. While 

I’ve experimented with large bikes in 

the past, the tall seat tubes always 

limited what I could get away with, 

even if I did appreciate the extra 

reach. Still, even those ‘large’ bikes 

measured up pretty small compared 

to my ‘long’ G16 (the smallest size).

I’ll admit, I was quite worried about 

how the two of us would get on. The 

G16 did take a bit of time to adapt to, 

Unlike the bike, Rob’s year on the G16 just hasn’t been long enough

but once I’d got my head around how 

the bike wants to be ridden, I really, 

really enjoyed my time aboard it. 

Make no mistake, if you just plod 

around trail centres then you’ll never 

get the most out of the bike and it 

will, at times, feel a little awkward. 

But open up the throttle and start 

attacking the trail and its stability and 

the confidence it exudes is incredible. 

And yes, it handles those tight, twisty 

technical tracks just fine. 

My initial build had a head angle 

of around 62 degrees and on flatter, 

faster trails I sometimes felt like I 

was battling the bar and understeer 

when loading the bike into turns. 

Improving the front-rear suspension 

balance helped, as did adjusting my 

position on the bike, but steepening 

the head angle made the biggest 

difference. At 63.5 degrees the bike 

is still super-slack, but it’s easier to 

ride on mellower trails, with no loss 

of descending prowess. The super-

steep seat angle means it climbs 

better than you’d think too.

So, would I part with 

my hard-earned and buy 

a G16? Yes. The frame 

may be expensive but you 

get a lot for your money and 

the GeoMetron team will 

customise the bike so it 

suits you perfectly – 

everything from disc 

size and bar width 

to the progression 

of the suspension 

is up for discussion.

www.geometronbikes.co.uk

ROB’S MOJO/NICOLAI 

GEOMETRON  G16 

£2,600 (frame) MY YEAR

q

q

q

H I G H S

Truly the epitome 
of ‘long, low and 

slack’

Point it down 
something wild 
and it delivers 

confidence and 
stability

L O W S

I’d like even 
more time on 

the G16

The extreme 
geometry won’t 
suit everyone
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When I chose the RocketMAX as 

my long-termer I was relatively time 

rich and was going on weekend 

jaunts to trail centres, where the 

plus-size Cotic promised to crank 

up the fun factor. Then I bought a 

house in need of updating and my 

free time evaporated. My riding was 

limited to local trail bashing and 

some longer XC rides, neither of 

which played to the 140mm Cotic’s 

strengths. On the few opportunities 

I had to hit some more testing trails, 

the RocketMAX became a different 

beast. Fun, capable and with oh so 

much traction, it carried me through 

sections where I felt decidedly rusty.

I grew up riding hardtails and 

prefer the simplicity of rigid bikes for 

my adventure trips, so I’ll avoid any 

appraisal of the Cotic’s suspension 

workings, but to me it felt great. After 

The Cotic’s a great bike, but not the perfect match for Beardy Matt

a few years on SRAM drivetrains it 

was good to try Shimano’s updated 

SLX groupset, which worked 

flawlessly, with minimal maintenance. 

The burly 50mm SUNringlé Mulefüt 

wheels delivered surefooted traction, 

especially when paired with the truly 

awesome Specialized Slaughter and 

Butcher GRID plus tyres.

Would I buy a RocketMAX? There’s 

definitely an attraction there, but we 

never quite hit it off. As the cliché 

goes, it’s not her, it’s me. I was too 

busy to give her the attention she 

deserved, and she craved more 

hardcore trails than I could deliver. 

This is a bike that rewards you when 

you ride hard on the descents, which 

meant she wasn’t a good match for 

the long hauls and big climbs that 

made up most of my riding this year. 

www.cotic.co.uk

MATT’S COTIC ROCKETMAX £1,499 (frame)

H I G H S

The best-fitting 
bike I’ve ridden 
– the large size 
was spot on for 

my 6ft frame

Plus tyres inspire 
confidence on  
the descents

L O W S

A bit burly for 
longer rides, due 

to the steel frame 
and my 

mid-range build

I didn’t get to ride 
it as much as I’d 

hoped

MY YEAR

What stood out to me the most 

about the Enduro this year was its 

ability to carry speed. On flowing 

singletrack and in wide-open bike 

park scenarios, I absolutely loved 

riding it. The descending capability 

of a long-travel 29er is pretty 

mind-blowing, and the Specialized’s 

supportive FSR suspension meant it 

wasn’t a pig to grind uphill on. 

Where I felt the bike fell short a 

little was with its rather conservative 

geometry. Having ridden similar 

bikes from Whyte (the S-150) 

and Orbea (the new Rallon), the 

Specialized could definitely do 

with a bit more BB drop, to give it a 

more planted feel in the turns. The 

reach measurement of 450mm 

wasn’t really enough for a size large 

bike either, but it’s good to see 

Specialized addressing that with a 

12mm increase for 2018. 

I found most of the componentry 

to be pretty solid. While I swapped 

out the bar, stem, saddle and tyres 

to suit personal preferences, a new 

wheelset was the only big change, 

after I damaged the slightly flimsy 

Roval Traverse rear wheel trying to 

chase down Richie Rude. Perhaps  

I should send him the bill?

www.specialized.com

Big wheels equalled big fun

ED’S SPECIALIZED ENDURO 

ELITE CARBON 29 £3,570
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This year I wanted a bike with 

more fork travel, 650b wheels and 

11-speed gearing. Giant’s Trance 

Advanced 2 ticked all the boxes, plus 

it had a carbon frame and wheels, so 

I was stoked! The medium size was 

spot on for my 5ft 7in frame, and the 

angles all pointed towards it being a 

nice, aggressive little ripper.

I wasn’t disappointed on the trail. 

Climbing was comfy, even enjoyable. 

Jimmer got his bike working perfectly – and then nailed himself

With good fitness and the wide-

range SRAM GX drivetrain, I could 

get up anything. The Giant didn’t 

disappoint on the downs either, and 

felt nicely balanced in the air. 

All that needed changing from 

stock was the front tyre, which 

wasn’t grippy enough. The own-

brand dropper post failed after a 

few months, so I replaced it with 

a Crankbrothers Highline. My 

ham-fisted tweaking unbalanced 

the suspension, but Jake at Sprung 

tuned it to another level for 

me – I couldn’t believe the 

stuff I could ride at speed! 

There are a ton of great 

bikes at this price, but the 

Trance just works. It’s 

well specced too, and 

has a quality frame. I’d 

just invest in a frame 

protection kit, as the 

paint chips easily.  

A year ago, I wouldn’t have considered 

buying a Rose – the German brand just 

weren’t on my radar. But this bike has 

changed that. It’s really well thought 

out, with quality touches and a stealthily 

silent ride. Although the price is cheap 

(considering the amazing build kit), that 

doesn’t translate to cheap performance.

I did need to tweak the geometry 

to suit the places I ride. That meant 

increasing the travel of the RockShox 

Pike fork from 150mm to 160mm 

and fitting Burgtec offset bushings 

and an angled headset from Works 

Components. I’d have liked to add a 

few millimetres to the top tube too, but 

what I was left with was a lower BB, a 

64.8-degree head angle (from 66.6°) 

and a playful trail slayer of a bike!

As you can probably tell, I’ve really 

enjoyed this bike. We’ve done our fair 

share of racing together as well as a 

trip to the Pyrenees, and it’s taken 

everything in its stride. Rose’s online 

configurator makes it easy to set the 

Granite Chief up for your needs, too.

www.rosebikes.com

BEN’S ROSE GRANITE CHIEF 2

 £2,872 (w/ upgrades)

JIMMER’S GIANT TRANCE 

ADVANCED 2 £3,339

H I G H S

Suspension tune 
opened up the 

Trance’s full 
potential and let 
me ride harder, 
faster and with 

more control

SRAM GX 
drivetrain was 

low maintenance 
and very reliable

L O W S

Dropper post 
failed

A broken 
collarbone 

has kept 
me off the 

bike for 
months

MY YEAR

q

q

q

www.giant-bicycles.com
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Trek’s multi-tasking, dual-wheel-

size, mid-travel trail machine looked 

like the answer to all my testing 

and faster-riding needs when I was 

looking for a 2017 long-termer. But as 

a replacement for a premium-spec 

Evil The Following that I absolutely 

loved, things were never going to be 

that easy for the Trek. That’s what I 

put my initial disappointment in its 

ride down to, anyway. 

I changed the relatively narrow and 

heavy Bontrager wheels and rubber 

for Mavic’s new 29in carbon wheel 

and tyre set, but twangy wheels and 

sticky tyres just made it feel worse. 

And the shock seemed to be doing 

exactly the opposite to what it was 

supposed to, with harsh clatter on 

It was a slow-blossoming romance for Guy and the Fuel EX

bigger hits but loads of bounce when 

pedalling. Another Fuel EX I tried at 

the same time had similar issues, but 

Trek didn’t have an answer why, even 

when our broader test team voted it 

last in a 25-bike trail showdown for 

What Mountain Bike magazine. 

Rolling performance got a lot 

better when I fitted plus tyres and 

wider wheels, but it took a re-valve by 

shock specialists Mojo Suspension to 

finally get the back end feeling good. 

Suddenly, I understood why the Trek 

was getting a lot of love elsewhere. 

A couple of weeks on another set of 

carbon 29er wheels shod with new 

Schwalbe Addix tyres unleashed 

some serious speed – until the 

rear rim smashed in half. Sturdier 

wheels, a bigger bar and SRAM Code 

brakes were fitted for a trip to the 

Alps, and proved the Trek to be both 

an efficient day bike and a proper 

bomber, even on the steepest slopes. 

With a few more upgrades, such as 

a new-generation RockShox Pike fork 

and some Truvativ carbon cranks, 

it’s a proper ripper that I really enjoy 

riding now. It’s actually staying up 

here in Yorkshire, because one of 

my northern test team members 

is buying it.

Interestingly, the 2018 bike 

comes with wider rims 

and stickier tyres as 

standard. Trek have  

also admitted that 

there was an issue 

with the first RE:aktiv 

shocks on 2017 bikes. 

www.trekbikes.com

GUY’S TREK FUEL EX 9.7 29 £2,700

H I G H S

Awesome  
high stiffness, 
high capability 

all-rounder

 2018 bikes have 
the key changes  
 that I made as 

standard

L O W S

Ride-killing 
wheelset and 

faulty shock took 
a while to get 

sorted

MY YEAR

From the first turn and rocky drop 

out of the car park, it was clear that 

the Identiti and I were going to get 

along fine. Properly stretched, slack 

and slammed geometry synced 

perfectly with my need for a plough 

that could smash suspension, 

wheels, bars, tyres or anything else 

I wanted to bolt to it into a pulp, 

without doing the same to me. 

The 3.6kg frame has proven to 

be bomber strong, and I’ve had no 

bearing or other build issues. While it 

had the simpler single-can RockShox 

Deluxe shock, not the piggyback 

Super Deluxe (£100 more), 

suspension performance has been 

equally flawless. I’ve barely touched 

it since setting initial ballpark sag.

If you’re looking for an ultra-

durable anvil for hammering down 

the hardest lines, the Mettle should 

be right up in your rankings.

www.ison-distribution.com

GUY’S IDENTITI METTLE 

DELUXE £1,599 (frame)
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All’s well that ends well, right? 

Although I gave my Segment such 

a hammering that it eventually 

cracked, Orange have confirmed 

that if I was a paying customer 

they’d replace the frame, under 

their five-year warranty. That kind 

of backup is good news for anyone 

thinking of buying one.

So, would I buy this bike? No, I 

wouldn’t. While it’s relatively low 

maintenance, comes with an abuse-

ready spec and represents good 

value for a British-built frame, the 

Segment didn’t quite scratch my 

itch. For me, the bike’s main downfall 

was how lacklustre the suspension 

felt through sequential bumps, 

G-outs or rough terrain. It wasn’t the 

After a rollercoaster ride with his Segment, would Al buy one?

lack of squish that caused problems 

– I’ve got on fine with other short-

travel 29ers. No, it was just crying 

out for a better-damped shock.

When I handed the bike back to 

Orange for inspection, they said I 

should have gone for a longer-travel, 

burlier machine. But with its 14kg+ 

weight, 800mm bar and 68-degree 

head angle, there was nothing about 

the Segment that suggested it was 

aimed at lightweight XC riding.

There were moments when it did 

come to life – standouts included 

riding a ribbon of smooth, bermy 

ecstasy in Austria and hammering 

down a fresh loamy trail in South 

Wales. The components lasted 

surprisingly well too, with the 

wheels, fork and drivetrain all 

surviving a year of hard riding.

I went into 2017 hoping that 

the Segment would be a ‘one-bike 

quiver’, but although it climbed 

well for its weight, that didn’t make 

up for its shortcomings on the 

descents. Orange have now 

replaced it with the Stage 4. 

With a 67.5-degree head 

angle, 110mm of travel and 

burly components, this is 

another short-travel 29er 

that looks ready to send. 

The good news is  

that it comes with  

a top-end ‘Factory’  

Fox shock, in 

place of the basic 

‘Performance’ damper 

on the Segment.

www.orangebikes.co.uk

AL’S ORANGE SEGMENT PRO £3,540

H I G H S

I’ve had fun 
learning how far 

you can push 
29in wheels 

before you lose 
traction.

The single-pivot 
frame has been 

virtually 
maintenance free 

– I don’t think I 
tightened the 

pivot bolt once!

L O W S

Discovering that 
the frame was 

cracked

I wasn’t 
impressed 
by the rear 

suspension 
on the Pro 

model

MY YEAR

q

q

q
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Resplendent in fire engine red, 

the JAM Lite made a good first 

impression. Sadly, it fell short of 

expectations within weeks when the 

own-brand dropper post blew up. 

The shining star of the Focus’s 

spec sheet was the 1x12 SRAM 

Eagle transmission. Its inclusion on 

a bike that scraped under £3k was 

impressive, but meant lower-end 

gear had to be used elsewhere. 

It’d be easy to look at the Shimano 

Deore stoppers and baseline 

RockShox suspension units as ripe 

for upgrading, but they weren’t. While 

the brakes lacked a touch of feel, they 

offered ample power. The Yari RC fork was 

superb, as was the Monarch RT shock at 

the heart of Focus’s FOLD platform. What 

I liked about this system was that the bike 

never felt overly saggy. It sat up in its travel 

nicely and used it efficiently. When things 

sped up, it settled a bit further into its 

stroke and started to feel altogether racier. 

The JAM Lite’s most endearing quality 

was its lack of fuss. Its response to just 

about everything I asked of it was, “Yeah, 

fine”. Some might see the lack of a carbon 

frame as a drawback, but the weight 

penalty was minimal. The finish of the 

frame was superb, it was quiet and easy 

to live with. All it really needed was a tyre 

upgrade. Would I buy one, then? The 

Focus didn’t quite tug on the heart strings, 

but after a year of use it won me over. I 

probably would.

www.focus-bikes.com

A sticky start, but it won Ric over 

I’ve had a great year on the Norco. 

The combination of big wheels, 

decent geometry and relatively 

light weight worked brilliantly for 

my riding. It’s a bit of a bargain too, 

considering you get a carbon frame 

at a price where most bikes are alloy 

– and even more so now that Evans 

have knocked £500 off. 

The Optic covers ground rapidly, 

but still has a long enough reach and 

wheelbase to feel nice and stable 

on the descents (especially after I 

extended the fork travel slightly).

The only thing that would put me 

off buying one is the limited travel 

(110mm). It’s a lot more versatile 

than that figure suggests, and I’ve 

had no qualms throwing it down 

It’s a fond farewell to the Norco from JCW

rocky BikePark Wales black runs. 

But I’m not getting any younger, and 

found myself feeling more beaten up 

at the end of long days than I would 

have done on a longer-travel rig. I’m 

still searching for the mythical ‘one 

bike to do it all’, and, for me, that 

means one with a smidgen more 

travel, which will work on my local 

trails but also for the odd uplift day 

or trip to the Alps. Watch this space.

If you do buy a 2017 Optic, I’d 

recommend swapping the narrow, 

lightweight Schwalbe tyres for 

something with a bit more bite 

and volume, and fitting the single 

chainring provided in the box. 

Otherwise, the kit is pretty sorted.

www.evanscycles.com

RIC’S FOCUS JAM LITE £2,999

JCW’S NORCO OPTIC C9.2 £3,199

H I G H S

The Norco’s been 
spot on for 

almost all of the 
riding I’ve done 

this year

There’s really 
nothing that 

needs changing, 
other than the 

tyres

L O W S

A tad more travel 
would be a 
bonus on 

rocky runs

MY YEAR
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BIKETEST

FIVE-TON FUN
We’ve always said you need to spend at 
least £500 to get a ‘proper mountain bike’, 
but can you still get a great ride at this  
price amid the current currency chaos?
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hile some lucky sods may 

consider a £500 fork or set 

of wheels to be ‘cheap’, for 

a whole lot of people that’s 

a huge amount of money to 

spend. We say “people”, rather than 

“riders”, because many £500 bikes 

will be sold to folk who are only just 

starting out on the trails. Even if 

you’re a hardcore biker who’s ridden 

for years, it’s worth reading this test 

in case someone at work, or down 

the pub, wants some advice. We’ve 

simplified the language slightly to 

suit novice riders, but don’t worry, 

we’ve gone as deep into the details 

that matter as we always do.

That’s because we take our budget 

bike testing seriously. We know that 

if you have a crap time on your first 

bike then you’re probably not going 

to stick with mountain biking. Which 

is a real shame, when there are entry-

level bikes available that’ll get you 

hooked from the first ride. We also 

understand that, at this price, every 

OUR

RATINGS
We base our scores on 

value for money and 
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job and do it well

BELOW AVERAGE
Flawed in some way

POOR  
Simply put, don’t bother!

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine class leader

pound you can save – or have to 

spend to cure a fault – is a big deal.

Despite pricing being so tight, 

differences between bikes can be 

surprisingly big. That’s clear here, 

even though we’ve stuck to brands 

that generally offer great value. Look 

at machines from the big global 

manufacturers – which struggle to 

meet expectations in the sub-£1,000 

UK market – and you’ll notice even 

bigger differences in spec levels.

While it can be harder to get demo 

rides on entry-level bikes – especially 

ones from superstores such as 

Halfords and GO Outdoors – buying 

them in person rather than over the 

internet makes a massive difference. 

That way you can see what difference 

correct fit, handling feel and basic 

suspension function make, rather 

than being distracted by details that 

may not matter much on the trail. 

Follow the recommendations of our 

ultra-experienced test team and you 

won’t go far wrong.

THE TESTER

GUY KESTEVEN

Our Kes started his MTB 
career with a five-speed, 
cowhorn-bar Peugeot he 

fished out of a canal, then 
bought a rigid Giant 

Escaper when the bug bit. 
Over 25 years later, he’s 

still aware how important 
it is to get the right first 

bike, especially when 
every extra pound you 

spend has to be justified 
with a genuine 

performance gain. The 
great news is that some 
of the bikes here are the 
best he’s ever ridden for 

£500, but that makes him 
even more scathing of the 

ones that fall short.
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Saracen are another brand 

who sell through bike shops 

rather than megastores, so 

again that puts them on the 

pricing back foot. There’s 

more to good bike design 

than just welding together a 

frame and loading it with the 

best parts you can afford, 

though. Have the UK design 

team behind the Tufftrax 

Comp Disc added enough 

quality details to overcome 

the inevitable component 

compromises and still create 

a really fun bike to ride?  

Because it’s one of the 

cheapest bikes on test and 

is available through local 

bike shops (with the added 

costs that always brings), we 

were ready to overlook a few 

spec compromises on the 

Diamondback. To be fair, even 

with a clunking fork and an 

eight- rather than nine-speed 

rear gear cassette, it’s still 

better equipped than many 

bikes at this price. But would 

the frame shape prove good 

enough to make us overlook 

any component issues?

DIAMONDBACK SYNC 3.0 £460

VOODOO AIZAN £500SARACEN TUFFTRAX

COMP DISC £499.99

Halfords’ Voodoo in-house 

brand have been the 

dominant force in maximum 

value mountain biking for 

years. In particular, their 

Bizango 29er has dominated 

the £700 trail bike bracket. 

That’s not just because of the 

buying and price advantages 

that come from the Halfords 

connection, but because it’s 

a proper no-compromise 

mountain bike. The question 

is, can the same UK design 

team build a kick-ass 29er  

on an even tighter budget?

CALIBRE RAKE £450 (w/ discount card)

The team behind GO 

Outdoors’ Calibre range are 

all experienced bike designers 

and keen riders, and they’ve 

clearly sunk plenty of that 

experience and trail riding 

influence into this new sub-

£500 (with a £5 GO Outdoors 

discount card) 29er. Selling 

direct through their own 

stores keeps overheads low. 

But no matter how clever you 

get with cost, can you really 

create a compromise-free 

riding experience for less  

than half a grand?

THE LINE-UP
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iamondback have some 

great bikes in the £500 to 

£1,000 price bracket, and 

the Sync 3.0 has some useful 

utility features. Unfortunately, its 

geometry and suspension limit its 

off-road potential.

The frame
If you’re looking for a bike that’ll 

take you to work all week and then 

take you off-road at the weekend, 

then the Sync is well equipped. 

Not only does it have fixtures for 

a four-point rear rack but there 

are also mudguard mounts on the 

reinforcing bridges between the rear 

stays. The shaped aluminium tubing 

has extra cable guides for a dropper 

seatpost, in case you want to add 

one later. As it is, the bolted (rather 

than quick-release) seat clamp rules 

out quick, tool-free adjustment of 

the stock rigid post.

The kit
As the second cheapest bike here, 

and one that’s sold through ‘proper’ 

shops, it’s no surprise that the Sync 

has some downgrades compared to 

the others on test. Most obviously, 

the Shimano Altus transmission only 

has an eight-speed rear cassette, 

while the Tourney crankset is from 

Shimano’s ‘trekking’ rather than 

‘trail’ range and has non-replaceable 

steel chainrings. 

The SR Suntour XCT fork uses 

a coil spring and has no rebound 

adjuster to control how fast it 

bounces back after an impact. It 

also has 28mm stanchions (upper 

legs) – the skinniest on test – which 

limits front disc rotor size to 160mm. 

You still get hydraulic rather than 

cable brakes though, and, while they 

feel numb and low on power and 

control compared to more expensive 

stoppers, they’re no worse than the 

brakes on the other bikes here.

The ride
What first stands out about the 

Diamondback isn’t its parts but its 

ride position. To be fair, a 430mm 

reach (the horizontal distance from 

the centre of the bottom bracket  

to the centre of the top of the 

head tube) teamed with a 90mm 

stem would have been normal on 

a size-large bike a decade ago. The 

70-degree head angle wouldn’t have 

seemed odd either. But by today’s 

standards the geometry is dated, 

and the difference in control over the 

other bikes on test – particularly the 

Calibre – is obvious.

The Sync just isn’t as stable or as 

capable of holding a line in slippery 

conditions, and the long stem 

means it’s harder to catch the front 

tyre if it slips or reposition it if your 

line needs tweaking. In short, you 

feel remote and removed from 

£460 Useful utility bike with 

spec and shape issues 

D

CASSETTE 

The collection of 
rear sprockets that 

slide onto the 
freehub on the 

rear wheel. 

HYDRAULIC

 BRAKES

Brakes that use 
hoses full of 

hydraulic fluid, 
rather than wire 

cables, to link the 
lever to the 

calliper.

JARGON

DETAILS

 BASIC GEARING

Shimano Altus gears 
work across an 

eight-speed rear 
cassette, while the 

Tourney crankset uses 
pressed steel rings

 FLAWED FORK

SunTour claim the XCT 
fork has 100mm of 

travel but we never got 
more than 65mm of 

reluctant, notchy, 
undamped stroke

 MIDDLING SPEC

The Diamondback 
struggles in this 

company, but 
compared to many 

bikes at this price the 
Sync 3.0 is well 

equipped

DIAMONDBACK SYNC 3.0
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IT JUST ISN’T AS STABLE OR AS CAPABLE OF 

HOLDING A LINE IN SLIPPERY CONDITIONS. YOU 

FEEL REMOTE AND REMOVED FROM CONTROL 

RATHER THAN READY TO GET STUCK IN

control rather than ready to get 

stuck in. The skinny fork legs affect 

accuracy too, bending backwards 

under braking and over rocks, roots 

or steps – and, in the process, 

choking the suspension stroke to 

a thumping standstill. Without any 

effective rebound damping, there’s 

nothing to stop the fork twanging 

back up with clanking force after big 

compressions too.

Narrow tyres (53mm) and stiff 

36-spoke wheels do nothing to 

soften the stiff feel of the alloy 

frame, so there’s no respite 

from rougher sections. And the 

Diamondback’s 650b (aka 27.5in) 

wheels don’t roll over lumps and 

bumps as smoothly as the 29in 

wheels of the Calibre and Voodoo. 

That meant the Sync ran out of 

smoothness and speed as soon as 

we headed into tougher terrain. It 

wasn’t long before the unclamped 

grips started slipping round the  

bar too, but at least that’s easy to 

solve (with a squirt of hairspray). 

On the bright side, the extra spokes 

mean the wheels should take a 

walloping, and the low-tread WTB 

Ranger tyres combine easy speed 

with enough grip for occasional  

off-roading. The frame stiffness  

and smaller wheels help 

acceleration too, so the Sync felt 

relatively lively despite being the 

heaviest bike on test.

That said, we’d still recommend 

saving up for a bit longer to 

stretch your budget further up the 

Diamondback range if you want a 

proper mountain-ready bike.

Harsh ride, dated geometry and limited fork 

undermine off-road ability

H I G H S

Rack and 
mudguard 
mounts for 

everyday use 

L O W S

Short reach/long 
stem ride position 

reduces  
confidence on 

rough/fast terrain

SunTour fork 
locks out on steps 

or in tough 
sections if 

pushed too hard 

Stiff frame and 
wheels create an 
uncomfortably 

firm ride
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F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Diamondback Heist 0.0 £575
Its 120mm SunTour fork, 1x10 Shimano 
Deore gearing and WTB/Race Face kit 
make the Heist worth saving up for.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Diamondback Sync 2.0 £420
The same frame as our test bike, but 
powered by Shimano Tourney gears and 
stopped with cable-operated discs.
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he Tufftrax comes from 

Saracen’s ‘Sports’ rather than 

‘Trail’ range, and its geometry 

and suspension create obvious 

‘soft roader’ limits. But neat details 

and decent ride quality make it 

enjoyable on less gnarly trails.

The frame
Saracen sell their bikes through 

‘proper’ bike shops, which adds 

another layer of cost compared to 

buying direct from a superstore. You 

wouldn’t know that from the Tufftrax 

frame though. The 44mm head tube 

means it’s the only bike here that’ll 

take a tapered fork, making future 

upgrading easier. There’s a quick-

release clamp for the seatpost, with 

a brass bearing surface so the lever 

stays smooth. The skinny 27.2mm 

diameter of the seatpost also allows 

it to flex more than thicker posts for 

a bit of under-seat ‘suspension’. 

Because the gear cables run 

‘naked’ (without outer hoses) for 

most of their length, shifting is 

lighter in action and less likely to be 

compromised by grit and grime. The 

post-mount rear brake fixture is easy 

to adjust to stop pad rub, and there 

are two bottle mounts (although 

that does stop you slamming the 

seat down for descents). Four-point 

rack mounts are provided out back. 

The frame shape is conventional 

rather than confidence enhancing, 

with a relatively short top tube and 

440mm of reach on the large size.

The kit
Selling through shops and investing 

in the frame puts Saracen at a 

disadvantage in terms of kit spend. 

The SunTour XCM fork doesn’t have 

any rebound adjustment but its 

30mm legs make it stiffer than the 

Diamondback’s XCT. That means it 

works slightly better under load and 

you could upgrade to a 185mm front 

disc to increase the stopping power 

of the basic Shimano brakes. 

Saracen have fitted the latest 

Shimano Altus M2000 shifters, 

which have a cleaner and lighter 

action than the others on test. The 

bottom gear of the 3x9 spread 

is slightly lower too, for easier 

climbing. We had more chain drop 

issues in extreme gears, though, due 

to the short 425mm chainstays. The 

Shimano crank and hub bearings 

are likely to last longer than most, 

saving you servicing costs.

The 51mm-wide WTB Nano Comp 

tyres have an almost continuous 

centre ridge tread for fast rolling, 

while the 32-spoke 650b wheels are 

also part of the reason the Tufftrax is 

the lightest bike on test.

The ride
Fast tyres on light wheels and the 

lowest complete bike weight here 

£499.99 Some neat features, 

but geometry and fork issues

T

DETAILS

 UPGRADE READY

The 44mm head tube 
can be used with the 

latest tapered-steerer 
forks if you replace 

the lower headset cup

 SLICKER SHIFTERS

There are several 
levels of Shimano 

Altus gear shifter and 
Saracen have fitted 
the latest and best 

version on the  
Tufftrax Comp

 EASILY FAZED

SunTour’s XCM 30 
fork has 30mm legs 
but still struggles to 

stay smooth if things 
start getting lumpy  

or lairy

TAPERED FORK

 Fork with a 
tapered steerer 

tube (the bit that 
fits inside the 

frame). Stiffer than 
an equivalent fork 

with a straight 
steerer tube. Can 
only be used in an 
oversize (44mm or 

1.5in) or tapered 
(1.125in top, 1.5in 

bottom) head tube.

FOUR-POINT 
RACK

Rear cargo rack 
that has two lower 

and two upper 
mounts for 

maximum security 
and strength.

JARGON

SARACEN TUFFTRAX COMP DISC
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ROCKY, STEPPY OR HEAVY-BRAKING 

SITUATIONS STRANGLE THE FORK... THE 

RELATIVELY SHORT GEOMETRY IS ALSO AN 

ISSUE IN FASTER, SKETCHIER SECTIONS 

give the Tufftrax the most lively and 

responsive initial feel. This is further 

enhanced by the short stays and 

wheelbase. The 75mm stem, 720mm 

bar and 69-degree head angle give a 

well-balanced feel and make it easy 

to tip the rounded tyres in and out 

of corners. Despite its low-volume 

rubber and smaller-diameter wheels, 

the Saracen is impressively comfy for 

a bike at this price. This all adds up 

to make it a lot of fun on less taxing 

trails and extend its reach further 

into the rad than you might expect.

While the well-balanced steering 

helped us get deeper into slippery, 

rooty terrain than we’d expected, 

the hard-compound, centre-

ridge front tyre needs swapping 

for something chunkier if you’re 

planning to play in the woods rather 

than just ride through them on 

fireroads. Start hitting stuff harder 

and you’ll soon thump up against 

the limits of the SunTour fork too. 

It’s marginally better than the one 

on the Diamondback, but rocky, 

steppy or heavy-braking situations 

still strangle its ability to smooth out 

impacts. That has obvious control 

and comfort consequences, but at 

least the frame can be upgraded with 

a more sophisticated tapered fork.

The relatively short geometry 

is also an issue when it comes to 

stability in faster, sketchier sections, 

where the Tufftrax feels more 

nervous and pressured than the 

longer bikes here. If your riding is 

milder rather than wilder, the little 

longevity details and lively overall ride 

still make the Saracen worth a look.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Saracen Mantra £599.99
Similar spec to the Tufftrax Comp, but  
the Mantra frame’s longer reach and 
upgradable axles make it a real step up.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Saracen Tufftrax Comp Disc 29 £469.99
The 29er version of the Tufftrax Comp rolls 
more smoothly but has less fork travel and 
very basic Promax hydraulic brakes.

Neat long-term detailing on a lively, dynamic ride, 

but better suited to mild rather than wild riding

H I G H S

Light and lively 
ride feel

Neat life-
extending frame 

and kit details

L O W S

SunTour fork 
struggles on 
intermediate 

trails

Traditional 
geometry means 

the Saracen 
doesn’t feel as 

confident or 
capable as longer, 

slacker bikes
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Available at CycleSurgery.com or from any of our stores nationwide

Buy them a GIFT CARD this Christmas

www.cyclesurgery.com
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ooDoo have revised their 29er 

frame and some of its key 

componentry to create a  

bang-up-to-date trail machine. 

The frame
The all-new frame, with curved and 

shaped tubes, has a standard-gauge 

head tube, so there’s no way to 

upgrade to a tapered fork. A slight 

bend in the seat tube keeps the rear 

end relatively short while still leaving 

space for chunkier tyres. It does 

restrict how far you can drop the 

saddle, but you can always cut the 

long seatpost down and there are 

cable clips for an external or semi-

internal dropper post when you can 

afford to upgrade. The rear stays are 

flattened and swerved to keep them 

clear of the cranks and help soak up 

impacts. There are easy-to-service 

‘naked’ cable runs under the down 

tube, plus two bottle mounts.

The urban camouflage detailing 

includes subtle reflective patches, 

which is a neat touch on a bike that’s 

likely to be used in town. But it’s on 

the trail where you’ll appreciate the 

much longer 460mm reach of the 

new (large) frame and its 68-degree 

head angle. To keep costs down, the 

Aizan only comes in three sizes.

The kit
The extra length of the top tube lets 

VooDoo fit a very short 45mm stem 

without the ride position feeling 

cramped. Sadly, the 720mm width 

of the flat bar isn’t so generous, 

but you do get lock-on grips. The 

32mm-legged SunTour XCR fork 

is the stiffest on test in terms of 

fore/aft movement and twist. It has 

useful compression and rebound 

damping adjustment too. While 

it’s slightly stickier in feel than the 

Calibre’s RockShox, there’s no loss 

of smoothness when you’re working 

it hard down steps or over roots and 

rocks. It’s also 250g lighter than the 

other SunTour forks here.

A 180mm front disc brings the 

otherwise low-powered Clarks 

brakes up to par with the other 

stoppers on test. The VooDoo is 

the only bike here with a 2x9 rather 

than 3x9 gearing set-up, which is 

a big win in terms of simplicity and 

reduced weight. The 29er wheels are 

usefully light, thanks in part to the 

low-tread Kenda Slant Six tyres.

The ride
Low overall weight, fast-rolling tyres 

and a stiff frame mean the Aizan 

is impressively quick off the mark 

for a 29er. The larger wheels and 

relatively high-volume (55mm wide) 

tyres help it hold that speed well 

across slightly rough terrain. Those 

same attributes make it an easy 

and efficient climber and distance 

coverer, whether for exploring the 

£500 Can new geo and gearing 

conjure up extra trail magic?

V

DETAILS

 FAST TREADS

Kenda’s Slant Six 
tyres are fast and 
grippier than they 
look, but slippery 

when it gets damp

 MODERN GEOMETRY

The 2018 Aizan frame 
is all-new, with 

stretched reach, a 
68-degree head angle 

and dropper post 
compatibility

 MINE’S A DOUBLE

A double rather than 
triple crankset makes 

for a lighter, more 
efficient transmission

LOCK-ON GRIPS

 Handlebar grips 
with an 

Allen-key-
tightened lockring 

at one or both 
ends to stop them 

slipping round.

UNDERSTEER

Handling 
characteristic 

where the front 
wheel slides 

straight on rather 
than turning into  

a corner.

JARGON

VOODOO AIZAN
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THE FRAME’S LONG REACH AND WHEELBASE 

IMPROVE STABILITY AND KEEP TROUBLE 

AT ARM’S LENGTH AND LESS LIKELY TO 

TRIP YOU UP

wilds or getting to work and back. 

Once impacts start getting bigger, 

the Aizan jolts and jumps around 

more than the Calibre. But its XCR 

fork is far more controlled than 

the XCM and XCT models on the 

Diamondback and Saracen, and can 

take steps and stutter bumps at 

reasonable pace without panicking. 

While the tyres are super-slippery 

in the wet, their dual-compound 

construction means they have 

stickier tread on the shoulders, 

which gives acceptable cornering 

grip on drier surfaces. The frame’s 

long reach and wheelbase improve 

stability and keep trouble at arm’s 

length and less likely to trip you up, 

while the slackest head angle on test 

adds an element of self-correction 

to the steering. 

Short stems work great when 

paired with wide bars, but here, the 

45mm stem allows the 720mm 

bar to turn too quickly and easily. 

Add a front tyre with no directional 

element in its tread pattern, and this 

makes the front end very twitchy 

and likely to understeer. It also 

makes it harder to lean the bike over 

enough to engage the stickier tyre 

shoulders, undermining most of the 

good work done with the geometry. 

Switching to a slightly longer 

stem, a grippier/more directional 

tyre and a wider bar (or, ideally, all 

three together) would help bring the 

Aizan back under control. With the 

front end sorted, its full potential as 

a light and efficient – if occasionally 

harsh-feeling – trail speedster would 

then be released.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

VooDoo Bizango £650
The same frame as the Aizan but with 
Maxxis tyres, an air-sprung fork and 1x11 
SRAM NX – an ultra bargain.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

VooDoo Bantu £450
The new Bantu uses 650b wheels with wide 
tyres, plus a slacker head angle and big bar, 
to give more technical terrain confidence.

Naturally fast and efficient all-rounder that’s a 

couple of tweaks from its full potential

H I G H S

Totally modern 
long and 

reasonably 
relaxed 29er trail 

bike geometry

Impressive 
speed-focused 

spec for the 
money 

L O W S

Super-short stem 
makes steering 
too twitchy with 
stock front tyre 

Stiff rather than 
smooth ride 

quality
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he Rake is all-new, but Calibre’s 

design team have clearly 

sweated the component and 

ride character details to make it 

a cut-price, full-throttle trail bargain.

The frame
There’s a lot going on with the frame. 

While the head tube isn’t tapered, 

which limits later fork upgrading 

potential, it’s flared at the top and 

bottom for strength – and that’s just 

the start of the hydroformed details. 

The curved hexagonal down tube 

has pronounced ridges along its 

top side for extra stiffness, and the 

D-shaped top tube hides the gear 

cables/rear brake hose underneath. 

Pronounced keyhole curves on the 

chainstays give adequate, if not 

amazing, tyre space. The centres 

of the stays are also flattened and 

curved inwards to help suck up 

ground shock.  

A post mount for the rear brake 

makes it easy to stop pad rub. There 

are no rack mounts and just one set 

of bottle mounts. That does mean 

you can drop the seatpost fully, but 

you have to crank the painfully stiff 

seat clamp quick-release cam up 

super-tight for security. With a  

bang-up-to-date ‘enduro length’ 

465mm reach on the large frame, 

this is a bike you’re going to want  

to get low and lairy on.

The kit
Calibre have fitted a wide 760mm 

bar for extra steering leverage, 

added secure lock-on grips and 

matched it to a 60mm stem to 

keep the steering balanced over the 

69-degree head angle. That stem 

is clamped onto a smooth-stroking 

RockShox XC 30 fork with adjustable 

initial sensitivity (preload) and 

rebound damping. The front tyre is 

a 56mm-wide WTB Vigilante with a 

properly chunky tread and the grip 

to match. Shimano hubs generally 

last well, but the wheels are the 

heaviest on test by a fair margin. The 

Prowheel cranks use pressed-steel 

chainrings, which are a standard 

replaceable fit if you ever manage 

to wear them out or bend them. 

Long chainstays help to keep the 

Shimano Acera/Altus shifting sweet, 

despite a lot of chain flap and slap 

over rougher ground. 

The ride
Compared to the other bikes 

here, that chain clatter is the only 

thing likely to disturb you if you’re 

ploughing through rougher sections 

of trail. That’s because Calibre have 

done an outstanding job putting 

together such a capable trail bike  

for the money.

While the 30mm stanchions of 

the RockShox fork can twist and 

stutter if you really push it hard, you 

£450 (w/ £5 card) Forget the 

price and just ride flat out!

T

DETAILS

 READY TO RIP

The Rake’s wide bar, 
grippy front tyre and 
long/low geometry 

make it a proper 
ripper

 GOOD GRIPS

Calibre even fit 
lock-on grips, which 
won’t slide round or 
slip off on the first  

wet ride

 TOP FORK

RockShox’s XC 30 has 
its limits but it’s 

smoother and more 
reliable than the other 

forks here

HYDROFORMED

 A tube shaped by 
squeezing it 

against a mould 
with extremely 
high-pressure 
hydraulic fluid.

REBOUND

The spring-back 
speed of a fork or 
rear shock after  

an impact. 
Normally 

controlled with  
a valved piston 

pulling back 
through  

damping oil.

JARGON

CALIBRE RAKE
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OPTIONS FROM 6, 10, 12, 18, 24 & 36 MONTHS
APPLY WITH OUR FULL ON-LINE PAPERLESS SYSTEM
INSTANT DECISION  |  NO PAPERWORK
FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY  |  CREDIT SUBJECT TO STATUS

UP TO 36
MONTHS0%FINANCE*
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Custom build your dream Orange with our 
new interactive Orange bike builder website.
$IBOHF UIF GSBNF DPMPVS�EFDBM DPMPVST�TQFDJà�DBUJPO
and now actually see how your custom build orange 
will look.

CRUSH PRO 2017
WAS: £1870 OUR PRICE: £1499
0%* Example  /  £155 Deposit  
+ 24 payments of £56

CRUSH S 2017
WAS: £1570 OUR PRICE: £1250
0%* Example  /  £146 Deposit  
+ 24 payments of £46

FIVE PRO 2017
WAS: £3395 OUR PRICE: £2999
0% option £335 deposit + 36 mthly payments £74 - Choice of sizes and colours

FIVE RS 2017
WAS: £4195 OUR PRICE: £3499
0% option £367 deposit + 36 mthly 
payments £87

ORANGE FOUR S 2017 
Selection of colours, sizes & upgrades available

WAS: £2799 OUR PRICE: £2250
0%* Example  /  £234 deposit + 36 payments of £56

2018 TREK POWERFLY 9 LT PLUS E-BIKE

OUR PRICE: £5245
0%* Example  /  £529 deposit + 36 mthly 
payments of £131

RECLUSE FOUNDATION BLACK
WAS: £4195 OUR PRICE: £3295
0%* Example  /  £343 Deposit 
+ 36 payments of £82

PRIMER FOUNDATION
WAS: £4195 OUR PRICE: £3199
0%* Example  /  £355 Deposit 
+ 36 payments of £79

SALE SALESALESALE

SALE

SALE

ORANGE P7 PRO

WAS: £1895 NOW: £1519
0%* Example  /  £175 Deposit + 24 payments of £56

ORANGE P7 S

WAS: £1645 NOW: £1319
0%* Example  /  £143 Deposit + 24 payments of £49

ALPINE RS 2017
WAS: £4749

OUR PRICE: £3699
0% option £387 deposit + 36 mthly payments £92

Choice of sizes & colours

SALE2018 SALESALE
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THE RAKE OUTCLASSED THE OTHER BIKES 

WHEN THINGS GOT FAST AND TECHY, AND ITS 

CLEVERLY-SHAPED FRAME TUBES AND 29IN 

WHEELS  ALSO PROVIDE THE SMOOTHEST RIDE

can still tackle steps, roots and rocks 

with speed and confidence. In fact, 

the fork’s so smooth that we had 

to add some preload to the spring 

to stop it feeling too soft when 

cornering, but then that’s the whole 

point of having that adjustment.

While the head angle is relatively 

steep by more expensive hardcore 

hardtail standards, it’s still slack 

enough to provide a slight self-

correcting element when things 

get sketchy. The long reach and low 

bottom bracket sit you right down 

onto the trail for a great sense of 

connection and security, instead of 

feeling perched on top. Add a grippy 

front tyre, well-judged stem length 

and the power-steering effect of the 

wide bar, and the Rake outclassed 

the other bikes on test when things 

got fast and techy. 

The Calibre’s cleverly-shaped 

frame tubes and 29in wheels also 

provide the smoothest, speed-

sustaining ride of any of the bikes 

here. In particular, the heavily 

manipulated rear end soaks up an 

impressive amount of impact force 

and vibration, so the Rake flows 

through trouble rather than getting 

hung up on it. If we had to pick fault, 

then the wheels are heavy and the 

knobbly front tyre means the Calibre 

doesn’t accelerate or roll as easily 

as the other bikes on smooth stuff. 

But the knowledge that the descents 

are going to be a lot of fun makes it 

much easier to suck up the suffering 

on climbs, and that wheel weight 

also contributes to the sense of 

locked-down security and stability.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Calibre Line 10 £750 (w/ £5 discount card)
A proper hardcore hardtail, complete with 
RockShox Recon fork, slack/low/long 
geometry and dropper seatpost.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Calibre Crag £349 (w/ £5 discount card)
With 26in wheels, 21-speed Shimano EZ 
Fire gears and cable-operated disc brakes, 
the Crag is very different to the new Rake.

An outstandingly capable, confidence-boosting 

and fun trail bike for well below £500

H I G H S

Long and low 
geometry 

matched to a 
high-control 

cockpit

Supple, 
adjustable 

RockShox fork 
and grippy  
front tyre

29er wheels and 
cleverly-shaped 

tubing give a 
smooth ride

L O W S

Heavy wheels 
slow down 

acceleration
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SPECIALIZED 
RHYME FSR EX-

PERT COMP CAR-
BON 2017

WAS £3,400

NOW ONLY 

£1,700

SPECIALIZED 
RHYME FSR  
COMP 2017

WAS £2,500

NOW ONLY

£1,250

P R I C E

Lake District Store (HQ) 01539 821443

Mill Yard, Staveley, Cumbria LA8 9LR

North East Store 01325 352255

100 Bondgate, Darlington DL3 7LB

ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST - FREE SHIPPING

SPECIALIZED 
RHYME FSR EXPERT 

CARBON 2017

WAS £4,450

NOW ONLY 

£2,225

www.WHEELBASE.co.uk  /  Mail Order +44 (0) 1539 821443
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PRICE
 £460 £499.99 £500 £450 (with £5 discount card)

DISTRIBUTOR
 www.diamondback.co.uk www.saracen.co.uk www.halfords.co.uk www.gooutdoors.co.uk

WEIGHT
 14.79kg (32.6lb) 14.08kg (31.0lb) 14.24kg (31.4lb) 14.74kg (32.5lb)

SIZE (*TESTED)
 14, 16, 18, 20*, 22in 13, 15, 17, 19*, 21in S, M, L* S, M, L*

FRAME
 Hydroformed 6061 aluminium Hydroformed 6061 aluminium Hydroformed 6061 aluminium Hydroformed 6061 aluminium

FORK
SR SunTour XCT-HLO,  

100mm (3.9in) travel

SR SunTour XCM-HLO,  

100mm (3.9in) travel

SR SunTour XCR-LOR,  

120mm (4.7in) travel

RockShox XC 30,  

100mm (3.9in) travel

HEADSET
 Semi-integrated, 1.125in Chin Haur, 44mm Semi-integrated, 1.125in Semi-integrated, 1.125in

WHEELS:

HUBS

RIMS

SPOKES

WHEEL WEIGHT

 Alloy QR

 Double-wall alloy 

 36x 14g, black

 2.31kg (f), 2.95kg (r), inc. tyres

Shimano TX505 Center Lock QR

Araya DM-650 

32x 14g, black

2.21kg (f), 2.85kg (r), inc. tyres

Alloy QR

Double-wall alloy 

32x 14g, black

2.29kg (f), 2.86kg (r), inc. tyres

Shimano TX505 Center Lock QR

Double-wall alloy 

32x 14g, black

2.56kg (f), 3.23kg (r), inc. tyres

TYRES
 WTB Ranger 27.5x2.25in WTB Nano Comp SE 27.5x2.1in Kenda Slant Six Elite DTC 29x2.2in WTB Vigilante 29x2.3in (f),  

WTB Trail Boss 29x2.25in (r)

CRANKSET/ 

BOTTOM BRACKET

Shimano Tourney, 42/32/22t/ 

semi-sealed square taper cartridge

SR SunTour XCT, 44/32/22t/ 

Shimano CH52 sealed cartridge

SR SunTour XCM, 36/22t/FSA 

semi-sealed square taper cartridge

Prowheel 44-32-22t/Semi-sealed 

square taper cartridge

MECHS
 Shimano Altus Shimano Altus M2000 Shimano (f), Shimano Altus (r) Shimano Altus (f), Shimano Acera (r)

SHIFTERS
 Shimano Altus M310 (3x8) Shimano Altus M2000 (3x9) Shimano Acera (2x9) Shimano Altus M370 (3x9)

CASSETTE/CHAIN
 SunRace, 12-32t/YBN Shimano, 11-34t/KMC X9 Shimano, 11-34t/KMC Z99 Shimano, 12-32t/KMC Z99

BRAKES
 Tektro Hydra, 160mm rotors Shimano M315, 160mm rotors Clarks M1, 180/160mm rotors Shimano M315, 160mm rotors

BAR/STEM/GRIPS
Kore XCD 2, 720mm/DBR alloy, 

90mm/DB Trail Grip

Saracen, 720mm/Saracen alloy, 

75mm/Saracen dual-density

VooDoo flat, 720mm/Forged alloy, 

50mm/VooDoo lock-on

Ritchey Trail, 760mm/forged alloy, 

60mm/Entity single-lock 

SEATPOST/SADDLE
 Alloy/DBR MTB Alloy/Saracen Alloy/VooDoo Alloy/WTB Volt Sport

DIAMONDBACK

SYNC 3.0
VOODOO AIZAN

CALIBRE RAKE

THE SPEC DECK

SARACEN TUFFTRAX 

COMP DISC

Tough wheels and road-friendly features, 

but harsh ride, dated geometry and 

limited fork undermine off-road ability

Neat long-term detailing on a lively, 

dynamic ride, but better suited to mild 

rather than wild riding

Naturally fast and efficient all-rounder 

that’s a couple of tweaks from its  

full potential

 An outstandingly capable,  

confidence-boosting and fun trail  

bike for well under £500

ETT: 640mm

305mm

520
m

m

445mm

REACH 465mm

HEAD 69°

SEAT 74°

1,150mm

ETT: 640mm

310mm
435mm

REACH 460mm

HEAD 68°

SEAT 74°

1,165mm

ETT: 595mm

315mm

430
m

m

425mm

REACH 420mm

HEAD 69°

SEAT 73°

1,095mm

ETT: 605mm

310mm

515m
m

435mm

REACH 430mm

HEAD 70°

SEAT 73.°

1,100mm

510
m
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s we said at the start, we take our budget bike 

testing very seriously. Part of that is making sure 

that we try any adjustments that we think may 

improve how the bikes ride. Parts swaps certainly 

improved the performance of some of the bikes here, 

and proved their upgrade suitability. So what are the 

final rankings once we take all that into account?

Diamondback have put a decent package together 

in terms of a tough bike with on-road utility features. 

Unfortunately, the short-reach/long-stem handling, 

harsh frame and poor fork performance reduce its 

appeal for proper off-road riding.

The Saracen Tufftrax isn’t massively different in 

shape or fork performance despite being £40 more 

expensive, but the frame feels much smoother and 

the overall ride is more lively. Add some neat 

long-term durability details and fork upgrade 

potential, and it’s a good investment, especially if you 

value the support of your local bike shop.

The Voodoo Aizan is a great frame for upgrading 

too, with a naturally fast and efficient feel that’s 

backed up by a top-value parts spec. The stock stem, 

bar and front tyre combo undermines its obvious trail 

confidence when things get techy, though.

That leaves the Calibre Rake as clearly ahead in 

our rankings as it was on the trail, despite being the 

cheapest bike here. Not only are the geometry, fork 

and front tyre impressively sorted, but the frame is 

smooth and forgiving too. The result is a bike that you 

can really push hard off-road – it’s a total bargain. 

Homegrown hardtails
We put four UK-designed hard-hitters  

through the wringer

ON SALE 28 DECEMBER

 NEXT MONTH      

FINAL VERDICT

A
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THE TESTER

OUR

RATINGS
We base our 

scores on 
value for 

money and 
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best 

you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job 
and do it well

BELOW 
AVERAGE
Flawed in  
some way

POOR  
Simply put, 

don’t bother!

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine  

class leader

BACKSWEEP

How much the bar 
swings back, from 

being perpendicular 
to the stem (that 

would be a 
zero-degree 

backsweep). More 
sweep mimics the 
effect of a shorter 
stem and changes 

wrist angle.

GRIP STRIP

Rough tape or 
textured paint in 
the centre of the 
bar to increase 

stem clamp grip. 
Common on 

otherwise slippery 
carbon fibre bars.

RISE

The vertical 
distance between 
the centre line of 

the bar at its centre 
and at its tips. 

SHOT PEENING

Metal-
strengthening 

process where the 
finished product is 
blasted with small 

balls (shot) to 
hammer out 

high-stress points.

UPSWEEP

How much the bar 
swings up, between 

the stem and its 
tips, measured in 

degrees from 
horizontal. More 
upsweep gives 

more wrist rotation 
and means the bar 

shape changes 
more when you 

rotate it in the stem.

BUTTING

Changes in the 
thickness of the 

tube wall to remove 
weight and add flex 
at the tips but keep 

strength and 
stiffness in the 
centre, where 

leverage loads are 
highest.

JARGON

The latest and greatest 780-820mm high-control  
handlebars wrestled and rated

WIDE BARS
GROUPTEST

While most bikes now come with bearable bars, 

upgrading the most important connection to your 

ride can still make a massive difference. But why 

should you go wider and what do you need to think 

about to get your hands on the best bar for you? 

The wider the bar, the more leverage you can 

apply to the front wheel to force the bike onto more 

aggressive lines. Turning or wheel-grabbing forces 

created by the trail are also reduced at the bar end, 

so it’s easier to keep the bike on target. A given 

amount of hand movement also changes the 

steering angle of the wheel less, so you have more 

accurate fine control of the front tyre. The overall 

effect is similar to having a slacker head angle, 

which suddenly makes the price of a new bar seem 

reasonable. Obviously, wider bars are harder to fit 

between trees, and narrow-shouldered riders may 

find the stretch uncomfortable. But most can be cut 

down, so you’ve nothing to lose by trying wider.

While changing width makes the most obvious 

handling difference, bar shape can also affect 

steering and comfort. The amount of backsweep 

changes where your hands are in relation to the 

steering axis. More backsweep has a similar effect 

to fitting a shorter stem (and the wider the bar, the 

further back that sweep will bring your hands). 

More rise/upsweep shifts your body weight up and 

back, reducing weight on the front wheel and 

making it easier to lift/wheelie/manual but more 

likely to slide out in corners or loop out on climbs. 

Backsweep and upsweep angles also change the 

position of your wrists, and what feels great for one 

rider may feel awkward for another. 

Finally, bar feel makes a big difference to comfort 

too. Stiff bars can be tiring on long, rough descents, 

but so can twangy bars that need constant 

correction. Impact/vibration damping and fatigue 

don’t always correspond to stiffness either. After 

intensive back-to-back riding tests and some direct 

workshop flex and feel comparisons, we’ve given 

higher scores to bars that suited the majority of our 

test riders. How stiff or flexy you like your cockpit is 

very personal, so make sure you read our reviews, 

not just the scores, to find the right bar for you.

n nnn
n
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GUY KESTEVEN

Our Kes has spent four 
decades watching bars 

getting wider and fatter as 
riding has got wilder and 
faster. Add a relentless 

riding schedule and 
scientific approach to 

testing, and he’s the ideal 
bloke to root out the best 

‘power steering’ upgrades.



DETAILS

 MATERIAL

While you can get 
super-cheap (and 

heavy) steel bars and 
super-pricey titanium 
bars, the vast majority 

of handlesticks are 
either aluminium or 

carbon fibre. As a 
general rule, alloy bars 
are £50-100 cheaper 

than their carbon 
counterparts, 50-100g 

heavier and feel 
surprisingly similar.

 DIAMETER

Because mountain 
bike bars used to be 
25.4mm in diameter, 
31.8mm bars are still 

sometimes called 
‘oversize’, even though 
that’s now the ‘normal’ 
girth and 35mm is the 

new ‘oversize’. 

 WIDTH

Most bikes come fitted 
with 720-760mm bars, 

so we’ve targeted 
780-820mm for our 

testing, because that’s 
what people are likely 
to upgrade to. Most of 
these models come in 

a narrower ‘trail’ 
version if you’re happy 
with your current width 

and just want 
something lighter/

nicer.

 WEIGHT

The bars we’ve tested 
range from 215g to 

356g, but narrower XC 
offerings can be 

significantly lighter 
(we’ve seen 100g bars 
from some specialists). 

We’d advise paying 
close attention to Keith 

Bontrager’s famous 
“strong, light, cheap 
– pick two” wisdom 

when it comes to 
something as 

safety-critical as  
bars, though. 
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ENVE’s DH bars have a serious 

stack of trophies to their name at the 

highest level but they’re stingingly 

expensive if you’re not a sponsored 

athlete and their ride feel is no less 

forgiving than their price. The V2 is 

the heaviest carbon bar we tested 

and a lot of that material sits in a 

wide centre section designed for the 

broadest direct-mount stems. There 

are cut marks down to 740mm, a grip 

strip and it’s marked for angling too. 

It only comes in a 31.8mm diameter, 

but a higher-rise (46mm) version is 

available, along with a seven-degree- 

sweep Greg Minnaar signature 

model. As you’d hope from a 

premium bar, precision is excellent. 

But you’ll need pro-strength arms 

not to get mashed even on a medium 

descent, because there’s very little 

damping and the HD feel rapidly 

becomes harsh on the hill. 

www.saddleback.co.uk

Burgtec describe the Ride Wide as 

“one of the most comfortable bars  

in its class” and the obviously flexy, 

fatigue-reducing ride means we’re 

not going to argue with them. The 

slightly fudged feedback and 

approximated accuracy won’t be to 

everyone’s taste though. Burgtec 

were one of the first brands to  

spread wider than 740mm. Their 

nine-degree backsweep/five-degree 

upsweep shape also seems to suit 

most riders well. They offer 35mm 

diameter (£69.99) and 15mm rise 

versions too. The distinctive amount 

of movement at the tips is great for 

those prone to arm pump and 

bruised hands, or pinning the longest, 

roughest descents without pins and 

needles. But ridden back to back with 

other bars, the imprecise tracking 

feel and post-impact bounce of the 

Ride Wide are obvious.

www.burgtec.co.uk

ENVE Downhill V2 £165

Burgtec Ride Wide Alloy £64.99

Aaron Gwin’s chosen bar has a feel 

and shape as aggressive as his riding 

style. The 35mm Fatbar is the same 

weight as the 31.8mm but it’s 20mm 

wider. There are the same 10, 20, 30 

and 40mm rise options, cut and 

rotation marks, and grip strip. 

Renthal’s aggressive reduced-sweep, 

flatter-tip shape changes handling 

balance noticeably compared to a 

nine-degree bar. The original Fatbar 

feel was the result of extensive 

multi-rider and load cell testing on 

World Cup DH and XC tracks, and the 

Carbon 35 has been engineered with 

slightly more flex to compensate for 

the higher frequency of carbon fibre. 

That’s not to say it’s forgiving, though 

– its precise, forward-weighted feel 

on lower-intensity trails soon feels 

punishing on rougher, faster tracks. 

It’s bombproof though, and Renthal 

rider support is excellent.

www.ison-distribution.com

This bar isn’t US-made or machined 

like Thomson’s legendary stems, but 

it is hydraulically formed into shape 

rather than being bent over a shaping 

mandrel like most metal bars. That 

should mean much tighter quality 

control of the multi-step butted and 

tapered shape. It’s shot peened after 

shaping to increase strength and is 

0.2mm thicker at the ends for crash 

protection. While it’s only available in 

a 31.8mm diameter, there are 12 and 

20mm rise options. The six degrees 

of backsweep and only four degrees 

of upsweep bring hands forwards 

and keep them flat. This gives a 

naturally belligerent ‘bulldog’ stance 

on the bike and also extends effective 

stem length. Add a firm ride feel that 

can quickly stray into punishingly 

stiff status, and it’s definitely a bar 

that’s best tried before being bought, 

especially at 1p under £100.

www.i-ride.co.uk

Renthal Fatbar Carbon 35 £134.99

Thomson Downhill Alloy £99.99

Weight 243g

Diameter 31.8mm

Width 800mm

Rise 23mm

Backsweep 9°

Upsweep 5°

Weight 300g

Diameter 31.8mm 

Width 800mm

Rise 30mm

Backsweep 9°

Upsweep 5°

Weight 231g

Diameter 35mm

Width 800mm

Rise 10mm

Backsweep 7°

Upsweep 5°

Weight 319g

Diameter 31.8mm

Width 800mm

Rise 12mm

Backsweep 6°

Upsweep 4°
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This 35mm evolution of Gusset’s 

popular Slade is a wallet-friendly 

bombproof, maximum-accuracy bar 

that’s great for short runs, but not 

friendly towards wrists and forearms. 

It’s made from 7075 alloy to keep the 

price affordable and is swaged and 

butted to Identiti’s own design, with  

a choice of 10, 20 or 38mm of rise. 

The eight-degree backsweep and 

five-degree upsweep suited most  

of our testers well, and it’s got 

rotation and cut marks for accurate 

tweaking and trimming. It’s only 15g 

heavier than the 31.8mm Slade 

despite being 40mm wider. The 

bigger diameter has definitely 

increased stiffness though. That’s 

great for maximum feedback and 

precision, but means that it makes 

short work of all but the most robust 

arms and wrists on extended or 

impact-rich runs.

www.ison-distribution.com

Race Face’s Next R range is all 

about making XC-weight parts hench 

enough to hang on the enduro circuit. 

No surprise then that the 

unidirectional carbon fibre weave 

makes this the lightest 800mm bar 

on test, and 15g lighter than Race 

Face’s SIXc bar. While that’s not a 

difference you’ll notice between the 

bars on the bike, the Next R has a 

more compliant construction that 

keeps buzz and arm pump at bay 

even on long, rough descents, and 

hands and arms happy on epic 

backcountry missions when you’re 

too tired to avoid trouble. There’s still 

a decent amount of accurate tyre 

and fork data to work with if you’re 

on point and pushing it, though. 

Typically for Race Face, the shape felt 

spot on for most testers. There are 

cut and rotation marks for tweaking, 

plus 10, 20 and 35mm rise options.

www.silverfish-uk.com

Another bar with serious pro DH 

credentials, the Joystick 8-Bit is used 

by world champ Loïc Bruni. While the 

ENVE and Renthal bars are savagely 

stiff, Bruni’s bar of choice is as 

bouncy as they come. It’s available 

with a 20 or 38mm rise, in 31.8 or 

35mm. While the nine-degree 

backsweep is common, the 

six-degree upsweep of the tips is 

more than on most bars. Whether 

that works for you is a personal thing, 

but most of our testers had to do 

more twisting and tweaking to find a 

hand position sweet spot. Grip slip is 

reduced by the raised 8-Bit graphic. 

The bar’s obvious flex and its 

shock-shrugging feel also mean that 

you can run thinner grips without 

arm pump, even on long descents or 

just long days, although the tracking 

vagueness and bounce does take 

some getting used to. 

www.hktproducts.co.uk

Chromag’s alloy bars have gained a 

great reputation since their cult 

beginnings. The carbon Cutlass 

offers a great balance of weight, feel 

and price for all-round use. There are 

three colours but only one size and 

shape, so if you’re after a 35mm bar 

or a full 800mm width you’re out of 

luck. The good news is that most of 

our testers – particularly trail rather 

than gravity riders – thought the 

Cutlass was spot on for most 

situations. It’s not just the shape 

either – the character balance of the 

Chromag bar is really impressive. It’s 

not twangy or vague when you’re 

trying to hit or hold an aggressive 

line, but it’s compliant and damped 

enough to keep your hands and arms 

alive when you’re pushing hard on 

rocky terrain. Cut and rotation marks 

plus a grip strip make set-up easy, 

and it’s well priced for carbon too.

www.hotlines-uk.com

Gusset S2 £54.99

Race Face Next R £124.95

Joystick 8-Bit Alloy £69.99

Chromag Cutlass £119.99

Weight 335g

Diameter 35mm

Width 800mm

Rise 10mm

Backsweep 8°

Upsweep 5°

Weight 215g

Diameter 35mm

Width 800mm

Rise 20mm

Backsweep 8°

Upsweep 5°

Weight 316g

Diameter 31.8mm

Width 800mm

Rise 38mm

Backsweep 9°

Upsweep 6°

Weight 209g

Diameter 31.8mm

Width 780mm

Rise 25mm

Backsweep 8°

Upsweep 5°
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We’re suckers for free stickers (in 

this case, matching Troy Lee Designs 

fork and shock decals), but this 

heavyweight bar is also a smart piece 

of pipe for hard riders looking for high 

accuracy. The fat centre section 

continues further than on most bars, 

making it look so chunky that it’s 

easy to mistake it for a 35mm 

offering. Unsurprisingly, this creates 

a bar that’s stiff right to its 800mm 

tips, and control at lower speeds or 

on softer terrain is impeccable. 

What’s surprising is that as impact 

frequency or size increases, careful 

butting of the big, fat bends means it 

never becomes brutally harsh. That 

keeps arm pump manageable even in 

the Alps. There’s only one size/shape, 

but that suited most testers fine. If 

you don’t want the red or blue/yellow 

TLD bar, the standard Descendant 

DH is £65 (or £71 for 35mm version).

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

Azonic have slipped off the cockpit 

radar recently, but the Flow FAT35 

proves they still know how to produce 

a really well-balanced bar feel at a 

decent price. It’s 45g lighter than the 

31.8mm/800m Flow, which makes 

the extra £10 a good investment for 

weight watchers. The seven-degree 

backsweep and flatter than average 

upsweep bring the rider forward, 

onto the offensive. Compared to the 

wider, more swept bars here, the 

effect is similar to running a slightly 

longer stem. There’s also less angle/

position change as you rotate the bar, 

which won’t suit everyone. The 

balance of feel is really good, in terms 

of it being stiff enough for accurate 

steering and control, but not so rigid 

it’s going to rattle your arms numb 

on longer descents. Cut and rotation 

marks plus five colour options 

complete a sorted bar for the cash.

www.todayscyclist.co.uk

The Horizon bar is new for this year 

and is usefully light and comfy. Its 

7050-T6 aluminium construction and 

780mm width sneak it under 300g, 

which will appeal to trail riders. The 

forgiving ride is a bonus for longer 

loops, as well as saving your arms on 

rougher descents. But there’s 

enough feel and backbone to quell 

excess bounce and keep the front 

end obedient. Comfort can be 

improved further by using the 

pre-marked diagonal cut lines for 

WTB’s soft-ended PadLoc grips, 

although you’ll still need the specific 

cutting guide. The shot-peened, 

acid-dipped manufacture increases 

strength and grip. There’s a choice of 

four anodised finishes, with width 

chop and rotation marks. It’s 31.8mm 

only, but 12, 25 and 38mm rises are 

available, with a 800mm width in the 

pipeline, all at a competitive price. 

www.hotlines-uk.com

Truvativ Descendant CoLab TLD Aluminium DH £94

Azonic Flow FAT35 £59.99

Nukeproof Horizon £55

Bontrager’s latest Line bars aren’t 

just extra-wide, they’ve got some 

neat features and a great ride feel at 

an affordable price. At 820mm this is 

the widest bar on test, but weight is 

still reasonable considering it’s also 

one of the cheapest. While the 

upsweep is fractionally flatter than 

normal, the backsweep gives a 

natural wrist angle that most of our 

testers synced with. There’s also a 

15mm rise option. Rotation markers 

for both the bar centre and each 

brake aid set-up, with additional chop 

lines if 820mm is too much. The 

heat-treated 7050 alloy also gets a 

quadruple-butted tapered 

construction. This helps dissipate 

impact shock and vibration fatigue all 

descent/day long without diluting the 

precision and feedback needed to go 

on the attack hard and make those 

lines and choices stick. 

www.trekbikes.com

Bontrager Line 35 £59.99
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GROUPTEST

Weight 350g

Diameter 31.8mm

Width 800mm

Rise 25mm

Backsweep 9°

Upsweep 5°

Weight 305g

Diameter 35mm

Width 785mm

Rise 18mm

Backsweep 7°

Upsweep 4°

Weight 294g

Diameter 31.8mm

Width 780mm

Rise 12mm

Backsweep 9°

Upsweep 6°

Weight 319g

Diameter 35mm

Width 820mm

Rise 27.5mm

Backsweep 9°

Upsweep 4°
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GROUPTEST

Call us cynical, but we generally 

reserve a special kind of scepticism 

for ‘unique innovations’ with bold 

claims of performance gains. Yet 

even our most dubious testers 

couldn’t deny the direct yet damped 

feel of Spank’s Vibrocore bar, which 

puts it at the top of our favourites list 

for flat-out, full-control riding.

The relatively flat but averagely 

backswept shape synced straight 

away with most of our test team, and 

rotation/cut marks make accurate 

adjustment easy if needed. First 

impressions are of a stiff, no-

nonsense bar with precise feedback 

and accurate wheel positioning. 

When testing back to back with 

other bars, we could sense the Spike 

800 Vibrocore adding a damped and 

planted feel to the ride, even on 

relatively tame trails. Start ploughing 

into rocky or big-drop sections and 

the Spike stays eerily ‘quiet’ and 

smoothly controlled in your hands, 

with significant reduction in vibration 

fatigue and buzz compared to 

similarly stiff conventional bars. 

That’s because it’s filled with a 

high-density, biodegradable foam 

core that absorbs shock and 

increases stiffness enough to allow 

use of super-thin tube walls. The 

result is a bar that feels more 

composed and controlled than even 

the best-damped carbon bars, for 

around half the price. There’s just one 

obvious downside – the foam core 

adds around 30g. But you can get the 

Spike 800 Race bar in three colours 

but without Vibrocore for £55.

www.hotlines-uk.com

The cheapest bar on test does 

everything you need a hardcore bar 

to do and actually offers a better ride 

balance than a lot of more expensive 

options. There’s a 31.8mm clamp 

version for the same money, but the 

35mm bar is 20mm wider and 30g 

lighter, putting it comfortably mid 

field on mass. The neutral bar shape 

felt fine immediately for most of our 

testers, but there are rotation marks 

and chop lines on the tips if you need 

to tweak. Gradual tapering of the 

7075-T6 pipe produces a similarly 

sorted ‘Goldilocks’ ride that we found 

neither too flexy nor too stiff, whether 

we were threading tight vertical lines 

or walloping through big geology at 

warp speed. It even comes in a 

choice of grey or black finishes, and 

all for a chewy sweet under £50, 

making it a great way to go wider 

without emptying your wallet.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

While it’s easy to get sucked into 

the belief that expensive carbon bars 

are a lot better than cheaper alloy 

ones, intensive back-to-back testing 

has proven that in a lot of cases you 

could spend money more wisely 

elsewhere. There are some dark-fibre 

examples that deliver though, and 

one is Santa Cruz’s new bar. Weight 

is reasonable for its full 800mm 

width and it uses a classic back- and 

upsweep shape for instant comfort. 

What’s impressive is how well the 

carbon lay-up holds onto that 

comfortable, forgiving feel all the way 

down the roughest descents. We’ve 

thrashed it locally and lived on it all 

week in the Alps, and well past the 

point of numbness and pump on 

other similarly stiff and accurate fibre 

bars, the Carbon 800 was still playing 

nicely. It’s also got a longer warranty 

than many carbon bars (five years).

www.jungleproducts.co.uk

DMR Wingbar 35 £49.99

Santa Cruz Carbon 800 £150

WINNERS
“WHETHER YOU PREFER STIFFER OR SOFTER, THE 

ACCURATE BUT QUIETLY-DAMPED RIDE OF 

THE SPANK BAR IS OUTSTANDING”  

TESTER SAYS...

Spank Spike 800 Vibrocore £74.99

Weight 356g

Diameter 31.8mm

Width 800mm

Rise 15mm

Backsweep 8°

Upsweep 4°

Weight 321g

Diameter 35mm

Width 800mm

Rise 20mm

Backsweep 8°

Upsweep 5°

Weight 233g

Diameter 35mm

Width 800mm

Rise 20mm

Backsweep 9°

Upsweep 5°
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How best to ride these big-tyred beasts 

EMBRACE THE WINTER! 

DON’T LET THE SLOP STOP YOUR RIDE – P128
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GET THE 
MOST OUT OF 
A PLUS BIKE
Where and how to ride one  

of these big-tyred beasts

 P
lus bikes have wider tyres – 2.8in 

to 3.25in – than standard 

mountain bikes. They’re generally 

mounted on 650b rims, but their extra 

width and height gives them an outer 

circumference closer to a 29er tyre. This 

means they have all the advantages of 

29in wheels/tyres, including improved 

rollover, which makes it easier to carry 

speed on rough terrain. On the flipside, 

they accelerate slower than regular 650b 

wheels/tyres and can only be used with 

dedicated frames with longer and/or 

wider-spaced chainstays.

The extra volume of plus tyres and the 

fact they can be run at low pressures 

means they provide more cushioning, 

making them well suited to hardtails. 

They also give extra grip over roots and 

loose terrain, due to the larger contact 

patch. In muddy and wet conditions, 

traction is an issue because the tyres are 

too wide to cut through the slop and 

generally too shallow-treaded to claw 

their way over the top of it. That’s now 

changing, with more aggressive 650b+ 

tyres – with tougher casings – available. 

Early plus rubber had thin sidewalls so 

could pop off the rim in turns and was 

more puncture prone. While plus tyres 

are pricier and heavier than regular 

rubber and have more rolling resistance, 

in the right conditions they’re a blast.



Tyre 
pressures

Tyre pressures are crucial on a plus bike 

– just 1psi can have a big effect. Correct 

pressure depends on your weight, riding 

style, bike and local conditions. We tend 

to run 17-20psi for aggressive riding, 

12-15psi for all-day epics. Too soft  

and your tyres will squirm. Too 

hard and the bike will be 

uncontrollably pingy. 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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DELAY 
BREAKFAST 
FOR QUICK 

GAINS 
‘Hacks’ are something we see 

and hear all the time in the media 
these days – apparent shortcuts 

to success. But, as I and any 
successful athlete or rider knows, 
shortcuts don’t exist. That doesn’t 
mean, though, that simple and fast 
changes to how you approach your 
daily tasks, schedule or riding won’t 
lead to fresh and surprising results! 

Here’s one to try, says  
MTB coach Chris Kilmurray

-FUEL UP-

Shredding the trails, commuting by bike 

or hammering through some extensive 

mobility or yoga moves before you eat 

breakfast is a great way to improve your 

cardiovascular and metabolic fitness. 

Contrary to popular opinion, this isn’t 

about burning more fat. Instead, riding at 

moderate intensity ‘on empty’ can lead 

to faster and better improvements in 

the machinery within our muscles that 

creates the energy we use to  

fuel ourselves.

Make sure to drink water before you 

exercise – or better yet, tea or coffee, 

because the caffeine can help you go 

further with a lower perception of effort. 

Start with 30 minutes and work up to  

90 minutes of activity.

EARLY WORKOUT

Suspension 

more squish

Tyre Weight 

It’s a good idea to run your 

rebound damping a click or 

two slower than you would on 

a regular bike, because plus 

tyres can get a bit bouncy. 

The extra volume helps them 

absorb trail chatter and smaller 

bumps, so initial suspension 

sensitivity is less important. 

This means you can add a touch 

more low-speed compression 

damping, for a more supportive 

feel when pumping and pushing 

through corners, without losing 

too much grip over roots and 

loose surfaces. SOFTLY 
DOES IT

Plus tyres’ flexier sidewalls 

and ability to be run at much 

lower pressures mean that you 

may have to adapt your riding 

style to get the most from them. 

Throw your bike around like  

a hooligan and there’s a  

chance you’ll rip the tyre  

clean off the rim.

Because plus tyres absorb 

smaller trail debris, rides feel 

smoother, making plus bikes a 

good choice for all day-epics, 

big adventure rides or a spot of 

bikepacking. They make a lot  

of sense on hardtails too.

Generally, plus tyres use 

thinner casings than regular 

tyres in order to save weight. 

This increases the risk of 

puncturing. Some brands 

have started making tougher 

carcasses though – such 

as Maxxis, with their EXO 

Protection offerings – and  

we reckon a bit more weight  

is worth it for the extra 

puncture resistance.

Chris 
Kilmurray



bike  
set-up
Riding off-camber 

sections is mostly 
down to technique, 
but here are some 
set-up tips that’ll 
help you nail them

CLAMBER 
ACROSS 
CAMBERS
Keep your bike going exactly 

where you want it with our 

tips for riding awkward slopes

1
Eyes up!
It sounds obvious, but you’ve got to 

look where you want to go, not at the 

obstacles you need to avoid. You’ll be 

surprised what your body is capable 

of if you don’t think about what you’re 

doing in too much depth.

2
Neutral body
Lean your body and bike into the 

slope. This will help the edges of the 

tyres dig in and should give you plenty 

of grip. Don’t lean too far though – the 

chances of sliding out increase as you 

get closer to the tyre’s edge. If you 

don’t lean enough, you’ll slip down the 

slope and won’t go where you want to.

3
Stay centred
Keep your weight in the middle of 

the bike. Put too much over the front, 

and your back wheel will break away. 

Lean too far back, and your front wheel 

will turn down the hill or wash out.

4
Dancing feet
Load your outside foot with most 

of your weight to help dig your tyres 

into the dirt.

5
Balancing act
Keeping your cool across cambers 

is essential – one movement too far 

in any direction and you’ll end up 

crashing or riding off-line. If you stay 

focused on where you want to go, your 

body should take care of the rest.

01Suspension 
settings 
Don’t set the rebound damping of 
your fork or shock too fast, or your 
bike will try to pogo you off-line, 
making your trip across the  
camber much trickier.

02Tyre tricks 
If your tyres are too soft the carcass 
will deform, making your bike feel 
unstable and vague. Equally, if 
they’re too hard, there’ll be no grip 
and bumps will knock you off-course. 
Make sure you’ve got the right tread 
for the terrain – don’t be a hero and 
ride a mud spike on hardpack. Even 
if you’re not riding across a camber, 
you won’t get any useful grip!

03Wheel wobble 
If your spoke tension is out, it’ll 
make riding cambers much harder. 
Flexy wheels can help absorb 
impacts and stop obstacles 
deflecting you off-line, but they 
can also make it difficult to feel the 
terrain beneath you and turn it into 
a struggle to hold your line.

Foot off!
If you feel like you can 

lean further or are more 

confident with your inside 

foot off the pedal, then 

don’t be shy to  

hang it out!

BUILD UP
Don’t think you need to 

master the gnarliest of 

cambers straightaway. You’re 

best off building up to root-

infested 30-degree slopes 

rather than going for gold  

on your first try.
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03
MAINTENANCE

01
GET SET

Make sure you’ve got 
good waterproof socks 
(or shoes) and gloves. 
These’ll stop your feet 
and hands going numb, 

letting you ride in 
comfort for longer.

02
PROTECTION

You’ll want to protect 
your eyes from 

splashes and grit. A 
front mudguard and set 

of glasses or goggles 
will stop you having to 
squint your way down 

the trail.

04
LAYERING

To get maximum 
performance out of a 

waterproof jacket, you 
need to wear the right 
layers underneath. A 

baselayer adds warmth 
and wicks sweat away 

from your skin. On 
cooler days, throw on 
a midlayer too to keep 

yourself warm. 

Don’t let your bike suffer 
in the shitty conditions. 
Apply wet lube to your 

chain, make sure moving 
parts are properly 

greased and clean your 
bike as soon as you can 
after riding, before the 
mud and grime dries.

05
CLEAN UP

A good clean-up routine 
is worth mastering. 

Hosing kit down before 
you whack it in the 

washing machine will 
keep you in the good 
books with the boss 

(whoever that may be!). 
It’s also a good idea to 
make sure you’ve got 

somewhere to put dirty 
kit during the drive home 

so you don’t get the  
car filthy too.

RIDE 
THROUGH  
THE GRIME!
Don’t let winter weather stop 

you – get prepped for dirty rides

T
he initial fun of splashing through 

puddles and riding through 

icy winter wonderlands soon 

evaporates once you’re sodden and 

freezing cold. If you’re ill-prepared, you’re 

not going to have a good time out on the 

bike in winter – that’s a fact. But with 

decent planning, kit and technique, you 

can mitigate the pain and suffering. So 

stopping living vicariously, watching other 

people ride on the internet, and get out 

there and embrace the British winter!

Pick your route
Choose the right route for a 

cold ride and it’ll be easier to 

stay stoked. Trail centres and 

bike parks often offer the 

best winter riding because 

the trails have an all-weather 

surface so won’t be as wet or 

muddy as natural terrain.

Make a splash
As tempting as it may be to 

avoid puddles, it’s better to 

ride through them – it’ll 

help stop the trail widening 

and the surface is usually 

hard beneath. And if you’ve 

got protective kit on, a little 

splash won’t matter!

Speed it up
When you do find yourself 

riding along through the 

mud and gloop, then try to 

keep your speed up. Apart 

from being more fun, this 

will help your tyres to shed 

mud and (hopefully) keep 

them gripping better.

Trail tips
There are simple things 

you can do to make winter 

riding more fun and help you 

conquer the conditions
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love mud
Once you’ve accepted 

you’re going to get wet and 

dirty, it’s pretty good fun – 

and you’ll find some trails 

actually ride better  

when they’re wet.

skills boost
Winter riding is a great way 

to improve your skills. You’ll 

become more confident 

slip-sliding down the hill, 

so next summer you’ll 

be even faster.



1
Getting your saddle height right 
is the key to efficient, pain-free 
pedalling. First, loosen the seat 

clamp so the seatpost slides freely. If your 
bike has a quick-release clamp, swing the 
lever open. On a non-QR clamp, turn the 
clamp bolt anticlockwise with an Allen key.

3
Another method is to sit on the 
bike, leaning against something 
solid. Drop one pedal to its lowest 

position. If you can just reach the pedal 
with your heel, with a completely straight 
knee but without having to rock your hips 
or stretch, your saddle is the right height.   

4
Check the minimum insertion 
mark on the seatpost doesn’t 
show above the seat clamp. 

Riding with too much seatpost out of the 
seat tube can damage your frame. If you 
can’t get your saddle high enough, you’ll 
need a longer seatpost – or a bigger frame. 

2
A quick hack to get the height in 
the right ballpark is to use the 
length of your arm. Reach over 

the bike and, with the saddle cradled in 
your armpit, adjust the height of the 
seatpost until you can just reach the centre 
of the crank axle with your fingertips. 

Quick fix tips Get the right saddle height

www.muc-off.com

Your questions 
answered

TIME
Grime 
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now costs £1,800. One alternative to 

consider is the Marin Pine Mountain 1 at 

£1,200. This has a butted 4130 chromoly 

frame and is designed around 650b+ 

tyres (Marin spec 2.8in Vee Crown 

Gems). It comes with a 1x11 Shimano 

SLX transmission and a RockShox 

Recon Solo Air fork with 120mm of travel. 

It’s a relatively basic spec but should 

hold up well enough for what you’re 

planning on doing. And the plus tyres will 

help to iron out bumps in the rough stuff 

as well as boosting traction, providing 

it’s not too boggy. Aside from that, 

finding a brand new steel bike for under 

£1,500 is kinda tricky.

If you can stretch your budget a bit, 

you can get a Cotic Soul for £1,629, if 

Steel deals
I’m looking for a sub-£1,500 

steel hardtail. I need a bike 

that’ll handle all-day outings 

in the hills as well as cross-country 

loops and maybe bikepacking. 

Complete bikes from the likes of 

Stanton and Cotic are over budget, 

so I’m considering the Orange P7. Do 

you have any other suggestions?

Dan Dennehy, via email

We love a good steel hardtail 

here at MBUK, but as you’ve 

noticed, they don’t come cheap. 

Unfortunately, price rises for 2018 have 

pushed the Orange P7 beyond your 

budget – even the most basic ‘S’ model 

you go for the ‘Silver’ build spec, or 

there’s the Ragley Piglet at £1,649.99. 

We reckon it would be worth taking a 

look at some alloy-framed options too. 

The likes of Whyte, Marin, Commencal 

and Bird offer great hardtails that should 

do everything you need them to, with 

properly solid specs for the cash. If you 

have the clearance, fitting higher volume 

tyres will help take the sting out of the 

trail and make the potentially stiffer alloy 

frames feel that bit more comfortable.

Trouser trouble
There seems to be a real lack 

of bike trousers, apart from 

gawdy DH pants from Troy 

Lee Designs and Fox. Are there any 

Steel hardtails deliver a comfy 

ride but finding a good one 

under £1,500 ain’t easy



5
If your frame is on the large side 
and you run a dropper post, you 
may find the post’s collar hits the 

seat clamp before you can get the saddle 
low enough. The solution is a post with a 
shorter stack height – the distance from 
the bottom of the collar to the clamp.

6
While adjusting saddle height, it’s 
worth experimenting with saddle 
angle and position too. Make sure 

your saddle is horizontal, or with the nose 
slightly tipped down. This will ensure better 
pedalling power and comfort. See MBUK
344 for more on saddle set-up.

7
There’s no substitute for riding to 
check seat height. When pedalling 
normally, your legs should feel 

almost fully extended when each pedal is 
at its lowest point, but you shouldn’t have 
to rock your hips to reach. Experiment with 
slightly different seat heights to fine-tune it.

www.muc-off.com

others out there for winter 

trail riding?

Neil Sutton, via email

Covering your legs 

makes a lot of sense 

during our muddy, wet 

UK winters, and thankfully there 

are a few trail trousers out there 

now. If you don’t mind spending 

a bit, softshell ‘pants’ are a good 

option. Gore’s Power Trail 

Windstoppers are really comfy 

for long days on the bike and 

keep you warm too, but aren’t 

cheap at £149.99. 

ION’s Shelters are a touch 

cheaper, at around £130, and do 

a decent job of keeping you dry 

(for a while, at least). Fox’s Attack 

Fires are well worth considering 

too, at £140, as are Vaude’s 

Qimsa IIs, for a fiver less. If you’re 

looking for something a little 

cheaper, check out Endura’s 

Singletrack trousers for £79.99.

Cleat conundrum
I picked up a set of 

Shimano SPD pedals 

online, but don’t know 

which cleats to buy. Shimano 

offer standard and multi-

release options. Which should 

I get? I’m a first-timer on 

clipless pedals.

Sarah Cockings, via email

This is a tough one, 

because it boils down to 

personal preference. The 

multi-release cleats do make 

unclipping that bit easier, but 

they can also cause your feet to 

accidentally eject from the 

pedals when you pull up hard – 

obviously not ideal when in the 

middle of a riding something 

ultra-technical or at high speed. 

Most of us on the team learnt 

using the standard-release cleats 

and prefer them. Although you 

may take the odd tumble early 

on, they’re less likely to release at 

the wrong time. 

SEAT CLAMP

This holds the seatpost in the seat 

tube. Quick-release versions use a 

cam lever, with a screw to adjust 

the tension. Non-QR seat clamps 

use an Allen bolt. Don’t overtighten, 

especially if using a dropper post.
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Jargon 
buster

1
Shimano Hollowtech II
Shimano Hollowtech cranks use a 24mm axle, fixed to the 
driveside crank arm. The other end is splined, and a plastic 

preload cap is used to push on the non-driveside crank arm 
and side-load the BB bearings. Two 5mm pinch bolts secure the 
non-driveside arm. Chainrings attach to a fixed four-arm spider.

3
SRAM GXP
Fitting SRAM GXP cranks involves tightening the 
non-driveside crank arm onto the 24mm axle with an 

Allen key (the driveside arm is fixed). Some SRAM cranks have 
a fixed four-arm spider, others use direct-mount chainrings 
secured with three T25 Torx bolts.

2
Race Face Cinch
The Cinch system’s three-piece design (neither crank 
arm is permanently attached to the 30mm axle) makes 

it easy to swap cranks between bikes. Different chainrings or 
spiders can be fitted using an internal BB tool (see MBUK 337). 
An adjustable collar is used to preload the BB bearings.

4
E*thirteen
E*thirteen’s LG1 and TRS series cranks use a roughly 
triangular ‘P3 Connect’ interface to secure the non- 

driveside crank arm to the 30mm axle (driveside arm is fixed). 
Direct-mount chainrings are fitted using a common external 
BB tool. Bearing preload is adjusted with a tool-free collar.

BB/CRANK INTERFACES
Bluffer’s-GUID

E-
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If you want to experience remote and awe-inspiring scenery, with fun  
and varied trails, then this route in the Highlands is big-country riding at its best

Words Max Darkins Photos Russell Burton  
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iking to get away from the crowds, I’m in 

my element on the Applecross Peninsula, 

on the north-west coast of the Scottish 

Highlands. The Gaelic name for the area is 

‘a Chomraich’, which means ‘the Sanctuary’, and 

it’s easy to see why. Set between the mainland 

mountains and the Isle of Skye, the remote 

peninsula is home to roughly 200 people and only 

accessible via two narrow and windy (often in both 

senses of the word) roads. 

Boats, roads and coffins
Our destination is the village (or more accurately, 

the pub) by Applecross Bay, which is often referred 

to as Applecross. But the name Applecross 

applies to all of the small settlements around 

the peninsula, and this village, or row of houses, 

is actually called Shore Street or The Street. You 

could only reach it by boat until the early 19th 

century. Then a road was built, in 1822, over the 

Bealach na Ba (Pass of the Cattle). Little more 

than a rough gravel track until the 1950s, it was 

one of Scotland’s most treacherous roads and 

could be blocked for weeks at a time in the winter. 

Nowadays it’s a ‘proper’ thoroughfare, but as one 

of Britain’s highest roads it comes with a suitable 

warning to motorists.

You might question the sanity of making the 

arduous journey here, because there’s only really 

APPLECROSS PENINSULA 

The Applecross Peninsula is a remote  
region of Wester Ross, in the north-west 
Scottish Highlands, near the Isle of Skye. 
www.applecross.uk.com   

WHERE ARE WE?

max darkins

P R O - F I L E

JOB MTB route planner

CREDENTIALS Max loves 

travelling up and down the 

country, searching for the 

best routes for you to ride, 

and he’s the man behind 

www.roughrideguide.co.uk

No chance of missing Max and 

Nick against the subtle colours 

on this stunning autumn day

Fort Augustus 
Isle of Skye

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

L

Applecross

Download THE 
VIEWRANGER APP
to ride and share 
this route

Ullapool   
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THE TRAIL IS IN GOOD CONDITION AND GREAT 

FUN TO RIDE, WITH FLOWING SINGLETRACK AND 

CHALLENGING LITTLE CLIMBS AND DESCENTS, 

WHILE NEVER BEING TOO TECHNICAL 
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one ridable trail that cuts across the peninsula, 

from the tiny crofting village of Kenmore to The 

Street – but it’s worth it. It’s an old coffin route, 

used by burial parties transporting bodies from 

the northern settlements to the burial ground at 

Clachan Church in Applecross Bay. 

It’s humbling to imagine heavy, four-wheeled 

carts known as biers, made of wood and steel, 

being dragged up and over these hills with their 

macabre loads. The cairns offer us a reminder of 

this history as we pass them, because this is where 

the burial parties would have rested along their 

way. There are no complaints from us as we follow 

the route on our lightweight full-sus bikes.  

It’s all about the pub
The only real choice with this route is deciding 

which end to start from, or, more importantly, 

when you want to eat at the Applecross Inn. 

Starting from Kenmore, on the north coast, means 

refreshments halfway through, while beginning 

your ride from The Street means you get to finish 

with a meal, while watching the sun plunge into 

the sea (hopefully – this is Scotland). You’ll have to 

enjoy challenging singletrack driving too, because 

you’ll approach from the south, over the Bealach 

na Ba pass – this does provide the ‘full’ Applecross 

experience, though. 

As we’re coming from Torridon, to the north, 

and also heading back there, the decision has 

been made for us, so we’re following the winding 

coastal road to Kenmore. But not before a big 

Scottish breakfast at the Torridon Inn. Joining 

me on the ride today are photographer Russell 

Burton, onboard an electric Lapierre Overvolt, and 

professional MTB and cyclocross racer, and Scott-

sponsored rider, Nick Craig, astride a lovely Scott 

Scale, so I know full well that I’m not in for an easy 

day of riding. 

Into the wild
After a slower, windier and busier coastal road than 

we’d anticipated, the morning has all but passed by 

the time we find ourselves pulling up at the layby 

near Kenmore. After preparing bikes, bodies and 

brains, we turn our back on the coast and head 

inland, following a small sign pointing us towards 

a narrow ribbon of stony singletrack that weaves 

between a scattering of trees, up into the hills.

We’re soon out of the trees and venturing into 

the expansive, barren landscape of Applecross. 

The views are stunning, with rows of peaks 

receding into the distance. Having not driven 

over the Bealach na Ba pass, it’s only now that 

the remoteness of this area hits home – and the 

realisation that although this ride may be simple,  

it won’t be all that easy. 

The trail is in good condition though, with either 

a nice firm stone base or a rocky surface, which 

makes the going pretty quick, if not effortless. 

It’s great fun to ride, with flowing singletrack and 

challenging little climbs and descents, while never 

being too technical or grindingly tough. I keep 

thinking what a great route it would be for new 

nn

APPLECROSS INN 

There may not be much 
competition around, 
but the Applecross Inn 
(01520 744262) keeps 
the standards high. 
It’s a welcoming and 
cosy pub known for its 
quality, award-winning 
food and drink. Its 
delicious fresh meals 
use locally-caught 
seafood and Highland 
game and meats, and 
it serves till 9pm. The 
inn also offers en-suite 
accommodation. 
Across the road is the 
Applecross Inn-Side Out 
retro caravan takeaway, 
open from spring to 
autumn, morning till 
late. It sells freshly-
made sandwiches and 
other snacks, including 
Aron’s Applecross ice 
cream and the inn’s 
famous fresh fish and 
chips. There’s outside 
seating with glorious 
views over the bay.
www.applecross.
uk.com/inn

BEST EATING

midge squidge
If you’re going to Scotland 
in the summer be sure to 

pack some midge repellent 
as these wee critters can 
make life hell – and don’t 

camp by water!



riders to experience the wild Scottish countryside. 

Chasing Nick up the climbs is certainly keeping it 

a challenge for me today, which means we’re soon 

at the top, by Loch Gaineamhach, and enjoying the 

360-degree panorama (and a well-deserved rest). 

Mr Competitive has even managed to find another 

rock to clamber up, lofting his bike above his head, 

to make sure he’s the highest. 

After coaxing Nick back down, we continue 

along the trail as it traverses the plateau, before 

crossing a footbridge and rounding the shoulder of 

Meall Arachaidh. Here the path starts to head down 

the valley, with some fun rocky sections to offer a 

bit more of a challenge. The magnificent view and 

a big, steep drop to our left are good reason for us 

to pause and take it all in, before continuing our 

descent, skittering over loose stones and popping 

off rocks as we race down to the valley floor. 

Outta juice
The calm and tranquility of the valley bottom, 

out of the wind and beside the babbling River 

Applecross, is like arriving at an oasis – especially 

as we’re almost at the Applecross Inn. But the 

serenity evaporates when Russell realises that the 

battery pack on his bike is seriously low, having not 

been charged properly. Maybe our day won’t be 

quite so simple and decision-free after all.

After mulling it over while we have some food, 

we make the more sensible, less adventurous, call 

to ride back along the coast road. This means we 

can enjoy another section of lovely singletrack 

along the coastline while watching the sun sink 

into the sea. It’s such a fabulous scene that we 

forgive the wayward Russell and his battery. What 

we hadn’t quite appreciated is how long this 

undulating road is, and with the light fading, so 

does the spectacular view.

Magical mystery tour
That is, until we reach the northern tip of the 

peninsula, where we spot a few camper vans pulled 

up, so we stop to see the attraction. As the last 

light in the night sky disappears behind the islands 

of Raasay and Rona, the dark indigo twinkles with 

stars. The reflection on the calm, mirror-like water 

of the lochs is breathtaking. Presently, a stag 

ambles across the road, stops and stares at us, 

before continuing on his way. It’s magical, and I 

have to admit, probably for the first time, that I’m 

glad to have taken the tarmac option. Russell’s 

battery light has even stopped flashing to let us 

enjoy the moment – it’s totally died now!

Nick kindly offers to jump aboard the e-bike for 

the last few miles and use its dead weight as some 

form of resistance training – although I’m not sure 

he fully appreciated its weight or the number of 

remaining hills. We all grind it out together bravely 

and, after a few false summits, eventually stumble 

upon our lonesome van hiding in the dark. We 

all agree that while this may not be the easiest 

place to get to and it may not look like the most 

exciting or adventurous ride on paper, the Scottish 

Highlands never fail to deliver. 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

ViewRanger 
is an app 
that lets 
outdoor 

enthusiasts plan, 
navigate, record and 
share their adventures. 
With offline mapping 
(including OS maps), 
turn-by-turn navigation, 
and live trip stats – like 
ride time, distance, and 
current, average and 
maximum speed – it’ll 
turn your phone into a 
fully-fledged GPS unit. 
You can also download 
detailed route guides, 
broadcast your location 
and share your 
adventures with friends.

In 2016 ViewRanger 
released Skyline, a free 
augmented reality feature 
that uses your phone’s 
camera to label landscape 
features such as peaks, 
towns, lakes and cliffs 
within 20 miles of your 
location. ViewRanger is 
also the first app to use 
the built-in GPS on Apple 
Watch Series 2, allowing 
you to follow directions 
with a quick glance at 
your wrist.

The ViewRanger app is available to 

download for Apple, Android, and 

Kindle Fire devices.

WHAT IS 
VIEWRANGER?

WE ENJOY ANOTHER LOVELY SECTION 

OF SINGLETRACK ALONG THE COAST, 

WATCHING THE SUN SINK INTO THE SEA
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The Shropshire hills are full of awesome riding, both natural and 
manmade, and Eastridge Woods is a classic venue

EASTRIDGE WOODS, 
SHROPSHIRE

Words Ed Thomsett Pics Dan Griffiths

n
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  TRAIL STATS

Distance DH: 0.3-0.8km XC: 8km

Climbing Fireroad or surfaced 
singletrack

Time 1hr for a lap of the red-graded 
Revelation XC trail

Grading Red, black

  WHY RIDE HERE? 

Rough, natural-feeling trails with 
loads of options and plenty of 
technical descents

RAD…

The woods are compact and 
criss-crossed by a network of trails 
so it’s easy to create your own rides

There are enough steep, rooty  
trails to keep even seasoned 
downhillers happy 

BAD…

Although the rocky surface rides 
well in all weathers, it does get 
pretty skittery

Some of the catch berms aren’t very 
supportive, so don’t go in too hot!

EASTRIDGE, SHROPSHIRE

WHERE ARE WE?

 Merthyr Tydfil

Shrewsbury 

Snowdonia 
National Park

Brecon Beacons

Eastridge



been one gnarly descent, because the rocky 

surface and sprawling web of roots are giving our 

modern-day bikes a workout and they’ve taken 

out one of our crew already.

(Not) braving the elements
The weather conditions today are changeable, 

to say the least. Rain one minute is followed by 

beautiful blue skies and then, just when we’ve 

packed away our jackets, the heavens open again 

and we’re sent running for cover. A good amount 

of today’s ride so far has been spent sheltering 

under a big pine tree, while dog walkers amble 

past, looking with amusement at the rain-shy 

mountain bikers. 

After a particularly heavy deluge, we’re glad 

when the clouds finally disperse and we can 

continue riding, but it’s left the trails decidedly 

on the slippery side. This doesn’t seem to be 

putting off the final member of our crew, James, 

who seems to have forgotten what his brakes are 

for. On the open stump field of the old Student 

Champs downhill track, we watch as he hammers 

into a steep rocky chute, fully committed, with 

the bike dancing beneath him. It may not be quite 

as dramatic as Luther’s over the bars ejection, 

but watching the way he pulls up to gap a set 

here’s a crashing noise from behind us 
and we look around to see Luther Griffiths 
hurtling over the bars, windmilling his  
arms. He disappears into a mass of logs 
and branches with a heavy thud that  

makes us all wince. There’s a collective silence  
as we all assume he must surely be dead, but 
then an arm appears from the undergrowth and 
gives a thumbs-up. “Good effort there, mon!” 
laughs Sandy, as Luther picks himself up out  
of the wreckage. 

How he and his bike have survived such a 
monster crash intact is beyond us, but one 
thing’s for certain, he’s winning the prize for 
dedication to the cause so far! In a close second 
is Dan our photographer, aka Moonhead Media. 
He’s just flown back from the DH World Champs 
in Cairns and has come straight here from the 
airport. The fact he’s running on zero hours sleep 
and all he’s got to wear is a tie-dye T-shirt and 
jean shorts doesn’t seem to be fazing him one 
bit, as he reassures us he’s fine and waves away 
our offers of a jacket.

Old-school DH
The plan for our ride today started as a lap 

around Eastridge’s red-graded Revelation trail, 

but as we’ve gone on, our route seems to have 

got more and more convoluted. We’re being 

guided by local legend Sandy Plenty, of The 

Trailhead bike shop fame, and he can’t resist 

diverting off the main loop to show us all the 

extra bits that his stomping ground has to offer. 

The trail we’re currently on is one of the 

original downhill tracks, named ’98, because, 

yep, you guessed it, it was built in 1998. Thinking 

back to the bikes of the late ’90s, this must have 

LOCAL
KNOWLEDGE

Locals do…

Help out the 
Eastridge Trail 

Partnership 
with trail 

building and 
maintenance

Race the 
multiple enduro 
races that visit 
the woodlands 

every year

Piece together 
their favourite 

sections of trail 
for a quick  

after-work ride

Locals don’t…

Dig illegal trails 

Ride on 
footpaths

Leave litter
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Our Al rocking his own inimitable

style, but he’s such a rad rider 

he can just about get away with it!

n
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ED THOMSETT

Staff Writer Ed was 
buzzing off the trails 

until he got a bit friendly 
with the brambles

ALEX EVANS

Features Editor Al got 
told by Dan that he 

looks “so MBUK”. That’s 
a compliment, right?

SANDY PLENTY

Midlander and owner of 
The Trailhead bike shop, 
Sandy knows every inch 

of the Shropshire hills

LUTHER GRIFFITHS

A bus driver who rides 
like a bat out of hell. We 
hate to think what he’s 
like on the school run 

JAMES FLINDERS

An elite downhill racer 
for Leisure Lakes 

Cycles, James has some 
serious pace on him

MEET
THE CREW
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THERE’S A DOUBLE INTO A 180-DEGREE TURN. 

LUTHER GETS EXCITED WHEN HE SEES THIS 

AND BOOSTS OFF IT, WHIPPING HIS BACK END 

OUT AND TIPPING THE BARS DOWNWARDS



of roots and land with deft precision is pretty 

impressive nonetheless.

From seeing the rolling shape of the hills as 

we neared our destination on this morning’s 

drive to Shropshire, we expected mellow, 

relaxed singletrack, but we’ve been blown 

away by the technicality of the Eastridge trails. 

They’re definitely a cut above your usual trail 

centre tracks in terms of difficulty, and total 

concentration is required as we try to hang 

onto the back wheels of the local boys down the 

steeper Snailbeach side of the hill. Even Dan, on a 

borrowed bike, wearing no knee pads and with  

a heavy camera bag on his back, is riding flat  

out and we hold our breath as he careers down 

the track at top speed. He and his camera survive 

but the rocks aren’t so forgiving to his rear tyre, 

which punctures. Al reluctantly volunteers to 

carry the bike back to the van.

Knob joy
At the bottom of the descent, we stop beside a 

trail map to get our bearings and Sandy points 

out a section of trail called ‘Dickie’s Dingle.’ “We 

named it after Rich Cunynghame [local boy and 

MTB journo],” he explains with a grin. “When he 

found out what we’d done, he pretty much didn’t 

speak to us for half a year!”

Between us and Cunny’s dingle is a new 

section of trail that was built for an enduro race 

earlier in the year. It starts with an undulating 

traverse of rollers and berms, before dropping 

down with a double into a 180-degree turn. 

Luther gets excited when he sees this and boosts 
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JAMES SEEMS TO HAVE FORGOTTEN WHAT HIS 

BRAKES ARE FOR, AND WATCHING THE WAY 

HE PULLS UP TO GAP A SET OF ROOTS AND LAND 

WITH DEFT PRECISION IS PRETTY IMPRESSIVE 

WRECKING CREW 
WISDOM

“To unlock the best of Eastridge I’d 

suggest doing the standard red loop in 

the morning – a fun yet demanding spin 

through the woods that takes in some 

great descents. As you ride around 

keep your eyes open and you’ll notice 

lots of other trails shooting off the main 

line. Make a mental note of the ones 

you like the look of. Back at the car park 

you can fuel up and set off north up the 

main fireroad (where the red finished) 

to the top and explore the many fun 

offshoots you spotted earlier. Eastridge 

has so many loamy fun trails to hunt 

out – as you get to know the woods and 

the lay of the land, you’ll definitely find 

some hidden gems.”

SANDY PLENTY 
BOSS AT THE TRAILHEAD

It’s a rare sight to catch 

Luther with both 

wheels on the ground

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H



off it, whipping his back end out and tipping the 

bars downwards. Landing a fair way down the 

straight, he has to grab a handful of back brake to 

make the turn and the bike skitters left and right, 

sending loose rocks flying. 

From here, the next section of trail snakes 

through a string of fresh-cut turns. There’s still 

a bit of loam to be found and we revel in the 

sound of back wheels ripping sideways through 

the soft stuff as we train it down. Popping out on 

the fireroad at the bottom, there’s not one of us 

without a massive grin on our faces and it doesn’t 

take much persuading for us to stick our saddles 

up and pedal back up for another go. 

 GET THERE

From Shrewsbury take the 
A488 to Pontesbury. In 
Pontesbury, turn left down 
Chapel Street. Follow the 
road through Habberley 
until you see a right turn 
signposted to Westcott and 
Bridges. After 0.1 miles,  
turn right down the lane 
signposted to Eastridge 
Woods cycle route. The 
Forestry Commission car 
park is on the right after  
0.6 miles. Use grid ref 
52.618829, -2.899607.

 FACILITIES 

None 

 NEARBY BIKE SHOPS

The Trailhead and Dave 
Mellor Cycles are in 
Shrewsbury. Blazing Bikes 
is a 30-minute drive.  
www.thetrailhead.co.uk

www.davemellorcycles.
com, www.blazingbikes.
co.uk

 CONTACT

www.forestry.gov.uk/
marches

  WHAT ELSE IS NEARBY?

Hopton Woods
Hopton is another Forestry 
Commission site, 50 
minutes from Eastridge. It 
boasts an awesome red XC 
loop and loads of DH tracks 
with regular races and 
uplifts held by Pearce 
Cycles. For dates, see  
www.pearceevents.co.uk

Clun
Shropshire has a wealth of 
natural riding. The village of 
Clun is slap bang in the 
middle, making it a perfect 
hub for a ride. See our Big 
Ride in issue 339.

Everything you need to know about Eastridge

THE                                   DIRECTORY

Eastridge Woods is a 
trail centre for people 
who don’t like trail 
centres. The hand-cut 
tracks provide a fun 
technical challenge for 
even confident bike 
handlers, but there isn’t 
a huge amount here for 
beginners. The trails all 
flow well, but you need 
to have your wits about 
you, as a few of the 
corners are quite flat 
and the rocky surface 
can be slippery. Some of 
the trails could do with  
a spot of maintenance, 
but as a volunteer- 
managed spot, you 
know what to do to help.

VERDICT

Sandy rides these trails 

like he owns them – well, 

he did help build them!
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The new section of trail flows

really well and affords plenty 

of opportunities for airtime



Please remember to mention MBUK when responding to advertisements

TRAIL RIDING, COACHING, RETAIL & ACCOMMODATION

• STANDARD LINERS FROM £65

• EXTENDED LINERS FROM £95

• FULLY WATERPROOF

• MACHINE WASHABLE

• AVAILABLE IN 12 COLOURS

• FOLDS FOR EASY STORAGE

RHINO UK BOOTLINERS LTD, GROVE FARM, WOLDS LANE, WOLVEY, LEICS LE10 3LL

WWW.RHINOUK.CO.UK

01455 882999 | RHINOUKLTD@BTCONNECT.COM
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5 VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE TO 
CHECK OUT 
OUR FULL 

RANGE

BURTECH
Trailers
for
outdoor
pursuits
www.
burtechtrailers.
co.uk

North Wales
01492 641905

NEW to RANGE CUB 8 PRO Bike Trailer

GLYNN VIEW GUEST HOUSE B&B

SELF CATER • FREE WI-FI • SLEEPS 6 

SECURE PARKING WITH GARAGE/SHEDS CCTV 

LOCATED ON THE EDGE OF CARDINHAM WOODS 

& THE LANHYDROCK EST 

BODMIN CORNWALL PL30 4AR • 07701 076186

Afan Valley Cottages
Self-catering accommodation near the Afan Forest trails. 

Cottage sleeps 7 from £280w/e £450/week.  
House sleeps 12 £360 w/e £500/week.  

www.afanvalleycottages.co.uk

Snowdonia Cottages
Self catering in Blaenau Ffestiniog and Trawsfynydd. Blaenau 

sleeps 5, £225-£425/week, £180-£280/weekend. Traws 
sleeps max 8, £320-£500/week, £200-£300/weekend.  

www.llwyncelyncottage.co.uk or ring Hugh on 
07958928096 for more details. All have free WiFi, 

Freesat TV, DVD and secure bike storage.g
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YOU REALLY NEED THIS...+ 

£8

Always wanted your name on your bike just like the

pros? Now you can. These ultra high quality decals
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Flandria Custom Name Decal Set:  

www.flandriabikes.com

Great deals for 

Mountain Biking 

enthusiasts visiting 

the 7 stanes
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